[All Saints', Evesham. The solemn services of Good Friday and Holy Saturday. -- pp. 10. ; 24o..-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]
  Held by: British Library]

[Are our Clergy rightly ordained? ... With a preface by the Rev. T. T. Carter, etc. / Staley, Vernon ; Carter, Thomas Thellusson.-- pp. 20. ; 8o..-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]
  Held by: British Library]

[Are the Writings of Dionysius the Areopagite genuine? / Parker, John, Vicar of Willoughby and Wysall ; Dionysius, Saint, called the Areopagite.-- pp. 20. ; 8o..-- London & Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1897.
  Held by: British Library]

[[Aristophanous Hippes. The Knights of Aristophanes / adapted for performance by the Oxford University Dramatic Society, 1897. With an English version adapted from that of J. Hookham Frere by L.E. Berman.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1897]
  Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

[At Evening Time it shall be Light. [A sacred poem.] / Newsham, Louisa.-- 8o..-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]
  Held by: British Library]

[To the most High, Mighty and Magnificent Empresse ... Victoria ...
Her most humble servant H. W. [i.e. Sir T. H. Warren] doth in all humilitie dedicate, present and consecrate these his verses. / W., H. ; Victoria, Queen of Great Britain and Ireland ; Warren, Sir Thomas Herbert, K.C.V.O.-- 8o..-- Oxford : [Daniel Press], [1897.]
  Held by: British Library]

  Held by: Trinity College Dublin]]

  Notes: No. 5 of the "Froebel Institute Addresses."
  Held by: British Library]]

[By-Laws of the Apollo University Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, no. 357, Oxford. To which is added a history of the lodge, a list of the members, etc. Sixth edition. / Freemasons.-- pp. 160. ; 16o..-- Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1897.
  Held by: British Library]

  Notes: "130 copies printed.".-- Paperbound in light gray; printed and
illustrated in black; all edges untrimmed  
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford}}

[[Cancelled sheets of the latter portion of The testament of love / Chaucer, d. 1400 Geoffrey ; Skeat, Walter W. (Walter William), 1835-1912 [Editor].-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1897.-- The complete works of Geoffrey Chaucer
Held by: Aberdeen]]

Held by: British Library}

{{Channels of Grace. The greater sacraments. A simple instruction on the latter part of the Church Catechism. / Harding, Kate Mary.-- pp. 61. ; 16o.-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Chants for the Psalter. (Yattendon 4-part chants.) [With a preface signed: R. B., i. e. Robert Seymour Bridges.] / B, R ; Bridges, Robert Seymour.-- fol.-- Oxford : Privately printed, 1897
Notes: Lithographed throughout
Held by: British Library}}}

Notes: Limited edition of 120 numbered copies of which this is number 120
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The Classical Ideal / delivered on Sept. 20, 1897 by Cyril Bailey.-- 19 p ; 9 x 6 in.-- Oxford, 1897.-- Froebel Institute addresses ; 7
Held by: SAS}}

{{Edward Ambrose, Viscount Delford. The story of a little church boy / Hollis, Gertrude.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1897]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Examination in the theory, history, and practice of education / University of Oxford.-- v ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1897.-- Oxford University examination papers
Notes: 1897?-- Issued by: the University of Oxford
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}}

{The first book of songs or airs of four parts : 1605 / by Francis Pilkington
Contents: [v. 1] Now peep, bo-peep -- My choice is made -- Can she disdain -- Alas, fair face -- Whither so fast -- Rest, sweet nymphs -- Ay me, she frowns -- [v. 2] Now let her change -- Underneath a cypress shade -- Sound woeful plaints -- You that pine in long desire -- Look, mistress mine -- Climb, O heart -- Thanks, gentle moon -- [v. 3] I sigh as sure to wear -- Down a down -- Diaphenia -- Beauty sat musing -- Music, dear solace -- With fragrant flowers -- Come, come, all you that draw -- Pavan for the lute and bass viol

Held by: Leeds

{{Flosculorum fasciculas / selected translations into Latin and Greek verse by C.S. Jerram.-- 21 cm.-- Oxford, 1897
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{[Friday. / Payne, Alfred.-- pp. 8. ; 16o.-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Includes bibliographical notes
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{[Helps to the study of the Bible, etc / [revised by George F. Maclear].-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1897]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Vol.1: 1893-1897}}
Notes: In 30 vols. Vols. 8, 10 have appendices in separate volumes
Held by: Edinburgh}}}

{{[How I make £100 a year from 25 hens, or Poultry keeping a paying enterprise / Rogers, A.-- 8vo.-- [Oxford], 1897
   Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{An index to Worcestershire Fines, 1649-1714 / Edited ... by John Amphlett.-- 2parts.-- Oxford : for the Worcestershire Historical Society, 1896-1897
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{A kalendar of hymns ancient & modern for ... 1898 / compiled ... by R.S. Genge, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1897]
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Knights of Aristophanes : adapted for performance by the Oxford university dramatic society, 1897 / with English version adapted from that of J. Hookham Frere by L. E. Berman.-- Oxford : [s.n.], [1897]
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Latin prose composition / Ramsay, George Gilbert, 1839-1921.-- Fourth ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1897
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Lazarillo de Tormes : conforme á la edición de 1554 / Publicalo á sus expensas H. Butler Clarke.-- iv, 94 p : facsim ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1897
   Notes: Includes facsimile of original t.-p.: La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes: y de sus fortunas y adversidades, 1554
   Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}}


One Son, His Well-beloved. For use on Good Friday; and all Fridays throughout the year. By the author of "Supplications, Prayers, Intercessions, and Thanksgivings, for the use of Church Watchers," etc. / JESUS CHRIST. -- pp. 55. ; 16o. -- Oxford, London : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]


Ornaments and Ceremonies of the Church and her Ministers. -- s.sh.fol. -- [Oxford, 1897].-- Mowbray's Oxford Broadsheets ; no.14


Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates}

The Oxford debate on the textual criticism of the New Testament: held at New College on May 6, 1897: with a preface explanatory of the rival systems / Miller, Edward, 1825-1901 ; Sanday, W. (William), 1843-1920. -- xvi, 43 p ; 22 cm. -- London : George Bell ; Oxford : James Parker, 1897. -- 0837046556

Notes: Debate between Edward Miller and William Sanday. -- Half title: The Oxford debate on textual criticism. -- Preface signed by E. M.

Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford}


Personal Tithes and Easter Dues; are they due to the Clergy from the Laity. In the court of conscience Yes. / Poyntz, Newdigate.-- pp. 14. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]

The Pictorial and Historical Gossiping Guide to Oxford ... Sixth edition, revised, enlarged and improved ... Revised by Herbert Hurst. [With Plates.] / Moore, James J. ; Hurst, Herbert.-- pp. 112. A. Thos.; 8o.-- Oxford : Shrimpton & Son, [1897.]


Poems and Kerdos, the miser.-- 2v. ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1896-1897


The Priest's Book of Private Devotion ... Eighth thousand. [Edited by J. Watkin Williams.] / Oldknow, Joseph ; Crake, Augustine David ; Williams, Joseph Watkin, Bishop of St. John's Kaffraria.-- pp. xii. 672.; 12o.-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., 1897.

Prime and Hours according to the use of the Church of England, with other

Programme of tenth annual amateur athletic sports to be held ... on Whit-Monday, June 7, 1897, on the University running ground, Iffley Road / Oxford University Press Athletic Club.-- 11 p.; 19 cm.-- [Oxford]: [s.n.], [1897] Held by: Oxford

Register, 1847-1897 / St. Peter's College (Radley, England).-- xx, 158 p.; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Alden & Co., 1897 Notes: Includes index Held by: Manchester


Ritual notes on the order of divine service / by the editors of "The order of divine service," &c., &c.-- Revised and completed ed.-- viii, 119 p.; ill; 24 cm.-- Oxford: Mowbray & Co., [1897?] Notes: Includes index Held by: King's College London


Rules of the Oxford University Political Economy Club / Oxford University Political Economy Club.-- 8 p.; 18 cm.-- [Oxford]: [s.n.], 1897 Held by: Oxford


Saint Peter's Parish Almanac, Eaton Square, 1898, 1900. (Saint Peter's
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

{{The saints of God / Hollis, Gertrude.-- 12mo.-- Oxford & London, [1897]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Saul, a tragedy and other poems / John, Paul.-- First ed.-- V. 2 ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1897
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Selected translations into Latin and Greek verse / by C.S. Jerram.-- 53 p.-- Oxford, 1897
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Sermons on the Song of Songs, etc. [Edited by J. H., i.e. Joseph Haskoll.] / Neale, John Mason ; Bible ; Haskoll, Josèph ; H., J.-- pp. xix. 389. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1897.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{A Short History and Exposition of the Apostles' Creed and of the first eight of the thirty-nine Articles of Religion, etc. / Neale, John Mason ; Bible ; Haskoll, Josèph ; H., J.-- pp. xiv. 168. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1897.
Held by: British Library}}

{{A Short History of the Danish language : adapted to the use of English students / by K. Lentner.-- v. 24 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Editor, 1897
Notes: A free translation of a sketch by Ludwig Wimmer, done into German by Ferdinand Holthausen.-- At head of title: Scandinavian series.-- Bibliography, p. 21-24? . -- "NYPL FSN 14,277."
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Statement of Receipts and Payments, etc. / London.-- 8o.-- Oxford : G. Phipps, [1897, etc.]
Held by: British Library}}}
Held by: British Library}

Wordsworth. "Of the principles of poetry" and the "Lyricall ballads". By [i.e. translated by] Edward L. D. Cole. / Wordsworth, William, Poet Laureate ; Cole, Edward Launcelot Davey.-- pp. 17 ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1897.-- (Gaisford Greek Prose. 1897.)
Notes: English & Greek. Extracted from the preface to "Lyricall ballads".
Held by: British Library}

Work for the far West : A quarterly magazine for the Diocese of New Westminster.-- 21cm.-- Oxford, 1897-????
Notes: Original held by: Bodleian Library, Oxford University.-- Copies available from: Bodleian Library // Surrogate details: Microfilm. Oxford : Bodleian Library, [1993]. 4 reels(934fr.); 35 mm. (a b c). Neg: 5172.17-5172.26; 5173.01-5173.08; 5179.09; 5188.04-5188.17; 5188.26-5188.27.
Pos: Pres. Films 375
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates]]

Held by: British Library}
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Notes: Cover title: A.M.C. handbook and guide to Oxford.-- Cover title: The A.M.C. handbook and guide to Oxford.-- "Illustrated with four photographic groups, twenty-five portraits, about 100 illustrations, and a plan of the city."
Held by: Oxford}}

ABC of Gothic architecture / by the late John Henry Parker.-- 10th ed.-- vi, 265 p : ill ; 15 cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1898
Notes: First published in 1881.-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford}

Notes: The "Extracts" are printed on one side of the leaf only.
Held by: British Library}

Air in G for Piano solo / Stock, Thomas.-- fol.-- Oxford : T. Stock, [1898]
Held by: British Library}}

Alden's Oxford guide : with a key plan of the university and city, an
original photograph, and numerous engravings / originally compiled and
annually revised by Edward C. Alden.-- [24th] Enlarged ed / with appendix
"Old Oxford" and a coloured map.-- viii, 148p : ill., 1 col. folded map,
plans ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Edward C. Alden, 1898
Notes: Col. folded plan attached to rear cover.-- Includes index.-- Plan
attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford)}

{{An altar book for servers.-- Oxford ; London : [s.n.], [1898]
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{Anthems and motets / by Robert White, George Kirbye, John Wilbye & William
Daman ; edited by G.E.P. Arkwright.-- 20 [2] p. of text, 6 scores (40 p.) ;
28 cm.-- London : Joseph Williams ; Oxford : James Parker & Co., 1898.-- The
Old English edition ; no. 21
Notes: D29, D1841, 928(k).-- Includes preface, biographical material and
editorial notes by Godfrey Arkwright, and notes on the music of the period .
-- Lightly annotated by Donald Tovey in pencil.-- Mainly for 5 mixed
voices, "Homo natus de muliere" for 6 mixed voices, with accompaniment
for practice only. "Ne reminiscaris" for solo treble voice, with viols.-- Spine
title: White, Kirbye etc. - Anthems and motets, old Eng. ed. XXI-XXII.
(StEdU : Tov. 25/11-12)
Contents: 1. The Lord bless us / Robert White -- 2. O How glorious art Thou
/ John Wilbye -- 5. Ne reminiscaris / John Wilbye -- Miserere nostri /
William Daman
Held by: Edinburgh ; Southampton}

{{Autobiography of Charles Merivale ... Edited by J. A. Merivale. / Merivale,
Charles, Dean of Ely ; Merivale, Judith Anne.-- pp. 499. ; 8o..-- Oxford :
Printed for private circulation, 1898.
Held by: British Library}}

Oxford] : [s.n.], 1898
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The Bible Reader's Chart, etc. / Fletcher, W. C.-- pp. 51. ; obl.
8o..-- Oxford : W. C. Fletcher, [1898.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Biblical quotations in old English prose writers : ed., with the Vulgate and
and Cambridge, Mass. ] : [s.n.], 1898, 1903
Notes: 2 series, the 2nd being one of the Yale bicentennial publications
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The Bump.-- v ;29 cm.-- Oxford : Horser & Storey, 1898-
Held by: Oxford}}

{{By the King and Queen, etc. / Mercier, Anne, Mrs..-- pp. viii. 140. ;
8o..-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1898.]}}
Held by: British Library}}

{Catalogue of the furniture, personal effects, and the interesting and valuable library of books, the property of the late Rev. C.L. Dodgson, more widely known as "Lewis Carroll," also a valuable and unique collection of antique bronze, silver and gold coins and medals, Etruscan black ware of Chiusi, Italian majolica, a choice library of books and oil paintings ... forming part of the collection of the late Rev. L. Thomas, which will be sold by auction by E.J. Brooks at the Holywell Music Room, Oxford, on Tuesday, May 10th, and following days / Carroll, Lewis, 1832-1898.-- 63 p. -- Oxford : Hall & Son, Printers, [1898?]

Notes: The catalogue of the two final days of the sale, the collection of L. Thomas, not reproduced, except for p. 51

Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{Charmides, or, "Oxford twenty years ago" / by Gascoigne Mackie.-- 71 p ; 17 cm. -- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1898

Held by: Oxford}}


Held by: British Library}}

{{The Christmas Bell, and other verses. / Jones, Isabel Mary.-- pp. 39 ; 8o. -- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1898.]

Held by: British Library}}


Held by: British Library}}

{{Collects for the Black Letter Days, in the words of the Bible and Prayer Book, with suggestions as to Epistles and Gospels. / Ball, Thomas Isaac, Provost of Cumbrae.-- pp. 50 ; 8o. -- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1898.]

Held by: British Library}}

{{Comfort and Good Cheer. A little gift book for our Christian brethren in the hospital wards of workhouses, etc. / Parker, Thomas Henry, of Kidderminster.-- pp. 44 ; 8o. -- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1898.]

Held by: British Library}}


Held by: British Library}}

{{The Companionship of Jesus. Brief reflections for the forty days of Lent. / Bell, Charles Carlyle.-- pp. viii. 94 ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1898.]

Held by: British Library}}
Held by: Oxford]

{{The journal of tropical medicine and hygiene: devoted to medical, surgical and sanitary work in warm countries.-- Oxford: Blackwell Scientific, 1898-1995
Notes: regular.-- Title varies: 1898-1906, v.1-9, as Journal of tropical medicine. 1907- v. 10- Journal of tropical medicine and hygiene
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{A kalendar of hymns ancient & modern for the year of grace 1899 / compiled ... by Robert Sealy Genge, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1898]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The first book of songs or airs of four parts: 1605 / by Francis Pilkington ; edited by G.E.P. Arkwright.-- 1 score, 3v : facsims ; 29 cm.-- London : J. Williams ; Oxford : J. Parker & co., 1897-1898.-- The Old English edition ; no. 18-20
Notes: For SATB, lute and piano reduction.-- Title in red and black.-- With reproduction of the dedication and t.p. of the original edition ...
London, 1605
Contents: [v. 1] Now peep, bo-peep -- My choice is made -- Can she disdain -- Alas, fair face -- Whither so fast -- Rest, sweet nympha -- Ay me, she frowns -- [v. 2] Now let her change -- Underneath a cypress shade -- Sound woeful plaints -- You that pine in long desire -- Look, mistress mine -- Climb, O heart -- Thanks, gentle moon -- [v. 3] I sigh as sure to wear -- Down a down -- Diaphenia -- Beauty sat musing -- Music, dear solace -- With fragrant flowers -- Come, come, all you that draw -- Pavan for the lute and bass viol
Held by: Leeds}}

{{The Lamplighters' Address for Christmas, 1898 [etc.]. [In verse.] / LAMPLIGHTERS.-- s. sh ; 8o..-- [Oxford], [1898, etc.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Lectures on natural theology / Wallace, William, 1844-1897.-- Oxford, 1898.-- The Gifford lectures ; 1894-95
Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{A Life's Struggle; being the remarkable life story of Caroline Irons. / Bayliss, William J. S. ; Irons, Caroline Amelia, Mrs..-- pp. 31. ; 8o..-- Oxford : Alfred Savage, [1898.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: One of "The Oxford Translations of the Classics."
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Lord's prayer: sermons / Edward Meyrick Goulburn, Dean of Norwich, ed. with preface by Berdmore Compton.-- v.-- London [pr. Oxford] : [s.n.], 1898
Held by: Oxford]}}
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}


{[On the causes and conditions of naval supremacy : Gaisford prize - Greek prose / Genner, E. E.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1898 Held by: Trinity College Dublin]}

{[On the use of classical metres in English / Stone, William Johnson.-- 21x14 cm.-- Oxford : privately printed, 1898 Held by: Liverpool]}

{[One eye, two eyes, and three eyes / Wordsworth, Elizabeth, Dame, 1840-1932.-- 24 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Alden, [1898] Notes: A play in verse.-- Imprint from colophon]}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}
*The Prologue, the Knightes tale, the Nonne Preestes tale from the Canterbury tales / Chaucer ; edited by Richard Morris.-- New ed / with collations and additional notes by Walter W. Skeat. -- 1xii, 262 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1898.-- Clarendon Press series
   Held by: King's College London*

   Notes: Dated from BM Catalogue.-- Printed: Oxford: Horace Hart
   Held by: Manchester ; Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The Queen's college concert, Friday, May 27th, 1898, at 8.30 p.m : programme / Queen's College (University of Oxford) ; Eglesfield Musical Society.-- 19 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Printed by G. Phipps, [1898]
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{The question of a three-year's classical course and a single examination / Lewis R. Farnell.-- 16 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Sheppard, 1898
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Notes: Introduction signed: Mill Stephenson.-- "List of authorities": p. [xvii]-xix.-- "Notes concerning the author of "The records of Merton priory"": 4 p. inserted between p. [vi] and [vii]
   Held by: Manchester}}

{{Register / Bradfield (Berks). College.-- v ; 18 cm.-- London ; Oxford, 1871-1898, 1909-1924
   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{The relief of the poor : with rules for a parochial relief committee / by

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Proceedings of the Oxford Union Society : on Thursday, May 19th, 1898, being the day of Mr. Gladstone's death / Oxford Union.-- 9 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : Printed by Geo. Bryan and co., 1898
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Professor Muirhead and Oxford chairs of philosophy : a reply / Blunt, Herbert W..-- 8 p ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford] : [s.n.], [1898]
   Notes: Signed: Herbert W. Blunt
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Register / Bradfield (Berks). College.-- v ; 18 cm.-- London ; Oxford, 1871-1898, 1909-1924
   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{The relief of the poor : with rules for a parochial relief committee / by

}}
That Land and This: a series of allegories for the seasons of the Christian year, etc. / Hollis, Gertrude.-- pp. vi. 144. ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1898.]
Held by: British Library}

"They shall see His Face." Stories of God's grace in work among the blind and others in India ... With ... illustrations from original photographs. / Hewlett, S. S.-- pp. 182. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Alden & Co., 1898.
Held by: British Library}

Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{Translation [into Greek iambic verse] from Marlowe: Edward II act V, scene 1, 5 / by J.A. Webster.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1898.-- Gaisford prize
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

The Tree of Life in the midst of the Garden, The Story of Man's Fall and Restoration, as recorded in the Book Genesis. Being addresses, etc. / Powell, William Hawkins.-- pp. 42. ; 8o.-- London & Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1898.
Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}}

{Wadham College Gazette.-- Oxford
Held by: Cambridge}}

Why I should be confirmed. / Cudlip, Pender Hodge.-- pp. 8. ; 16o.-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1898.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{The Worship of the Church: a eucharistic manual for children. Compiled by
the Rev. H. T. Knight. [With the text of the Communion
Office.] / LITURGIES ; Knight, Herbert Theodore.-- pp. 45. ; 24o.-- Oxford
: A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1898.]
Held by: British Library}

{Wykehamic : a history of Winchester College and commoners, from
the foundation to the present day / by H.C. Adams.-- x, 496 p., [19] leaves of
plates : ill., plan ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : J. Parker ; Winchester : J. Wells,
1878
Notes: History of Winchester College and commoners.-- Includes
bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton ;
Trinity College Dublin}

{{(The X. An Unknown Quantity. vol. 1. no. 1.
- vol. 3. no. 51. Nov. 10,
1898-Dec. 6, 1900. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.-- 4o.-- Oxford, 1898-1900.
Held by: British Library)}}
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{Alden's Oxford guide : with a key plan of the university and city, an
original photograph, and numerous engravings / originally compiled and
annually revised by Edward C. Alden.-- [25th] Enlarged ed / with appendix
1 col. folded map, plans ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Edward C. Alden, 1899
Notes: Col. folded plan attached to rear cover.-- Includes index.-- Plan
attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford}

{An Altar Book for Servers. / ALTAR BOOK.-- pp. 96. ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R.
Mowbray & Co., [1899.]
Held by: British Library}

{Am I a Help-Mate? A letter addressed to working girls. / Douglas, Christian
Held by: British Library}

{Analysis of the "Acts of the Apostles," with appendices and notes,
etc. / Dixon, William Samuel ; Bible.-- pp. 52. iii. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J.
Thornton, 1899.
Held by: British Library}

{The Annual Report of the Guardians of the Poor within the City of Oxford :
with statement of accounts to March 25th, 1899 / City of Oxford. Guardians
of the Poor ; Family Welfare Association.-- 45,[9]p ; 21cm.-- Oxford :
J.Oliver, printer, 1899
Notes: "Chairmen, 1898-1899: Alderman Jenkin, J.P., Alderman Wilson, J.P."
Held by: ULL}

{Arcadia / Butler, Harold Edgeworth, 1878.- -- 11 p.-- Oxford : Basil
Blackwell, 1899.-- Newdigate prize poem (University of Oxford) ; 1899
Held by: Oxford}


Notes: Orig. title: De fide orthodoxa

{[The Fasting Days appointed to be observed in the English Church. With an introduction, notes, and appendices ... Second edition ... enlarged.-- pp. 72. ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1899.
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates)

\textbf{The feast of Bacchus: ba comedy taken from the HeautontimoromenosL} / Bridges, Robert ; Daniel Press.-- Oxford : Daniel Press, 1899
Notes: 105 copies (no. 14)
Held by: Liverpool)

\textbf{Feet of fines for Essex / edited by R.E.G. Kirk.-- 6v ; 24 cm, v.}
5.-- Colchester : Essex Archaeological Society at the Museum in the Castle ; Oxford : Leopard's Head Press, 1899-1993 .-- 0904920186 ; 0904920267 (v.6)
Notes: v. 1-3 published in parts.-- v. 5- published: Oxford : Leopard's Head Press
Held by: Leeds ; Nottingham ; Oxford)

Held by: British Library)

Held by: British Library)

\textbf{Greek Text of the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy ... With preface by the Rev. John Parker.} / Dionysius, Saint, called the Areopagite ; Parker, John, Vicar of Willoughby and Wysall.-- pp. vii. 81. ; 8o.-- London & Oxford : James Parker & Co., 1899.
Held by: British Library)

\textbf{Handbooks to the Pass Schools.} / Oxford ; Handbooks.-- 8o.-- Oxford : Joseph Thornton & Son, 1899, etc.
Held by: British Library)

\textbf{How to Nurse the Sick: or, helpful hints for Home Nursing.} / Sill, Ernest
Notes: Limited ed. of 150 copies.-- Without the music
Held by: ULL}}

{{In memoriam Bartolomaei Price, S.T.P : Collegii Pembrochiae magistri, conjugis dilectissimi, patris carissimi, amici fidelissimi, Christi Domini per octoginta annos imitatoris : in Christo obdormivit Dec. 29, 1898 / Pembroke College (University of Oxford).-- 3 p ; 16 cm.-- [Oxford : s.n.], 1899
Notes: Service sheet for funeral service held in Pembroke College, Oxford, January 3, 1899.-- Text in English
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Information gazette.-- 2v. ; 28 cm.-- Oxford : Information Office, 1898-1899
Notes: regular: bimonthly.-- "Touching divinity, learning and physic."
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Instructions for first communion / translated from the French, with brief notes, by the Rev. Charles C. Bell.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1899]
Held by: National Library of Scotland

{Is the independence of church courts really impossible? / by R.C. Moberly.-- 48 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : James Parker and Co., 1899
Notes: "A reissue with an introductory letter to the Dean of Christ Church.".-- First published in 1886
Held by: Oxford}

{{A kalendar of hymns ancient and modern for the year of grace 1900 / compiled ... by Robert Sealy Genge, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1899]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{King James I. A play, etc. / Baker, H. P..-- pp. 51. ; 8o..-- Oxford : W. J. Gatchfield, 1899.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Addenda et corrigenda: opposite p. xiv.-- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Oxford}}
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   *Collations from the Codex Cluniacensis S. Holkhamicus : a ninth-century manuscript of Cicero, now in Lord Leicester's library at Holkham ; with certain hitherto unpublished scholia, three facsimiles and a history of the codex / by William Peterson.-- lxii, 14 p : 3 facsim. (incl. front.) ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1901.-- Anecdota oxoniensia. Classical series ; pt. IX
   Held with: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford*

Conversazione in the University Museum on Tuesday, May 21st, 1901 / Oxford University Junior Scientific Club.-- 22 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, [1901]
   Notes: At head of title: Oxford University Junior Scientific Club
   Held by: Oxford]]

   Held by: British Library]]

Dark is the Night. The Brimming of the Cup. [Song.] Words and music.
Anonymous.-- fol.-- Oxford : Russell & Co, 1901
Held by: British Library}}

{{[A descriptive catalogue of the early editions of the works of Shakespeare preserved in the library of Eton college / [compiled by Walter Wilson Greg].-- v ; 24cm.-- London ; [pr. Oxford] : [s.n.], [1901]
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}]

{{(The 'DXV' prophecy in the Divina commedia (Purg. XXXIII. 37-45) / by Edward Moore.-- 30 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford, 1901
Notes: Cover-title.-- "This last division of the Essay was read as a paper to the Oxford Dante society in 1900, and a few copies were then printed for private circulation."--Footnote to the above, as published in the author's 'Studies in Dante.' Third series: Miscellaneous essays. 1903
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford}}}

{{Elementary lessons in Cape Dutch (Afrikander taal) / by A. Werner and G. Hunt.-- vii, 94p ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Williams & Norgate, 1901
Held by: Cambridge}}

Notes: No. 1 of the Bibliophile Series.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}

{{A Form of Service for Use at the Three Hours of the Passion on Good Friday. With intercessions for private use, etc. / Campion, Herbert Roper.-- pp. 22. ; 32o.-- Oxford, London : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1901.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}
Notes: The numeration continues that of "The Jabberwock". Continued as "The Jabberwock". See the earlier title for the full entry.
Held by: British Library}}

Gleanings in sunny Africa, 1873-1901.-- 32p. ; 16cm., 1 item.-- Oxford, [1901]
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates}}

Grains of wheat / Mitchell, Elizabeth Harcourt, formerly Rolls.-- 2 pt ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1900-1901
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

The Great Choice, or the Great Refusal. A sermon to Undergraduates, etc. / Percival, John, Bishop of Hereford.-- pp. 11. ; 8o.-- Oxford : James Parker & Co., 1901.
Held by: British Library}

The Greek Catholic Church. Paper read before the Exeter College Church Society, etc. / Sheridan, Richard Brinsley Cassavetti.-- pp. 70. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Williams & Norgate, 1901.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: London School of Economics}}

Histories. Book III / edited with notes, for the use of schools by Herbert F. Fox, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1901
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: King's College London}}

The holy eucharist / by P.N. Waggett.-- Oxford : printed by James Parker and
Co., 1901
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Vol.2: 1897-1900
Notes: In 30 vols. Vols. 8, 10 have appendices in separate volumes
Held by: Edinburgh]]

[In Memoriam V. R. I. (A Valedictum on our late Most Gracious Sovereign, Victoria, R. I. [Verses, signed: Mary C. Inman.]) / Inman, Mary Charlotte; Victoria, Queen of Great Britain and Ireland.-- 8o.-- Oxford, [1901.]
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: Birmingham]]

[A key to unlock the Bible / by Joseph Agar Beet.-- 160 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Religious Tract Society, 1901
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh]

[Lay subsidy roll, A.D. 1603, for the County of Worcester / edited for the Worcestershire Historical Society by J. Parker, 1901.-- Worcestershire Historical Society. Publications ; [8]
Notes: Latin text, parallel English translation
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Manchester]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

[The love letters of a Portuguese nun / English version by R. H.-- Oxford : Howard Wilford Bell, 1901
Notes: Traditionally ascribed to M. Alcoforado, these letters are now attributed to Guilleragues.-- Translation of Lettres portugaises
Held by: Durham]]

[The Magdalen Psalter. The Psalms, Canticles and the Athanasian Creed pointed
8o.-- [Oxford,], 1901.
Held by: British Library))}

{Nine Songs from Herrick. (1. The Bell-Man. 2. To the Lark. 3. To Jealousy.
4. The Rock of Rubies. 5. A Canticle to Apollo. 6. The Hag. 7. To the
Western Wind. 8. To Music. 9. To Groves.) / Arkwright, Godfrey Edward
Pelly. -- 4.-- Oxford : J. Parker & Co, 1901
Held by: British Library}

{Nonius Marcellus' dictionary of Republican Latin / By W.M. Lindsay.-- 1 p.,
120 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : J. Parker and co., 1901.-- St. Andrews University
publications ; no.1
Held by: Manchester}

Class. Bibl. Oxon
Notes: Vol. 2, 2nd ed
Held by: Liverpool}}

{{Order in the Sunday School. / Longridge, Florence.-- pp. 58. ; 8o.-- Oxford
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Oxford portfolio of monumental brasses / University of Oxford (Oxford,
Town of. - Oxford University Brass-Rubbing Society, afterwards Oxford
University Antiquarian Society).-- 5 pt ; fol.-- Oxford, 1898-1901
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Oxford year and other Oxford poems / Williams, James, 1851-1911.-- viii,
126 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell ; London : Simpkin, Marshall,
Hamilton, Kent, 1901
Notes: "About half the compositions in this volume have appeared in
various periodicals, chiefly the Oxford Magazine and the old Oxford Review
in the days when it was a weekly and not a daily paper."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Parochial, or Third Order (Anglican). Thoughts and Experiences. The
Order at work. [Edited by E. E. M., i.e. Miss E. E.
Marshall.] / England ; Marshall, E. E., Miss ; M., E. E..-- pp. 47. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Plain Words on the Incarnation and the Sacraments of the Gospel ... With a
Held by: British Library}}

{{Pocket Guide to Oxford and neighbourhood. / Taunt, Henry
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}}
{Results of meteorological observations made at the Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford, in the ... years / Radcliffe Observatory (Oxford, England) ; Radcliffe Meteorological Station.-- 27 cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1901-1937
   Notes: Imprint varies.-- Vol.56 issued by the Radcliffe Meteorological Station
   Held by: Imperial College}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Rudimenta latina / Allen, John Barrow.-- Oxford, 1901
   Held by: Aberdeen}}

   Notes: Interleaved. MS. notes and cuttings all on a sheet tipped in. Owner's name stamped on front cover: A. H. D. Steel. The names of those in the Standing Committee stamped on rear cover. With the bookplate of Keith Steel-Maitland. MS. note on flyleaf: from Ian Campbell, 1980.
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{A short history of the famous Alfred jewel / by John Gilbert.-- 12 p : ill ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Payne and Son, [1901]
   Notes: At head of title: Celebration of the 1,000th anniversary of Alfred the Great.-- Includes bibliographical references
   Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library

Some notable bindings preserved in Bodley’s Library at Oxford / Gibson, Strickland, 1877-1958.-- 30 x 23cm.-- Oxford, 1901-1903

Notes: Limited impression

Held by: Cambridge


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library

A study of the ethics of Spinoza : ethica ordine geometrico demonstrata / Joachim, Harold H.-- Oxford, 1901

Held by: Aberdeen


Held by: British Library

Tales of the Roman republic adapted from the text of Livy / by John Barrow Allen, M.A.-- 2 pt ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1900-1901

Held by: National Library of Scotland


Notes: At head of title: University of Oxford. Delegacy for the Extension of Teaching. -- Time-table of lectures, &c

Held by: Oxford
Testimonials in favour of Joseph Wright, M.A., Ph.D., D.C.L. a candidate for the Corpus Christi professorship of comparative philology in the University of Oxford / Wright, Joseph, 1855-1930.-- 36 p ; 28 cm.-- [Oxford] : [s.n], [1901]?

Notes: Some copies were also printed on large paper (32 cm).-- Wright's address is dated: December, 1900

Held by: Oxford}


Held by: British Library

Through human eyes: poems / [with an introductory poem by R. Bridges].-- 4o.-- Oxford : Daniel Press, 1901

Notes: 130 copies (no. 46).-- "With an introductory poem by Robert Bridges"

Held by: Liverpool ; Sheffield}


Held by: Cambridge}


Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Types of manorial structure in the northern Danelaw / Stenton, F.M. (Frank Merry), 1880-1967.-- Oxford, 1901.-- Oxford studies in social and legal history ; 2

Held by: Aberdeen}

The Venerable Bede and Bishop Stubbs; or, History from a clerical point of view. A sermon, etc. / Gorton, Charles Vincent ; Bede, the Venerable, Saint ; Stubbs, William, successively Bishop of Chester and of Oxford.-- pp. 12. ; 8o.-- Oxford & London : James Parker & Co., 1901.

Held by: British Library}

The war of the Polish succession / by H.R.H. the Crown Prince of Siam.-- vi, 73 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford [England] : Blackwell, 1901

Notes: Bibliography: p. [v]-vi

Held by: UCL (University College London)}


Held by: British Library}
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Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Cover title: Autobiography of George Mockford.-- The Preface signed: M.M., i.e. M. Mockford
Held by: British Library}}

{{The years that are past : a sermon preached in the Cathedral Church of Christ in Oxford on the first Sunday after Trinity, 1901 / by Francis Paget. -- 12 p ; 23cm. -- [Oxford? : s.n., 1901]
Notes: "Printed by request"
Held by: Leeds}}}

Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{Ailes d'alouette, 2nd series / Bourdillon, Francis William ; Daniel Press.-- Oxford : Daniel Press, 1902
Notes: 130 copies (no. 62)
Held by: Liverpool}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Col. folded map attached to rear cover.-- Includes index .-- Key Plan attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The apple of discord / Wordsworth, Elizabeth, Dame, 1840-1932. -- Revised ed.-- 24 p ; 19 cm.-- [Oxford] : [Alden], 1902

Held by: British Library}}
Notes: By Elizabeth Wordsworth.-- (First performed, December 1892) -- T.p
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Ascensiontide. Helps for Intercessions during the Novena of Ascensiontide
... S.S.J.E. [i.e. the Society of St. John the
Evangelist.] / ASCENSIONTIDE.-- pp. 43. ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray &
Co., 1902.
 Held by: British Library}}

{"The Blessedness of seeing and hearing the Christ. " A sermon for
sceptics. / Bidder, Henry Jardine.-- pp. 15. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Parker &
Co., 1902.
 Held by: British Library}

{{(Bodleian Library Staff-Kalender 1902-{1912). / Oxford.-- 16o.-- Oxford,
1902-1912.
 Held by: British Library}}}

{{(The Bodleian tercentenary, MDCCCCII. [Programme of proceedings.] / Bodleian
Library.-- s.sh.4to.-- [Oxford, 1902]
 Held by: National Library of Scotland)}}

{{The Ceremonial Use of Oil among the East Syrians. / Irving, Francis
Paper of the Eastern Church Association. New ser. no. 4.]
 Held by: British Library}}}

{{The Child King: four Christmas writings. / Fairless, Michael, [i.e. Margaret
 Held by: British Library}}

{{The Chorister and his Work. A little book for choir boys. / Gibb, Spencer
 Held by: British Library}}

{{The Christian Churchman.-- Oxford : [V. H. Herford], 1902-1903
 Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.}}

{The Church of England and the Eastern Patriarchates. Lecture delivered at
Oxford to the Summer School of Clergy, on Wednesday, 27th July,
1898. / Wordsworth, John, Bishop of Salisbury.-- [Another edition.], With
three appendices describing the recent relations with the
Patriarchates.-- pp. 38. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Parker & Co.,
2.]
 Held by: British Library}

{{Coleg yr Iesu, Rhydychain. Gwyl Dewi Sant, Mawrth 1, 1902. Gwelidi Bryndawnol
yn Gymraeg yn Ngapel y Coleg am 5.30 o'r gloch, etc. [Hymns, Psalms and
Canticles used.] / LITURGIES.-- pp. 8. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Sheppard, [1902.]
 Held by: British Library}}
{{Eton Idylls. [Dialogues.] By C. R. S., Author of "Lusus Pueriles, etc. [i.e. Christopher Reynolds Stone.] / S., C. R.; Stone, Christopher Reynolds; ETON IDYLLS, 012643.ee.16.-- pp. 91.; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1902. Held by: British Library}}


{The form and order of service recommended for use in the churches of the Church of England ... on ... 26th June, 1902, being the coronation day of Their Majesties King Edward and Queen Alexandra, etc. / LITURGIES.-- [Another edition.], The Form and Order of Service recommended for use in the churches of the Church of England, throughout his Majesty's empire, on Thursday, 26th June, 1902, being the coronation day of their Majesties King Edward and Queen Alexandra.-- pp. 12.; 4o.-- Oxford : Parker & Co., [1902.] Held by: British Library}

{{Forms of Prayer with Thanksgiving to Almighty God for use in all churches and chapels ... every year, upon the anniversary of the day of the accession of the reigning sovereign, or upon such other day as shall be appointed by authority. (For use on January 22.).-- 18 p; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1902 Held by: National Library of Scotland}}


(Held by: British Library)

History of Rome / translated by J. Bernard Baker, M.A. -- Bk. 5-6; 8vo. -- Oxford, 1902

(Held by: National Library of Scotland)


(Held by: British Library)


(Held by: British Library)

The Jester. no. 1. 6 Feb. 1902. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS. -- 4o. -- Oxford, 1902.

(Held by: British Library)


(Held by: British Library)


(Held by: Oxford)

Lay Subsidy Rolls, 6 & 7 Henry VI., A.D. 1427-9, for the County of Worcester. Edited ... by John Amphlett of Clent [from transcripts of E. Barton]. Lat. & Eng. / Worcester; Amphlett, John, Barrister-at-Law; Barton, Everard; Worcester, County of. -- pp. 64; 4o. -- Oxford: James Parker & Co., 1902.

(Held by: British Library)


(Held by: British Library)

Letters to a Grasow: second series ... / M. Cyril Bickersteth. -- Oxford: A. R. Mowbray, 1902

(Held by: British Library)

Occasional paper, new series ; 3
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Notes: Part of the Oxford Translations of the Classics.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

{{Loan exhibition of works of art by Nils Bergslien, of Norway, at the University Galleries, Oxford, 1902 / University of Oxford. University Galleries ; Boyd, Henry, 19th cent.-- 8 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Printed by George Sheppard, [1902]
Notes: Text by Henry Boyd
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Lope de Vega and the Spanish drama / by James Fitzmaurice-Kelly.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1902.-- The Taylorian lecture ; 1902
Held by: Glasgow}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

{{Miscellaneous Papers of the University Observatory, Oxford. Edited by H. H. Turner ... 1899-1902 [etc.]. / Oxford ; Turner, Herbert Hall.-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1902, etc.
Notes: Some of the papers mentioned, but not included, in these volumes are to be found in obituary notices, etc. by Herbert Hall Turner.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{New phytologist.-- 8vo.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1902- -- 0028646X}}
{{Peace, perfect Peace. A few messages of comfort from various sources.
Selected by E. Snushall. / Snushall, Elizabeth.-- pp. 54. ; 8o.-- Oxford :
Held by: British Library}}

{{A Plain Communion Book. By E. C. Dermer. / LITURGIES ; Dermer, Edward
Held by: British Library}}

{{Plan of Oxford / compiled by Edward C. Alden.-- 1 fold. page : ill. : plan ;
42x34 cm.-- [Oxford : Alden & Co., 1902]
Notes: Imprint from cover
Held by: Birmingham}}

{{Polymorphism: an historical account. / Hartley, Sir Harold Brewer,
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Preacher's Prayer Book. A form of private prayer to be used in
preparation of sermons. Compiled by the Rev. C. P. Berryman. / Berryman,
1902.
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Present Position of Economic Study in Oxford; a letter to the
Vice-Chancellor of the University. / Price, Langford Lovell Frederick
Rice.-- 4o.-- [Oxford,], 1902.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Prime and Hours according to the use of the Church of England : with other
devotions, from The priest's book of private devotion / Church of
England.-- 4th thousand / revised.-- 268 p. ; 15 cm.-- Oxford ; London :
A.R. Mowbray & Co., 1902
Held by: Birmingham}}

Held by: British Library}}

Architectural & Historical Society.-- v : ill ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : [Oxford
Architectural and Historical Society], 1860-1902
Notes: Also has title: Proceedings and excursions of the Oxford
Architectural and Historical Society.-- Some vols. called: Proceedings and
excursions of the Oxford Architectural and Historical Society
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Relations between a mother country and her colonies / Watson, James
McLean.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1902.-- Gaisford Greek prose ; 1902
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Remarks on the Art of Criticism in its application to theological questions.
An address, etc. / Drummond, James, Principal of Manchester College, Oxford.-- pp. 24. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, [1902.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Report, Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire.-- Oxford
Held by: Cambridge}}}

{{Report of the Eastern Church Association for 1902 / Eastern Church
Association.-- 18p. ; 21cm., 1 item.-- Oxford, [1902]
Notes: Original held by: Bodleian Library, Oxford University.-- Copies
available from: Bodleian Library // Surrogate details: Microfilm. Oxford :
Bodleian Library, [1993]. 1 reel(21fr.); 35 mm. (a b c). Neg: 5257.05. Pos:
Pres. Films 450
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates}}}

{The rule and exercises of holy living : together with prayers, containing
the whole duty of a Christian, and the parts of devotion fitted to all
occasions, and furnished for all necessities / by Jeremy Taylor.-- New
ed.-- xix, 409 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1902
Notes: On spine: Holy living
Held by: Oxford}

{{Saved from the Waters. [Poems.] / Wood, Wolford.-- pp. viii. 70. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Scottish Churchman's kalendar for the year of Our Lord 1902. With
liturgical colours for each day, Notes on the seasons, Customs of the
Church, services, &c., &c. / Eeles, Francis C. [Editor] ; Scottish Episcopal
Church.-- Oxford : Mowbray, 1902
Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{Selected Hebraica and Judaica, 1901-Autumn 1906 / Abrahams,
Israel.-- 22cm.-- Oxford, 1902-6
Notes: Continued as: "Bibliography of Hebraica and Judaica.-- Reprinted
from The American Jewish Year Book and from the Jewish Quarterly Review
Held by: Cambridge}}}

{{Selections from Aristotle's Organon for Honour Moderations. Translated
by E. S. Bouchier. / ARISTOTLE ; Bouchier, Edmund Spencer.-- pp. 34. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Seventeenth (Nineteenth, Twenty-first-Twenty-seventh) Annual Report of
the Savilian Professor of Astronomy to the Board of Visitors of the
University Observatory. / Oxford.-- 8o.-- [Oxford], [1892-1902.]
Notes: The twentieth, twenty-eighth and subsequent reports are to be found
in "Miscellaneous Papers of the University Observatory."
Held by: British Library}}}

{{Shakespeare's comedy, The two gentlemen of Verona : to be performed on
Wednesday, February 5th, 1902, and every evening till Tuesday, February
11th, at 8 p.m.; and on Saturday, Feb. 8th, and Monday, Feb. 10th, at 2

The teachers' commentary on the Acts of the Apostles / Peloubet, F. N.
-- 22 x 15 cm. -- Oxford, 1902
Held by: Cambridge

Held by: British Library

Three centuries in north Oxfordshire / by M. Sturge Henderson.
-- xiii, [1], 270 p., [12] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., map ; 21 cm. -- Oxford : Blackwell, 1902
Notes: 3 centuries in north Oxfordshire. -- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Oxford

Held by: National Library of Scotland]

[University extension lectures : February, 1902 / University of Oxford.
-- 88 p : fold. map ; 22 cm. -- [Oxford : s.n.], 1902
Held by: Oxford]

Le verbe basque trouvé & défini dans les Épîtres aux Philippiens et aux Colossiens, traduites par Leiçarraga A.D. 1571 / [Edward Spencer Dodgson]. -- 1v. -- Oxford : Parker, 1902
Held by: Glasgow

[The Village Confirmation. / VILLAGE CONFIRMATION.
Held by: British Library]

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library]]

(4to.). -- Oxford : Daniel, 1902
Notes: "130 copies printed of which this is no." -- Anonymous: by Ethel K. Bowen, afterwards Wedgwood
Held by: Liverpool ; Manchester]
Worship and Matter, or the Worship of Almighty God through Images. A paper read before the Church Congress, etc. / Riley, John Athelstan Lawrie. -- pp. 7.; 8vo. -- Oxford & London: A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1902.]
Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}
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Abstracts from the wills of English printers and stationers from 1492-1630 / Plomer, Henry R.; Bibliographical Society (Great Britain) [Sponsor]. -- Oxford: Bibliographical Society, 1903
Held by: Aberdeen}

Addenda to Catalogue of books connected with the studies of comparative philology and comparative mythology, 1891-1903 / Oriel College Library. -- 11 p.; 22 cm. -- Oxford: [Oriel College], 1903
Notes: A further supplement to: A catalogue of books in the library of Oriel College connected with the studies of comparative philology and comparative mythology, 1891
Held by: Oxford}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Held by: British Library}

Alden’s Oxford almanac: a handbook of city, university, and county information, 1904. -- 82 p.; ill.; 22 cm. -- Oxford: Alden, [1903?]
Notes: Oxford almanac
Held by: Cambridge}

Alden’s Oxford guide: with key plan of the university and city, and numerous engravings / originally compiled and annually revised by Edward C. Alden. -- [29th ed.]. -- viii, 132 p.; ill., plan; 16 cm. -- Oxford: Edward C. Alden, 1903
Notes: Cover title: Alden's sixpenny guide to Oxford. -- Includes index. -- Key Plan attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford*}


Notes: Annual. -- Title varies slightly. -- Vols. 1-10, 1903-04-1914. (in v. 10); vols. 11-20, 1915-1929-30. (in v. 20); vols. 21-30, 1931-33-1960-61. (in v. 30.) -- Vols. 11-20 also called new ser., v. 1-10; v. 21- also called ser. 3, v. 1-

Contents: Includes the Society's annual proceedings

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; ULL

The Bump. An Eights' week medley. vol. 1, no. 1, 4, 5. 1898, 1902, 1903. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS. -- 4o. -- Oxford, [1898], [1903].

Held by: British Library

Carminis bucolici quaenam fuerit ars et ratio. The Chancellor's Latin essay 1903 / Lloyd, Charles Mostyn.-- 8vo. -- Oxford, 1903

Held by: National Library of Scotland


Notes: Cover title: Water-colour drawings and paintings of Oxford & neighbourhood

Held by: Oxford

Catalogue of an interesting collection of old books : printed and published chiefly during the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries ... on sale by Parker & Son / Parker and Son. -- 34 p ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : Parker & Son, [1903]

Held by: Oxford


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library

The Christian Churchman. -- Oxford : [V. H. Herford], 1902-1903
Held by: British Library}}

{{A Daily Text Book for Invalids ... Selected and compiled by H. Nevill. With
some introductory words by N. T. Garry ... Second edition. / Nevill,
H. ; Garry, Nicholas Thomas.-- pp. 194. ; 8o.-- Oxford, London : A. R.
Mowbray & Co., 1903.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Daughters of Jerusalem. Addresses on the Stations of the Cross. / Pemberton,
Held by: British Library}}

{{Day by day of the Christian year. Being daily readings in the words of the
revised version of Holy Scripture, following the seasons of the Christian
cycle.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1903]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{De vi physica et imbicillitate Darwiniana. Eng. / Bain, Francis
William ; Darwin, Charles Robert.-- pp. 103. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Parker &
Co., 1903.
Held by: British Library}

{{Definite Church Teaching. A manual of instruction in the faith, discipline,
and worship of the Catholic Church for members of the Church of England ...
New and revised edition. / Healy, Samuel.-- pp. iv. 123. ; 8o.-- Oxford;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Devotional Instructions on the Eucharistic Office of the English
Church. / Prynne, George Rundle ; Liturgies.-- pp. vii. 120. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{Diary of Francis Evans, secretary to Bishop Lloyd, 1699-1706 / ed. for the
Worcestershire Historical Society by the Rev. David Robertson.-- xxv, 164
the Society, 1903.-- Publications / Worcestershire Historical Society
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Wellcome Library}

{{The Diocesan Mission. A paper read ... at the Embertide meeting of the
Chapter of the Locking District, in the Deanery of Axbridge,
etc. / Davenport, George Devereux.-- pp. 21. ; 8o.-- Oxford, London : A. R.
Mowbray & Co., 1903.
Held by: British Library}}

{Dr. Clifford on Education. / Smith, Isaac Gregory ; Clifford, John,
Held by: British Library}

{{The druids' stone / Wordsworth, Elizabeth, Dame, 1840-1932.-- 28 p ; 18
cm.-- Oxford : Alden, 1903
Notes: A play in verse.-- Caption title. Imprint from colophon
Held by: British Library}

Eighteenth century essays on Shakespeare / edited by David Nichol Smith. -- Oxford
Held by: Aberdeen ; Manchester ; Sheffield}}}

The Emperor Sigismund / by Archibald Main. -- 55 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : B.H.
Notes: "The Stanhope essay, 1903" -- T.p
Held by: Oxford}

Evening Communions. / EVENING COMMUNIONS.-- pp. 22. ; 8°. -- Oxford : A. R.
Mowbray & Co., 1903.
Held by: British Library}

French versification / Kastner, Leon E.-- Oxford, 1903
Held by: Aberdeen}}}

Held by: British Library}

Mowbray & Co., 1903.
Held by: British Library}}

Guide to Blenheim and Woodstock, with illustrations. / Woodstock ; BLENHEIM
PALACE.-- pp. 68. ; 8°. -- Oxford : J. Vincent, [1903.]
Held by: British Library}}

A Harmony of the Events of Holy Week, with short devotions. / Walford,
Held by: British Library}}

Handbook on Wholesome Cookery ... Second edition, enlarged. / Sorby,
Held by: British Library}}

A Harmony of the Events of Holy Week, with short devotions. / Walford,
Held by: British Library}}
Held by: British Library]

[A History of the Church: from the day of Pentecost to the Council of Chalcedon. For the use of children / Neale, J. M. (John Mason), 1818-1866.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1903 
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]}

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Vol.3: 1902 : The struggle for existence : protective resemblance, mimicry, warning colours and seasonal changes in African insects Notes: In 30 vols. Vols. 8, 10 have appendices in separate volumes 
Held by: Edinburgh]]

["How to Believe in one Catholic and Apostolic Church." A second Embertide sermon, etc. / Bidder, Henry Jardine.-- pp. 11. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1903. 
Held by: British Library]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]
Notes: ALSO ON MICROFILM M (PAMPHLETS 254)
Held by: London School of Economics

{{Meditations on "My Soul and its Powers.' / MEDITATIONS.-- pp. 87.;
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Memoir of the Rev. T.W. Fowle, late rector of Islip, Oxfordshire / Fowle, T.
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Memories of a sister of S. Saviour's priory, etc / Memories.-- viii, 451 p ;
8vo.-- Oxford, 1903
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Message of the Old Testament. A sermon, etc. / Randolph, Berkeley
   Held by: British Library}}

{{My Catechism Book. A simple explanation of the Church Catechism for young
children. [With the text.] / LITURGIES.-- pp. 84.; 8o.-- Oxford, London :
   Held by: British Library}}

{{The Natural Religion ... With a preface by ... J. R. Illingworth ... New
edition, revised and enlarged, etc.-- pp. xxiv. 368.; 8o.-- Oxford,
   Held by: British Library}}

; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Thornton & Son, 1903.
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Notes on fifty parables and miracles for a Bible class / by Mrs. C.D.
Francis.-- viii, 393 p.; 20 cm.-- Oxford ; London : A.R. Mowbray, 1903
   Held by: Birmingham}}

{{Now in Wintry Delights. [A poem, with a note on prosody, and a facsimile
   Held by: British Library}}

{{The O.H.S. Magazine. vol. 1. no. 1-vol. 58. no. 3. June 1903-July
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Office for a Communicants' Guild. / OFFICE.-- pp. 15.; 16o.-- Oxford,
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Office for use in Church in preparation for Holy
Co., 1903.}}
The Race-Builder: a review of progress. Edited by Fred Cutcliffe. vol. I.-III. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS; Cutcliffe, Fred.-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1903-06, etc. Held by: British Library


The recreations of his age / by Sir Nicholas Bacon.-- 39 p; 26 cm.-- Oxford, [Eng.]: Daniel, 1903 [issued 1919] Notes: Poems.-- Slip inserted at t. p.: This book is issued by Leslie Chaundy, bookseller, Oxford, who purchased upon the death of Dr. Daniel all the remaining works of the Daniel Press.-- The t. p. was printed in 1919, the rest of the book in 1903.-- Pref Held by: Manchester; Oxford; Trinity College Dublin


Report for 1902-3 (1903-4, etc.). / London.-- 8o.-- Oxford, [1903, etc.] Held by: British Library

[A report of Ruskin College, Oxford / Ruskin College, Oxford; Haslam, Mrs [associated name]; Sheehy Skeffington, Andrée, Mrs [donor]; Oxonian Press; Trade Union Printers.-- 14, [2]p: illus.; 18.5cm.-- [Oxford]: [Oxonian Press, Trade Union Printers,], [1903?] Notes: Cover title Held by: Trinity College Dublin


Notes: Contents: pt. I. Introduction on 'Saying grace.'--pt. II. Ancient forms of grace.--pt. III. Oxford and Cambridge graces.--pt. IV. Modern graces.--Appendices.--Index of authors, etc

Held by: Cambridge


Held by: British Library]}


Held by: Manchester]}

{[The Set Questions for Saints' Days and Holy Seasons. With an introductory essay on the use of this method as an instrument of definite teaching. / Jones, Spencer John.-- 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1903, etc.

Held by: British Library]}

{[Shelley MSS. in Bodleian library / Locock, C.D.-- Oxford, 1903

Held by: Aberdeen]}


Held by: British Library]}


Held by: British Library]}

{[Some Hints on how to teach the Bible. Three addresses, etc. / Wordsworth, Elizabeth ; Bible.-- pp. 47. ; 8o.-- Oxford; Simpkin, Marshall & Co.: London : Alden & Co., 1903.

Held by: British Library]}

{[Some notable bindings preserved in Bodley's Library at Oxford / Gibson, Strickland, 1877-1958.-- 30 x 23cm.-- Oxford, 1901-1903

Notes: Limited impression

Held by: Cambridge]}

{[Some Village Sermons, preached at the Parish Church of Great Shefford, by F. Menzies ... With a brief memoir by ... I. Gregory Smith. / Menzies, Frederic ; Smith, Isaac Gregory.-- pp. xvii. 148. ; 8o.-- Oxford and London : James Parker & Co., 1903.

Held by: British Library]}
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{{Aboriginal Siberia : a study in social anthropology / Czaplicka, Marie Antoinette Crispine.-- Oxford, 1904
   Held by: Aberdeen}}


Addresses on the Seven Words from the Cross. With appropriate prayers and hymns. Suitable for a two hours' service. / Lee, Eustace.-- pp. 77. ; 8o.-- Oxford; London : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1904.

The advantages and fallacies of the new method of teaching French: an address delivered at the Annual Conference of the Association of Headmasters of Preparatory Schools held in London in December 1903 / by Otto Siepmann.-- 16 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : Alden, Bocardo Press, 1904

Notes: Reprinted from the Preparatory schools review


Notes: Reprinted from the Preparatory schools review


Notes: Col. folded map attached to rear cover.-- Includes index.-- Key Plan attached to front cover

Alfie the Street Boy, etc. / King, A. Stuart.-- pp. 144. ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1904.

Notes: Reprinted from the Preparatory schools review


Notes: Reprinted from the Preparatory schools review

The ancient editions of Plautus / by W. M. Lindsay.-- 152p ; 22cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1904

Notes: index

The ancient editions of Martial, with collations of the Berlin and Edinburgh MSS / Martial ; Lindsay, W. M. (Wallace Martin), 1858-1937.-- 1v.-- Oxford, 1904.-- St. Andrews University publications ; no.11 [Parkler]

The ancient editions of Plautus / By W. M. Lindsay.-- 2 p. , 152 p ; 22
appeal and protest to the Executive Committee of the S.P.G. And the official
"Resolution" in answer.) / England.-- 2 vol. ; 8o.-- Oxford : James
Parker & Co., 1904.
  Held by: British Library

{{The Boar's head at Queen's college, Oxford : with the authorized words and
music sung on the occasion / by Henry W. Taunt.-- 12 p., [3] leaves of
  Notes: "Illustrated with photographs."
  Held by: Oxford}}

{{Brief guide to the portraits in Christ Church hall, Oxford : for the use of
visitors / Christ Church (University of Oxford).-- 30 p ; 17 cm.-- [Oxford :
Baxter's Press, 1904.]
  Held by: Oxford

[[Brief Guide to the Portraits in Christ Church Hall,
Oxford. / Oxford ; Haverfield, Francis John.-- pp. 30. ; 8o.-- Oxford,
1904.
  Held by: British Library] ]

{{Bright Thoughts for Every Day. / Cummings, Alfred James Hayman.-- pp. 61. ;
  Held by: British Library}}

[1904.]
  Held by: British Library}}

{{Catalogue of the library of the late professor F. York Powell / Powell, F.
York (Frederick York), 1850-1904 ; B.H. Blackwell Ltd.-- 3v. ; 23
cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1904-1905
  Notes: Cover title: Catalogue of the first [second, third] portion of the
interesting and varied collection of books forming (with the exception of
the Scandinavian section) the library of the late F. York Powell, esq.,
Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Oxford, sometime
President of the Folklore Society, &c.-- Sale catalogues no. 98, 100 and 102
  Held by: Oxford}}

{{Catalogue of a Loan Collection of Portraits of English historical personages
who died prior to the year 1625. Exhibited in the Examination Schools,
Oxford, under the auspices of a Committee of the Oxford Historical Society,
April and May, MDCCCCIII. [With an introduction by Lionel H.
Cust.] / Oxford ; Cust, Sir Lionel Henry, K.C.V.O. ; Oxford,
7855.bb.52.-- pp. 61. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1904.
  Held by: British Library}}

{{The catechist's supplement to lessons and catechizings on the catechism /
edited by the Rev. George Longridge, B.A., with a preface by the Rev. Edward
Osborne.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1904
  Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Catholic religion : a manual of instruction for members of the Anglican
Church / by Vernon Staley ; with a preface by T.T. Carter.-- 13th ed.-- xv,
Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Counsels to those in charge of the Sick ... With introduction by the Right Rev. J. L. Randall. / Norris, Edward John ; Randall, James Leslie, Bishop of Reading.-- pp. 42. ; 8o..-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1904.
Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Notes: Library copy (Special collections) inscribed: "Oliver Gogarty June 17, 1904 from the author".-- Library copy (Special collections) signed: "G.K.A. Bell, B.H. Blackwell.".-- "Only seven copies have been printed on large paper, of which this is no.".-- Rebound
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}

Detection of the more common Acid-Radicals in Simple Salts. / Walden, Allan Frederick ; Lambert, Bertram.-- ff. 13. ; 8o..-- Oxford : Joseph Thornton & Son, 1904.
Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Includes list of subscribers.-- "This edition consists of 450 copies, all numbered."
Held by: Oxford)}

Held by: Edinburgh)}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Preface by Richard Ellis
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The examination papers for the Taylorian scholarships in modern languages / University of Oxford.-- Oxford, 1858-1904
Held by: Oxford}])}

{{Favorite hymn tunes / composed by Mervyn Dene.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1904
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Fellowship and Life: a series of short readings with suitable prayers for Holy Week and Easter-tide. / Kruckenberg, Frederick Thomas.-- pp. 83. ;
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The first wife's legacy. By Anne. Also A pastoral maid, etc. / Anne, pseud.-- pp. 232; 22 cm.-- Oxford : J. Oliver, printer, [ca.1904].
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Fitz-Patrick lectures for 1903. English medicine in the Anglo-Saxon times / Payne, Joseph Frank.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1904
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Bound with: Abstract of proceedings and transactions of the Bedfordshire Natural History Society and Field Club for the years [1881-84], including: On the wild flowers of south Bedfordshire / by James Saunders - The present condition of the moon's surface / by T.G. Elger [etc.] - On the flowering plants of Oxfordshire and the contiguous counties / by Maxwell T. Masters (Oxford : Ashmolean Society, 1857).-- Main item reprinted from Transactions of the Buchan Field Club, 1904
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Four Noses of Brasenose College, Oxford, and a great error. / Hurst,
The French wars of religion: their political aspects; an expansion of three lectures delivered before the Oxford University Extension summer meeting of August, 1892 / by Edward Armstrong. -- 2nd ed. corr. -- xi, 128p ; 20cm. -- Oxford: B. H. Blackwell, 1904
Held by: British Library

"From strength to strength." Words of consolation and of hope / by A.R.G. -- 16mo. -- Oxford, 1904
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library

God our Father: short sermonettes on the Lord's Prayer, with hymns, etc. / Titcombe, John Charles; LORD'S PRAYER. -- pp. 32. ; 8o.. -- Oxford: A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1904.
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Notes: Cover title: Salter's guide to the River Thames
Held by: Oxford
{A Heifer of the Dawn ... Translated from the original manuscript [or rather, written] by F. W. Bain. / Bain, Francis William.-- pp. x. 75.; 8o.-- London; Parker & Son: Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1904.
Held by: British Library}

{{Historical Statement, issued in view of the special meeting of the Trustees called for Tuesday, 29th November, 1904 ... to consider a resolution affirming the nonconformist and non-subscribing character of the institution. / Oxford.-- pp. 36.; 8o.-- [Oxford,], 1904.
Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Home Lesson Book; being the set questions on the lessons for the primary class. / HOME LESSON BOOK.-- pp. 8.; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1904.]
Held by: British Library}}

Vol. 14: 1904-1929 : W.J. Burchell and his Brazilian butterflies, etc.
(1825-30) insects from various zool. regions
Notes: In 30 vols. Vols. 8, 10 have appendices in separate volumes
Held by: Edinburgh}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{In memory of George Barker / [by Julia Wickham].-- 9p.; 19cm.-- [Oxford] : [J. Wickham], [1904]
Held by: British Library}}}
   Held by: British Library}}

{{The increase of the Episcopate in its pastoral aspect. A paper / Firth, Edward Harding.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1904
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Notes: Caption title.-- Includes bibliographical references
   Held by: Oxford}}

{The influence of textual criticism on the exegesis of the New Testament : an inaugural lecture delivered before the University of Leiden, on January 27, 1904 / by Kirsopp Lake.-- 27 p ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Parker and Son, 1904
   Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford}

{{International law / Hall, William Edward ; Atlay, J. B.-- Fifth ed. Edited by J.B. Atlay.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1904
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{James Edward, the Old Pretender. The Stanhope Essay, 1904. / Roome, Henry Delacombe ; JAMES FRANCIS EDWARD [Stuart], Prince of Wales, called the Pretender.-- pp. 73. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1904.
   Held by: British Library}}

{{John Evelyn in Naples / by H. Maynard Smith.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1904
   Notes: Contents: John Evelyn
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Kalendar of the Prayer Book ... 1905 [etc.]. / EPHEMERIDES.-- 16o.-- Oxford & London : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1904, etc.]
   Held by: British Library}}

{{The Last Days of Theodoric the Ostrogoth, and other verses. / Theodoric, called the Great, King of the Ostrogoths.-- pp. 147. ; 8o.-- Oxford; Simpkin, Marshall & Co.: London : B. H. Blackwell, 1904.
   Held by: British Library}}

{{The layman's Bible series ... The English text and paraphrase of each verse, in parallel columns with short footnotes; together with a form of prayer for meditation / by ... Gerard Sampson.-- 5v. ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1902-1904
   Notes: Gospel of John, Romans, Hebrews, Peter only.-- No more published
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{A Layman's Life in the Days of the Tractarian Movement. In Memoriam Arthur Acland Troyte. / Acland, John Edward ; Acland, Arthur Henry}
Notes: Appendices: pp. 73-102. -- First impression 1899
Held by: Manchester}}

{{[Opere / nuovamente rivedute nel testo da E. Moore.-- Terza edizione.-- p ;
19 cm.-- Oxford, 1904
Held by: Cambridge]]}

{{[Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Board. Summary report on the work
of the Board ... 1874-1903, etc. (Decennial Report 1904-1913 [etc.],
etc.) / Oxford.-- 8o.-- Oxford, [1904, etc.]
Held by: British Library}}}

{{[Oxford and District Free Church Magazine: the organ of the Oxford and
District Free Church Council. vol. VIII. no. 90. vol. 21. no. 267. June
Held by: British Library]]

{{[An Oxford Correspondence of 1903. Edited by W. W. Fowler. / Fowler, William
Warde, Sub-Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford.-- pp. 98. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B.
H. Blackwell, 1904.
Held by: British Library]]}

{{[The Oxford diploma in economics.-- 10 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Baxter press,
[1904]
Held by: Oxford}}

{{[The Oxford point of view / Mackenzie, E. M. Compton (Edward Montague),
Sir.-- 2v. in 3 ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Alden & Co., Bocardo Press, 1902-1904
Notes: Edited by Sir E. M. Compton Mackenzie.-- regular: quarterly
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

{{[The Oxford Sermon-Library, containing collections of sermons by notable
preachers. Edited by V. Staley. / Staley, Vernon.-- 8o.-- Oxford : A. R.
Mowbray & Co., [1904, etc.]
Held by: British Library]}

{{[Oxford Union Society : unveiling of the memorial bust of the late Marquess
of Salisbury, by the Earl of Roseberry, K.G., K.T., etc., on Monday,
November 14th, 1904, at 5 p.m. : Report of proceedings and speeches /
cm.-- [Oxford : s.n., 1904]
Notes: Cover title: Unveiling of the memorial bust of the late Marquess of
Salisbury, on Monday, November 14th, 1904
Held by: Oxford]}

Forbes ... and D. Hird ... Second edition. / Oxford ; Forbes, William
Notes: Previous edition, 1899.
Held by: British Library]]}

{{[Pan : the eights' week piper.-- v ; 27 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1903-
Notes: No more published?.-- Pan.-- Title from caption}}
{[Rationalism Controverted. A reply to Dr. Haeckel's 'Riddle of the Universe.' / Hunt, Leonard Chalmers Chalmers ; Haeckel, Ernst Heinrich Philipp August.-- pp. 24. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1904. -- Held by: British Library]}


{The Rudens of Plautus : adapted for representation at St. Peter's College, Radley : with a translation / Plautus, Titus Maccius.-- xvi, 108 p. ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : James Parker and Co., 1904
  Notes: In English and Latin -- Held by: Birmingham]}

{[Rural depopulation / Pickard-Cambridge, William Adair ; Christian Social Union. Oxford University Branch.-- 24p.-- Oxford, 1904
  Notes: Reprinted from: Economic Reviews, October, 1903 -- Held by: London School of Economics]}

{{"Seek Me Early": faith and morality simply illustrated. By the compiler of "Workers together with God," etc. With a preface by the Right Rev. J. L. Randall. / SEEK ; Randall, James Leslie, Bishop of Reading.-- pp. xii. 167. ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray, 1904. -- Held by: British Library]}


{[Service of Intercession for Invalids, etc. / Emery, William John}
{Thrift. An address to the Mothers' Union at Aspley Guise. / Poynter, H.
May.-- pp. 11. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Parker & Son, 1904.
Held by: British Library}
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   Held by: British Library

   Held by: British Library

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The Agricola & Germania / literally translated by the late E.A. Wells, M.A. Revised by W.H. Forbes, M.A.-- Second ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1905.-- Handbooks to the pass schools ; 5
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Antiphons, Collects, Epistles and Gospels to be used throughout the year. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 28. ; 8o.-- [Oxford], [1905?]
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Aristophanous Sphekes = The wasps of Aristophanes adapted for representation at St. Peter's College, Radley / with the verse translation by Benjamin Bickley Rogers.-- 19cm.-- Oxford, 1905
   Notes: Greek and English on opposite pages
   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{L'Auréole : revue française paraissant chaque trimestre à Oxford.-- v ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1905-
   Notes: Description based on: No. I, avril-juin, 1905.-- three times a year
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{The barge.-- v ; 28 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1900-
   Notes: regular.-- Title from caption
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Beit professorship of colonial history in the University of Oxford :}}
1905.
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]}}

   Held by: British Library]}}

{{College lectures on the exodus of the Bacchae of Euripides / Marchant, Edgar Cardew.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1905
   Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]}}

   Held by: British Library]}}

   Notes: Cover-title
   Held by: Oxford]}}

   Held by: British Library]}

   Held by: British Library]}}

   Held by: British Library]}}

   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[The crucible.-- v.-- Oxford, 1905-1915
   Held by: Cambridge]}}

   Held by: British Library]}}
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
   Held by: Birmingham]}

   Held by: British Library}}

[A Draught of the Blue ... Translated from the original manuscript [or rather, written] by F. W. Bain. / Bain, Francis William.-- pp. xiii. 87. ; 8o.-- London; Parker & Son: Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1905.
   Held by: British Library*}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The eighth letter of St. Basil the Great / translated by Blomfield Jackson.-- 19 cm. (8vo).-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1905
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{[An Elizabethan Broadside in the Welsh Language, being a brief [dated July 31] granted in 1591 to Sion Salisburi of Gwyddelwern, Merionethshire. [A facsimile. Edited by R. Ellis.] / ENGLAND ; Ellis, Richard, of Jesus College, Oxford ; Salisburi, Sion.-- fol.-- [Oxford], [1905.]
   Held by: British Library]}}

{Essays. [Edited, with a preface, by Julia Wickham.] / Barker, George Thomas Mathias ; Wickham, Julia.-- pp. 52. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Parker & Son, 1905.
   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: Leeds ; Oxford]}

   Held by: British Library]}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The feeble-minded / Dendy, Mary ; Christian Social Union. Oxford University Branch.-- Oxford, 1905
   Held by: Leeds ; Library}}}
Notes: At head of title: Christian Social Union, Oxford University Branch. 
Reprinted from Economic review, July, 1903 
Held by: Liverpool}]

Held by: British Library}]

{"Follow Me": a manual for Lent for the children of the Church. 
Held by: British Library}]

Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Oxford}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Godstow, with its legend of Fair Rosamund, Medley, Wytham, and Binsey with the lost village of Seacourt. Illustrated with map and photographs. / Taunt, Henry William.-- pp. 28. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Henry W. Taunt & Co., [1905.] 
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{A Grammar of the German Language designed for a thorough and practical study of the language as spoken and written to-day. / Curme, George Oliver, the Elder.-- pp. xix. 661. ; 8o.-- New York; Oxford printed : Macmillan Co., 1905.}}
   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: British Library}

   Notes: 100 hymns with music. - Originally published 1899; this ed. includes synopsis of music and index, but is without tables and notes
   Held by: Durham ; University of London – URLS]]

Hymnus eucharisticus. Revised by Dr. V. Roberts, etc / Roberts, John Varley.-- 8.-- Oxford : H. W. Taunt & Co, [1905]
   Notes: Pp.10 and 11 of "Magdalen Tower on May Morning," by H. W. Taunt
   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

{In the Great God's Hair ... Translated from the original manuscript [or rather, written] by F. W. Bain. / Bain, Francis William.-- Second edition...-- pp. xii. 85. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1905.
   Held by: British Library]

Hymnus eucharisticus. Revised by Dr. V. Roberts, etc / Roberts, John Varley.-- 8.-- Oxford : H. W. Taunt & Co, [1905]
   Notes: Pp.10 and 11 of "Magdalen Tower on May Morning," by H. W. Taunt
   Held by: British Library]

Infant Baptism in the Bible, etc. / Pollock, James Samuel ; Bible.-- pp. 16. ; 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1905.
   Held by: British Library}

Kirtlington, Oxon : ancient Kirtlington, St. Mary's Church, the park and house, Royal Kirtlington. The Manors and their owners. The village, &c., with some scenes of country life / illustrated with camera and pen by Henry W. Taunt.-- 40 p : ill ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Taunt & Co, ca 1905
   Notes: At head of title: "In aid of the fund for the restoration of the church". - p. 18: "Now (1905) the church is again undergoing restoration" Held by: Oxford]

The Kyre Park charters / Edited for the Worcestershire Historical Society by John Amphlett, by the permission and with the assistance of Mrs. Baldwin Childe.-- xxxi, 152 p : fold. col. map, ports ; 30 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for the Worcestershire Historical Society by J. Parker, 1905.-- Worcestershire Historical Society. [Publications v.18]
   Notes: Contains grants, leases, etc. of the parishes in which the Kyre
estates are or have been situated; the estates belonged to the Pytts (Pitts) family for many years
Held by: Birmingham; Manchester)

{{The land we love / Mills, Elliot E..-- xvi, 110p ; 19cm (8vo).-- Oxford : Alden ; London : Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent
  1: Our military wilderness and the way out of it / by'Vivian Grey'
  Notes: Binding; in orange printed paper wrapper.-- Includes bibliographical references.-- Vivian Grey is a pseud. of Elliot E. Mills - Nineteenth century short title catalogue
  Held by: Cambridge}}

[[The Land we Love: a series of constructive volumes on national questions. I.
  Notes: No more published.
  Held by: British Library]]

{{The Layman's Book of Saints for every day in the year ...
  Held by: British Library}}

{{Lays of Manxland and miscellaneous poems / by the late George Hughes ;
  compiled and arranged by his daughter, Sophia J. Hughes.-- 60p,[1]leaf of plates : 1port ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Bridge & Co., 1905
  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: British Library}}

{{Legenda Monastica ... Fourth edition. / LEGENDA.-- pp. vii. 167. ;
  Held by: British Library}}

{{A letter to the Regius Professor of Modern History on the teaching and study of history at Oxford / Armstrong, Edward, 1846-1928.-- 14 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Baxter's Press, 1905
  Notes: Letter signed by E. Armstrong ... [et al.]
  Held by: Oxford}}

  Held by: British Library}}

{{Letters to a godson: how to read the Old Testament in the light of the New.-- [New impression.].-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1905
  Held by: Cambridge; National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Life of the Faithful Departed. A course of sermons preached in substance...}}
at S. Stephen's Church, South Kensington, etc. / Brett, George.-- pp. 49.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Cover title.-- regular: annual
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{"Love of our Blessed Lord for Children, etc. / Ivens, Mary E.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{"Magdalen at Michael's gate / words from The Boy in Grey, by Henry Kingsley.-- Oxford : Acott, [s.d.]
Held by: Sheffield}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Binding; in blue printed paper wrapper.-- Half-title: Mahasena: a play in three acts.-- Running title: Mahasena
Held by: Cambridge}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}


Nine Songs / Arkwright, Godfrey Edward Pellew. -- 4. -- Oxford : etc. J. Parker and Son, 1905


The Olynthiacs of Demosthenes. Translated with introduction and analyses by E. L. Hawkins ... to correspond with the Oxford text of S. H. Butcher. / DEMOSTHENES ; Butcher, Samuel Henry ; Hawkins, Edward Lovell. -- pp. 42. ; 8o. -- Oxford; Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co.: London : Hubert Giles, 1905.


Order of Service for Catechism Festivals, with ... Music edited by the ... Hon. J. Adderley and F. Burgess / Adderley Hon. James Granville ; Burgess, Francis. -- 8. -- Oxford and London : A. R. Mowbray & Co, [1905]

Order of Service to be used at the thirty-sixth annual Meeting of Parish Choirs in the Deanery of Woodstock, on ... June 22, 1905 in the Church of St. Mary, Woodstock, etc / Deanery of Woodstock. -- 15p (8). -- Oxford : Alden & Co, [1905]

Notes: "Appeared first in L'Ermitage, a monthly literary review, in June 1902...It is now published in English for the first time": preliminary note.-- Edition limited to 500 copies.-- "List of published writings of Oscar Wilde": p. [91]-102.-- Mason, Stuart, 1872-1927--See also, Millard, Christopher, 1872-1927
Held by: Cambridge; Durham}

Held by: British Library]

Held by: British Library*]

Pt 1: British Africa
Notes: No more published
Held by: Cambridge]

[Oxford county histories for schools / Oxford County Histories.-- 16 pt;
8vo.-- Oxford, 1905-1915
Notes: Some pts. are catalogued separately
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

[The Oxford handbook of logic deductive and inductive: specially adapted for the use of candidates for moderations at Oxford with questions that have been set in the schools together with answers to the same / by E. L. Hawkins.-- 7th ed.-- Oxford : Hubert Giles, 1905
Held by: National Library of Wales]

[Oxford Higher Local Examination. July, 1905[-29.].
[Results.] / Oxford.-- 8o.-- Oxford, [1905-30.]
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

[Pastoral faithfulness: a charge delivered to the clergy of the diocese of Argyll and the Isles, 1905 / by J. R. Alexander Chinnery-Haldane.-- 28 p;
17 cm.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1905
Held by: National Library of Scotland]

Held by: British Library]}

[Pedeir kainc y Mabinogi: Breuddwyd Maxen [a] Lludd a Llevelys / Evans, J. Gwenogvryn (John Gwenogvryn), 1852-1930; Rhys, John, Sir, 1840-1915.-- [3], 99 p; 19 cm.-- Oxford : W. Stanford, 1905
Notes: This edition is a reduced reproduction of pages 1-99 of v. 1 of the Red Book of Hergest, ed. by Professor Rhys and John Gwenogvryn Evans in 1887
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Photographs of some of the historical portraits exhibited in Oxford in April and May 1905 : an unofficial supplement to the reproductions in the illustrated catalogue / Jackson, Thomas Watson ; University of Oxford.-- 1portfolio : 2 p.l., 39 ports ; 30 cm.-- [Oxford : s.n., 1905]
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Phototypes of Henley-on-Thames / by Taunt & Co.-- 1folded sheet : chiefly ill ; 18 x 123 cm. folded to 18 x 14cm.-- Oxford : Taunt & Co., [1905]
Notes: Sheet in cover 19cm.-- Title from cover
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Publications ; 145
Held by: Liverpool}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The private devotions of William Laud / Edited by B.W. Randolph.-- xii, 189 p ; 15 cm.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray, 1905
Held by: Lampeter Sp.Col.}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Pro Bodleio!!! An Appeal to every resident member of Convocation to be present at 2 P.M. on Tuesday, Nov. 14, to non-placet decree No. 1 which proposes to convert Sir Thomas Bodley's 'vaulted walke'-the lower storey of his 'Bibliotheca'-into a bicycle-stable!!! [With two plates.] / Nicholson, Edward Williams Byron.-- pp. 12. ; 4o.-- Oxford, 1905.
Held by: British Library}}

}}
Notes: 650 copies printed, including 25 on hand-made paper for presentation
Contents: Prefatory: the author and his works.--Passages from Religio medici; the author self-portrayed.--A glimpse of the author in his correspondence.--A handful of the author's Christian morals.--Further passages from Religio medici.--Passages from Enquiries into vulgar and common errors.--Passages from Hydriotaphia, or Urn-burial.--The author's prayer
Held by: Manchester}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Sketches of Kafir life (with illustrations) / by Godfrey Callaway; With pref. by Alan G. S. Gibson.-- xv, 154 p : illus ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : A.R. Mowbray & Co., Ltd., 1905
Held by: Cambridge ; Durham}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Southbroom Catechisings on the Church Catechism. / Gardiner, William, Rural Dean of Marlborough ; Liturgies.-- 8o.-- Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1905, etc.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Spenser, Shepherd's calender, aeloga sexta, translated into Theocritian hexameters / by F.A.B. Newman.-- 15 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1905.-- Gaisford prize, Greek verse (University of Oxford) ; 1905
Notes: English text with classical Greek translation on facing pages
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The study of music as a means of education : with other addresses given at}}
Notes: Pt. II. is entitled "Keeping the Feast at Jerusalem"; pt. III. and IV. "Living Waters from Jerusalem"; pt. V. "The Light of Jerusalem"; pt. VI. "Warfare accomplished in Jerusalem."
Held by: British Library)}

Notes: Cover title: Barges Bazaar, Town Hall, Oxford, May 16th, 17th and 18th, 1905.-- Cover title: The Barges Bazaar, Town Hall, Oxford, May 16th, 17th and 18th, 1905: handbook and souvenir
Held by: Oxford}})

Held by: British Library})

Held by: British Library}})

({{Wm. Law on Christian Practice and Wm. Law on Christian Mysticism: two lectures, etc. / Gem, Samuel Harvey; Law, William, Author of "A Serious Call," etc.-- pp. 80.; 8o.-- Oxford: B. H. Blackwell, 1905.
Held by: British Library}})

Held by: British Library}})

Held by: British Library}})

({{Y Mabinogi Breuddwyd Maxen Iludd a Levelys / Pedeir Kainc.-- Oxford: W. Stanford and Co, 1905
Held by: British Library}})
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Held by: British Library}}
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: A reply to "Botany in England" by James Britten.-- Bound with: Address to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, by Joseph D. Hooker, 1868.-- Reprinted from the New Phytologist, vol.5, no.8, October 1906
Held by: UCL (University College London)}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Brown Book. Lady Margaret Hall Chronicle. / Oxford.-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1906, etc.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Cap & gown / Hoggarth, Graham.-- v : ill ; 29 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press
Notes: Also has title: Cap and gown.-- Description based on May 1906
-- Illustrations originally appeared in 'Varsity
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: Liverpool}}

{{A catalogue of a portion of the library of H. Butler Clarke, M.A. Fereday fellow 1894-1904 : now in the library of S. John's College / St. John's College (University of Oxford). Library ; Arteaga y Pereira, Fernando de.-- 30 p ; 23 cm.-- [Oxford] : [s.n.], [1906]
Notes: Compiled by Sr. D.F. de Arteaga y Pereira -- cf. pref.-- The books relate mainly to Spanish history and Spanish literature
Held by: Oxford}}

*Catalogue of Books bequeathed by Thomas Fowler, D.D., President of Corpus Christi College, Oxford ... to the Wykeham Chair of Logic ([and] kept at New College). (Catalogue prepared by G. G. Berry.) / Oxford ; Berry, George Godfrey ; Fowler, Thomas, President of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.-- pp. 36. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Horace Hart, 1906.
Held by: British Library*

{Catalogue of manuscripts preserved in the chapter library of Worcester

{{ De ratione meditandi. The Art of Meditation. Translated and adapted from the French [i.e. from the French translation by Pierre Jennessaux of the Latin original by J. P. Roothaan] by G. M. Ireland Blackburne, etc. / Roothaan, Johannes Philippus ; Blackburne, Gertrude Mary Ireland ; Brett, Jesse ; Jennessaux, Pierre. -- pp. xi. 52. ; 16o. -- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray, 1906. 
Held by: British Library }}

Held by: British Library }}

Held by: Trinity College Dublin }}

Held by: Oxford }}

Held by: British Library }}

Held by: British Library }}

Notes: Joint authors: Frederick Robert Leyland Wilson and George Ward Hedley
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland }}

Author: Kingsford, Anna
Title: Epokeina ton dusmon tou eliou .. Metaphrasis I. Basileiou
Added entry: Basileiou, Ioanna K
Added entry: Drakoules, Platon E
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Miscellaneous Writings [888]
Country of publication: England. Language: Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Location: British Library [Shelved at: 012629. de.62.]
Reference number: nstc0400203
[NSTC]

{{ Epigrammaton libri 1906 / Martial ; Bridge, R. T. ; Lake, E. D. }}
C...-- Oxford, 1906
Notes: Select epigrams, books 7-12
Held by: Aberdeen}}}}

{An Essence of the Dusk ... Translated from the original manuscript [or rather, written] by F. W. Bain. / Bain, Francis William.-- pp. xiv. 88. ; 8o.-- London; Parker & Son: Oxford : J. Parker & Co., 1906.
Held by: British Library}

{L'euchologie latine : étudiée dans la tradition de ses formules et de ses formulaires / Paul Cagin.-- 2v. ; 28 cm.-- Solesmes : Abbaye de Solesmes ; Oxford : James Parker, 1906-1912.-- Scriptorium Solesmense ; 1,2
Notes: The second volume bears the imprint: Rome : Société de Saint-Jean l'Évangéliste
Contents: 1: Te Deum ou Illatio?: contribution a l'histoire de l'euchologie latine a propos des origines du Te Deum -- 2: L'eucharistia: canon primitif de la messe ou formulaire essentiel et premier de toutes les liturgies
Held by: Oxford}

Notes: No. 4 is in two editions.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{A Few Words about Passion-Tide, Holy Week, and Easter. / Randall, Richard William, Dean of Chichester.-- pp. 16. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Mowbray & Co., [1906.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: In: Corolla Numismatica, p [178]-188
Held by: SAS}}}

{{Flashes of memory. [An autobiography.] Dedicated to the British home of incurables / by an inmate.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1906
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Fourteen Indications in the Book of Common Prayer that the Communion Service}}
Held by: Nottingham}

Held by: Cambridge}}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{{{{Histoire d’un homme du peuple / edited by R.E.A. Chesser,
Notes: Joint authors: Emilie Erckmann and Pierre Alexandre Chatrier
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{""The Holy Mount." Meditations on the transfiguration of our Lord as
revealing the life of prayer. / Brett, Jesse.-- pp. vii. 174. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Holy Week Addresses ... Edited by W. J. Birkbeck. With short memoir by
Viscount Halifax. / Hankey, Wentworth Beaumont ; Birkbeck, William
John ; Wood, Charles Lindley, Viscount Halifax.-- pp. xi. 131. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{{{The Hope reports / University of Oxford. Museum. Hope Department of
Entomology ; Poulton, Edward Bagnall, 1856- [Editor].-- fronts., ill.,
plates (part col.) mount. photos., ports., maps (part fold.) ; 25-34
cm.-- Oxford : Printed for private circulation
Vol.5: 1903-1906
Notes: In 30 vols. Vols. 8, 10 have appendices in separate volumes
Held by: Edinburgh}}}

{{The Household of Faith ... Third edition. / Russell, Right Hon. George
Co., 1906.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Huppim and Muppim : a few words upon the sore need of religious education /
Notes: [Reprinted from "The Commonwealth", July 1901.]
Held by: King's College London}}

{{Hymn for the Holy Eucharist. / HYMN.-- s. sh ; 8o.-- London & Oxford : A.
R. Mowbray & Co., [1906.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{{{{Imperatoris Iustiniani Institutionum libri quattuor / with introductions,
commentary, and excursus (translation) by J.B. Moyle.-- Fourth ed.-- 2v. ;
8vo.-- Oxford, 1903-1906
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{{}}}
Notes: One of 4 copies on vellum
Held by: Liverpool)}

Held by: Oxford}

Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford}

Notes: Cover title: Introduction of a thesis into the modern history school
Held by: Oxford]

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

A last ramble in the classics / by Hugh E.P. Platt.-- iv, 208 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell ; London : Simpkin, Marshall, 1906
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford}}

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]]}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}}
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Letters of Lewis, Richard, William, & John Morris, of Anglesey, (Morrisiaid Mon), 1728-65 / transcr. ... & ed. J.H. Davies, ...; [&] ind(s) of persons; places; subjects ... (in) the Morris letters, ... (comp. Hugh Owen, etc.-- 5v in 3.-- Oxford, 1906/7-194-
Notes: Inds. (reprinted from Anglesey Antiquarian Soc. Trans., 1942-4) bound w. vol. 1
Held by: SAS}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Notes: Cover title.-- regular: annual
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: With: The Daubeny Laboratory register 1904-1915, for which see Gunther, Robert William Theodore
Held by: Imperial College}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: No more published 
Held by: British Library

Held by: Cambridge

Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford

Particulars, views, plan and conditions of sale of an attractive freehold residential property comprising the old-fashioned country house known as "The Priory" occupying a charming situation in the village of Great Milton ... which will be sold by auction by Franklin and Gale at the Roebuck Hotel, Oxford on Saturday December 8th, 1906 / Franklin and Gale (Firm). -- [12]p : folded col. plan ; 31cm. -- [Oxford : Franklin and Gale, 1906.] 
Notes: Cover title: Priory. -- Folded plan in pocket at back 
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Plain Notes on the Church Catechism ... With preface by the ... Bishop of Oxford [F. Paget]. / Milner, George Ernest John ; Paget, Francis, Bishop of Oxford. -- pp. 38. ; 8o. -- Oxford : Parker & Son, 1906. 
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library
Notes: Editor's introduction followed by note signed: Henrietta M.L. Arnold.-- "List of authorities": p. xii-xiv. "This essay was originally composed for the Arnold prize in the University of Oxford in 1879, and, that being gained, was published in the same year."--Introd
Held by: Birmingham; Edinburgh; Leeds; Manchester; Oxford; Trinity College Dublin; UCL (University College London)}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Cambridge}}

{{A series of simple meditations [on the Epistles and Gospels] for the different seasons of the church's year / by a religious.-- 16mo.-- Oxford, 1906
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Bocardo Press, 1906
Notes: Lists officers and members of the club from Michaelmas 1892 to Easter 1906
Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: From cover: "Published in aid of church restoration fund"
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Sidney Herbert, Lord Herbert of Len. (Vol. 1) / Lord Stanmore.-- Oxford, 1906}}


Notes: Includes index

The Student Movement: / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS. -- 4o. -- Oxford, 1906, etc. -- Held by: British Library]]


Notes: 2nd and rewritten ed. of an Introduction to the study of Kant's "Critique of pure reason." -- Includes bibliographical references


Held by: National Library of Scotland}}
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]

A Tamil prose reader / Pope, George Uglow.-- 7th ed.-- p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1906.-- Handbook of the ordinary dialect of the Tamil language ; pt. 5
Held by: Cambridge]]

(The teaching of the Lord contained in the Gospels [A.V.] / brought together under its principal heads by John Boyd Kinnear.-- v ; 19 cm.-- London [pr.
Oxford : s.n.], 1906
Held by: Cambridge]

"The Critical Philosophy of Kant." A Student's Introduction to Critical Philosophy ... Second and re-written edition of an Introduction to the study of Kant's "Critique of Pure Reason." / Weir,
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Thoughts and Helps for Lent Meditation ... With a preface by ... G. F.
Mowbray & Co., 1906.
Held by: British Library]

Held by: British Library]

(Treatise on religious and scriptural subjects / Holmes, Robert.-- p ; cm.
(8vo).-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1906
Held by: Edinburgh]]

The True Dominion of Christ: a criticism of Christian Science and a plea for the Church's healing ... With a preface by the Rev. J. R.
Illingworth. / Frere, E. F. H. ; Illingworth, John Richardson.-- pp. vii.
Held by: British Library]]

The Two Schools: A constructive dream. / Mills, Elliot Evans.-- pp. 32. ;
8o.-- Oxford : Alden & Co., [1906.]
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: English verse with Latin and Greek versions
Held by: Manchester}}

Held by: Birmingham}}
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{Accounts of the Priory of Worcester for the year 13-14 Henry VIII. A.D. 1521-2. Edited ... by ... James Maurice Wilson, D.D., Canon of Worcester. And a Catalogue of the Rolls of the Obedientiaries prepared by the Rev. J. Harvey Bloom ... and revised and edited by Sidney G. Hamilton. [With three plates.] / Worcester ; Bloom, James Harvey ; Hamilton, Sidney Graves ; Wilson, James Maurice ; Mary, Ac.8166/24.-- pp. xliii. 68. ; 4o.-- Oxford : James Parker & Co., 1907.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Col. folded map attached to rear cover.-- Includes index.-- Key Plan attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Alison and the Angel; a story for Christmas. Illustrated by N. Buchanan. / Crosfield, H. C.-- pp. 27. ; 16o.-- Oxford : Church Army Press, 1907.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Along the Road. A book of verse for common days. Compiled by G. M. Ireland

Held by: Oxford}}
J. R. Burton and F. S. Pearson, 1898 --pt.II. A classified catalogue of books and other printed matter relating to the county of Worcester, with descriptive and explanatory notes, 1903 --pt.III. Works relating to the botany of Worcestershire / compiled by John Humphreys, 1907
Held by: Leeds

{Bibliography of Worcestershire. Pt 1-3 / Burton, John Richard ; Humphreys, John, F.L.S ; Pearson, Frank Shakespeare ; Worcestershire Historical Society. -- 3 vols. in 2. -- Oxford : For Worcestershire Historical Society by Parker, 1898-1907
Held by: Liverpool

{{Bird study : the journal of the British Trust for Ornithology / British Trust for Ornithology.-- Oxford : Blackwell, c1907-
Held by: Edinburgh}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Byron. Childe Harold / edited with introduction and notes by H.F. Tozer.-- Third ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1907
Notes: A reissue of parts of the complete edition published in 1907, with the titlepage and table of contents of that edition, with an additional titlepage without imprint for Cantos 3, 4
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Camoens : the Newdigate prize poem, MCMVII / by Robert W. Cruttwell, Demy of Magdalen College, Oxford.-- 16 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell ; [etc., etc.], 1907
Notes: Coat of arms on cover
Held by: Manchester}}
Held by: British Library}}

{{(De rerum natura. A selection from the fifth book (783-1457) / edited with introduction, analyses and notes by W.D. Lowe, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1907
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The death of Virgil : a dramatic narrative / by T.H. Warren.-- 67 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell ; London : John Murray, 1907
Held by: Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford}}

{{(Deed of Trust of the Jowett Fellowships Fund / The Right Honourable James Hozier, Second Baron Newlands.-- 25 p ; 27 cm.-- [Oxford] : [University of Oxford, Balliol College], 1907
Held by: Oxford}}

{{(Delegacy for superintending the instruction of probationers for the Indian Forest Service and for granting diplomas in forestry. [Regulations and syllabus.] / University of Oxford. Delegacy for Superintending the Instruction of Probationers for the Indian Forest Service.-- 14 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1907
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Eight or nine wise words about letter-writing / by Lewis Carroll.-- 39 p ; 11 cm + stamp-case ([4] p. : col. ill. ; 11 cm.).-- Oxford : Emberlin, 1890
[i.e. between 1907 and 1915]
Notes: Booklet follows 5th edn. Undated in imprint; advertisements refer to works published after 1890, e.g. Feeding the mind (1907). Stamp-case is 3rd ed., with post-free price preceding ordinary price. Envelope is 3rd ed., with 2nd line of description ending "pictorial" (cf. "coloured" in 1st ed. and "pic-" in 2nd ed.) -- cf. Williams and Madan, rev. by Green and Crutch.-- Cover title. -- "First published 1890" -- t.p. verso. -- Issued in an envelope with title: The "Wonderland" postage-stamp-case, invented by Lewis Carroll. -- Publisher's advertisements: p. 36-39.-- The stamp-case includes a detachable cover with title: The Wonderland postage-stamp case. Part of the col. ill. is on this cover
Held by: University of London – ULRLS}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Five Songs of Innocence. Words by W. Blake and others / Harwood, Mabel.-- 8.-- Oxford : Sydney Acott, Harris & Co, [1907]}}


Frederick Denison Maurice / Masterman, Charles F. G. (Charles Frederick Gurney), 1873-1927.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1907.-- Leaders of the church 1800-1900

Free trade in drink : the question of registered clubs / Carlile, Wilson.-- 15p.-- Oxford, 1907


The growth of the Empire during the Seven Years War : bibliography / by W. L. Grant.-- 8p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1907

{{The Mayonnaise / University of Oxford.-- 12 p ; 30 cm.-- Oxford : Burrows & Doe, 1907
Notes: No more published?-- Published for Eights' week, 1907
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The meaning of history / by H.W.C. Davis.-- 15 p ; 24 cm.-- [Oxford] : [Privately printed], 1907
Notes: Read as a paper to the Balliol History Club, May 3rd, 1907 -- footnote, p.1
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Memoranda on the Italian Lakes. / Symons, Herman Bertie Trehane.-- 8o.-- Oxford : Oliver & Sons, 1907.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Military Architecture, translated ... by M. Macdermott ... With the original French engravings. Third edition. / Viollet-Le-Duc, Eugène Emmanuel ; Macdermott, Martin.-- pp. xxiv. 274. ; 8o.-- Oxford & London : James Parker & Co., 1907.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Milton / edited, with notes, etc. by C.H. Firth.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1907.-- Johnson's lives of the poets
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Modern German reader: a graduated collection of extracts in prose and poetry / Buchheim, Karl Adolf.-- Oxford, 1907
Notes: pt. 1. 7th ed. rev.; pt. 2. 3rd ed. 2 vol.; 1907
Held by: Liverpool}}

Notes: Offprint from: Mind, new ser., v. 16, no. 63
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The needs of the University : archaeology and art : the Ashmolean Museum and University Galleries : revised statement by Ashmole's Keeper (Nov. 5, 1907) / Ashmolean Museum ; University of Oxford. University Galleries.-- 4 p
Held by: British Library}}}
Notes: Archaeology and art: the Ashmolean Museum and University Galleries
Held by: Oxford}}}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: Leeds ; UCL (University College London)]]

[The old man of Königsberg : or Kant and re-Kant, a Greats' Week pantomime.-- 33 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1907
Notes: Epistle dedicatory signed: Bernard Pshawl.-- Verse drama
Held by: Oxford]]

Held by: British Library]]

[Outlines of jurisprudence : for the use of students / by B.R. Wise.-- 2nd ed / by Percy H. Winfield.-- vii, 142 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Joseph Thornton, 1907
Notes: First published in 1881.-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford]]

Notes: Published anonymously, attributed to Andrew Caldecott
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

Held by: British Library]]

Notes: "A select list of books for reference": p. 169-170
Held by: Cambridge]]

}}


The Pageant Post. Edited by members of Merton College, etc. / Oxford.-- pp. 16. ; 4o.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1907. Held by: British Library

Pamphlets / English Association.-- v ; 24 cm.-- Bromley ; Oxford, 1907-1935 Held by: Cambridge

Paul et Virginie / edited by E.J. Trechmann, M.A., Ph.D.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1907 Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland


The place of the "Sonder-Götter" in Greek polytheism / by L.R. Farnell.-- p. 81-100 ; 11 x 8 in.-- Oxford, 1907 Notes: In: Anthropological essays presented to Edward Burnett Tylor Held by: SAS


Pope Adrian IV: the Lothian essay, 1907 / by J. Duncan Mackie.-- iv, 124 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1907.-- Lothian essay ; 1907 Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Leeds ; Oxford

The practice of divine love. An exposition upon the church catechism / Ken,
Thomas, 1637-1711.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1907.-- Mowbray's devotional library
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Prayer Book: what it is and how we should use it. / Dearmer, Percy.-- pp. 45.; 16o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1907.-- [Churchman's Penny Library. no. 4.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Preliminary list of Coleoptera observed in the neighbourhood of Oxford, from 1819 to 1907 / compiled for the Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire, from all available records, by James J. Walker.-- 1v., 51, [1] p., 6 suppls ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire, 1907-1929
Notes: Imprints vary.-- Supplements reprinted from various annual reports of the Society
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Presentation for degrees : to the Deans of Colleges, the Censor of Christ Church, and others presenting for degrees / Warren, Thomas Herbert, Sir, 1853-1930 ; University of Oxford.-- [1] p ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford : s.n., 1907?]
Notes: Signed: T.H.W. [i.e. Thomas Herbert Warren], Magdalen College.-- "The Vice-Chancellor begs to suggest to persons presenting for degrees that it would be a great improvement if the old custom of the presenter taking the presentee, or one of the presentees, by the hand, in bringing him before the Vice-Chancellor and Proctors, could be revived ..."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Primitive traditional history. The primitive history and chronology of India, South-Eastern and South-Western Asia, Egypt, and Europe, and the colonies thence sent forth / Hewitt, J. T.-- 2v.; 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1907
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}
{{Prints of Oxford colleges and of Florence from drawings by Edmund Hort New. 23 art prints / New, Edmund Hort.-- Large fol.-- Oxford, 1907-[1931]  
Notes: In portfolio.-- Letters as to donation by Mr. New and descriptive advertisements in envelope  
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}  

Notes: Includes bibliographical references  
Held by: Oxford}}  

{{Proceedings at the unveiling of the Rhodes Memorial Tablet. (Extracts from the will of Mr. Cecil Rhodes.) [With a plate.] / University of Oxford (Oxford, Town of. - Rhodes Trust).-- 18 p ; 4to.-- Oxford, 1907  
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}  

Notes: Offprint from: Mind, new ser., v. 16, no. 62  
Held by: Oxford}}  

{{The Radcliffe and University Observatories. [A pamphlet opposing a project for their amalgamation.] / Turner, Herbert Hall.-- pp. 5. ; 8o.-- [Oxford], [1907.]  
Held by: British Library}}}  

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}  

Held by: British Library}}}  

{{Report / Sisterhood of S. Thomas the Martyr (Oxford, England).-- v ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Printed by Oliver and Son  
Notes: annual. -- Description based on: Report for the year ending December 31, 1909.-- S. Thomas' Training Home and Orphanage, and S. Nicholas' Nursery : report  
Held by: Oxford}}  

{{The rise of the Dutch Republic / with an introduction by C. Shorter.-- 3v. ; 15 cm.-- Oxford, 1907  
Held by: Cambridge}}}  

Taunt & Co., [1907.]
Held by: British Library}

8o.-- Oxford : J. Vincent, 1907.
Held by: British Library}}

{{A student's manual of English constitutional history / by Dudley Julius
Blackwell, 1907
Notes: "Abbreviated references to authors and books used throughout this
volume": p. xxvii-xxviii
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Sheffield}}

{{Subject matter of Cicero Pro Milone / Joy, Edward Bedford.-- 8vo.-- Oxford,
1907.-- Handbooks to the pass schools ; 8
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Subject matter of Cicero Philippics I-III. With historical
introduction / Belcher, Herbert George.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1907.-- Handbooks
to the pass schools
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Summary of the Institutes of Gaius : (Books I., II., 1-97, and III., 88-225)
with historical introduction and notes / Potts, T. Radford (Thomas Radford),
b. 1854 ; Gaius.-- xii, 247 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : H. Giles ; London :
Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., 1907
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford}}

{Syntax of Plautus / by W.M. Lindsay.-- iv, 138p ; 22cm.-- Oxford : J.
Parker, 1907.-- St. Andrews University publications ; no. 4
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ;
Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin}

{{Taunt's New Series of Historical Hand Books. [With
[1907, etc.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Through the Gate of Ivory. The story of a dream. / Crosfield, H. C.-- pp.
31. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Church Army Press, 1907.
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Traumgeist and the Epilogue. By Two Pagans. / TRAUMGEIST.-- pp. 17. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Travail of His Soul: a three hours' devotion for Good
Friday. / Richardson, George Leyburn.-- pp. vii. 68. ; 8o.-- London: Oxford :
A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1907.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Tropical medicine and international health.-- v : ill ; 28 cm.-- Oxford :}}
Blackwell.
Notes: Formed from merger of: Annales de la Société de Belge de médecine tropicale; Tropical and geographical medicine; Tropical medicine and parasitology; Journal of tropical medicine and hygiene
Held by: UCL (University College London)}

Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The usher.-- v ; 30 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1907-
Notes: Title from cover
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Wolsey Hall, Oxford (Diploma Correspondence College, Ltd.) : prospectus of courses by correspondence / Wolsey Hall (Oxford, England).-- 64 p ; 16 cm.-- [Oxford?] : [Wolsey Hall], [1907?]
Notes: Prospectus of courses by correspondence
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The 4 Gospels from the codex Corbeiensis (ff [or ff2]) now Lat. 17225 in the National Library, Paris : with fragments of the Catholic Epistles, Acts, and Apocalypse from the Fleury palimpsest (h) now Lat. 6400 G in same library / for the 1st time ed. with aid of printed text of Berger 'Le palimpseste de Fleury' ; by E. S. Buchanan; (with facsimiles).-- v.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1907.-- Old-Latin Biblical texts
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}
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   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

[Calais under English rule / by G. A. C. Sandeman.—viii, 140 p ; 20 cm.—Oxford: B.H. Blackwell; [etc., etc.], 1908
   Notes: "Authorities for the geography of the Pale": p. 139.--"Some general authorities": p. 140.--"This essay was one of the two awarded the Arnold prize for 1908."--Pref. note 
   Held by: Cambridge ; Nottingham]

[Cartulary of Eynsham Abbey / edited by Herbert E. Salter.—2v.—Oxford: s.n., 1907-1908.—Oxford Historical Society. [Publications], vols. 49, 51 
   Held by: Liverpool]

   Held by: British Library

   Held by: British Library]

[Child labour.—4p.—[Oxford], [1908].—Leaflets ; No.50 
   Notes: ALSO ON MICROFILM M (PAMPHLETS 188)
{{Haseley Church, Oxon ... / Edwards, William Gilbert.-- pp. 4 ; 8vo.-- [Oxford], [1908.]
   Held by: British Library}}

{{A Hausa reading book / Charlton, Lionel Evelyn Oswald.-- p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford, 1908
   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Hebrew incunabula in Cambridge / Cohen, Abraham, Reverend, M.A., Ph. D.-- p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1907-1908
   Notes: Privately pr.-- Repr. from the Jewish quarterly review, July 1907, Apr. 1908.-- With supplement
   Held by: Cambridge}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{A historical account of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire, 1880-1905 / by Frank Arthur Bellamy.-- xvi, 544 p : port ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Published by the author, 1908
   Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{How I became a socialist / Wilson, J. Stitt.-- 2pts in 1.-- Oxford, 1908
   Held by: London School of Economics}}

{{Hunting Song. Waken, Lords and Ladies gay ... Part Song for two treble voices. [Words by] Sir W. Scott, etc / Harvey, Franklin.-- 8.-- Oxford : Acott, Harris & Co, [1908]
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Hymns for use in Exeter College Chapel. [Compiled by B. W. Henderson and C. E. Winn.] / Henderson, Bernard W ; Winn, Cyril Elliott.-- v, 74p
   (8).-- Oxford : Novello and Co, 1908
   Notes: Printed for private circulation
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Hymns for use in Exeter College chapel / Henderson, Bernard W. (Bernard William), 1872-1929 ; Wynn, Cyril E. ; Exeter College.-- 1close score, 74p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : Printed for private circulation, 1908
   Notes: Compiled by Bernard W. Henderson and Cyril E. Wynn.-- 'The present collection ... has been made by us for supplementary use in Exeter College Chapel' - preface
   Contains 54 hymns with harmonised tunes, numbered 246-299, being a continuation of 'Hymns for use in New College Chapel'
   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{An idea in the working. An account of the Society of the Sacred Mission; its history and aims / Kelly, Herbert Hamilton.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1908]
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}
   Held by: British Library}}

{{(In memory of Edward Caird : an address delivered in Balliol College Chapel, November 8th , 1908 / by J.L. Strachan-Davidson.-- 8 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Balliol College. Printed for private circulation, 1908
   Held by: Oxford}}

{An incarnation of the snow : (bhavamanasalayajyotsna) / translated from the original manuscript [or rather, written] by F.W. Bain.-- xvi, 87p.,[1]leaf of plates ; 24cm.-- Oxford ; London : J. Parker : Simpkin, Marshal, Hamilton, Kent, 1908
   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: Offprint from: Mind, new ser., v. 17, no. 67
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Is "ritual" right? / by Percy Dearmer.-- 3rd ed.-- 39p ; 19cm.-- London ; Oxford : Mowbray, 1908
   Held by: King's College London}}

{{Italian poets chiefly before Dante : the Italian text with a translation by Dante Gabriel Rossetti / Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882.-- xxv, 335 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1925
   Notes: Previous ed.: 1908.-- Texts in Italian with facing English translation
   Held by: SAS}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Japan ... With illustrations and map. / Bickersteth, Marion H..-- pp. xv. 170. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1908..-- [Hand books of English Church Expansion. vol. 1.]
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

[A new impression, etc. / B., T. P.; Christian.-- pp. 44. ; 16o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1908.-- [Churchman's Penny Library. no. 15.]
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

[The old royal plate in the Tower of London : including the old silver communion vessels of the Chapel of St. Peter ad vincula within the Tower / by E. Alfred Jones.-- xxxiv, 78 p., 22 leaves of plates : ill ; 29 cm.-- Oxford : Fox, Jones & co., 1908
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

[On consideration / translated [with an introduction] by George Lewis.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1908
   Held by: Bristol ; National Library of Scotland

[On the desirability of diminishing the work set for the Modern History School, and in particular the amount of early constitutional history / Firth, C. H. (Charles Harding), 1857-1936.-- 8 p ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford] : Privately printed, [1908]
   Notes: By C.H. Firth
   Held by: Oxford}}

[Opening service of the new chapel, Wednesday, October 7th, 1908 / Hertford College (University of Oxford).-- 15 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : George Sheppard, [1908]
   Held by: Oxford}}
Hotel and Hydro, nr. Oxford. -- Cover title: Boars Hill Hotel and Hydro, nr. Oxford. -- to be sold by auction on Friday, Nov. 27, 1908. -- Details from microfilm. -- Microfilm, Oxford, 1 microfilm reel; 35 mm. -- "This exceedingly valuable property ... will be sold by auction by Messrs. Hamlet & Dulake at the Golden Cross Hotel, Oxford, on Friday, November 27th, 1908" -- Held by: [Oxford]

{{Author: Bellamy, Frank Arthur
Title: On permanent records of natural history, or other observations by means of the card catalogue system
Subject: Life Sciences _ Biology, Animal Economy [574]
Subject: Life Sciences _ Collection & Preservation of Specimens [579]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Locations: Cambridge University Library, Secondary Catalogue [Shelved at: Pam.5.90.80]; Bodleian Library
Reference number: nstc0872401}}
[NSTC]

{{Author: Terentius, Publius, Afer
Sub-heading: Works. Latin
Title: P. Terenti Afri Comoediae. The Comedies of Terence. Edited with introduction and notes by Sidney G. Ashmore
Added entry: Ashmore, Sidney Gillespie, 1852-
Subject: Literature _ Literary Criticism [809.01]
Subject: Language _ Latin _ Dramatic Poetry & Drama [872]
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Latin
Location: Cambridge University Library, Main Catalogue [Shelved at: 712. d.90.72]
Reference number: nstc0853923}}
[NSTC]

  Held by: [Oxford]}}

  Held by: [British Library]}}

  Held by: [British Library]}}

{{Plato or Protagoras? Being a critical examination of the Protagoras speech in the Theaetetus, with some remarks upon Error. / Schiller, Ferdinand Canning Scott ; Plato ; Protagoras.-- pp. 31. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H.
Blackwell, 1908.
Held by: British Library]]

{{Poems from the Greek Anthology / attempted in English verse by G. H.
Cobb.-- Oxford ; London : [s.n.], 1908
Held by: Trinity College Dublin]]

{{Polish Sketches. / Galinska, Marya.-- pp. 51. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Vincent,
[1908.]
Held by: British Library]]

{{Popular judaism at the time of the Second Temple in the light of Samaritan
traditions / by G.M. Gaster.-- 5p ; 21cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1908
Notes: A paper read before the Congress of the History of Religions,
Oxford, September 17, 1908.-- Reprinted from the Congress of the History of
Religions, Section 4, Oxford, 1908
Held by: Manchester]]

{{Portraits of the Archbishops of Canterbury. Edited [with other illustrations
and explanatory text] by G. M. Bevan, etc. / Bevan, Gladys Mary.-- pp. 119.
Held by: British Library]]

{{The practical religion / with a preface by the Rev. T.T. Carter.-- Fourth
ed.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1908].-- The English churchman’s library
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

{{Prayer-Book: a book of prayers for busy people, etc. / Healy, Samuel.-- pp.
Held by: British Library]]

{{The prayer manual for daily use. Containing all necessary private devotions.
Together with the offices of Primes and Compline / compiled by Gerard
Sampson.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1908]
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

{{Prayers, Penitence, Holy Communion, gathered from the writings of E. B.
Pusey, D.D., together with others from his unpublished MSS. By E. H. and F.
H. [With a preface to 'Prayers' by R. F. Wilson, to 'Penitence'
by C. W. Furse, and to 'Holy Communion' by H. Scott Holland.] / Pusey,
Mowbray & Co., [1908.]
Held by: British Library]]

{{Preliminary list of Coleoptera observed in the neighbourhood of Oxford from
1819 to 1907 / Walker, James John, F.L.S.-- [1v.]; 22 cm.-- Oxford
1st supplement
Held by: Cambridge]]

{The Primrose family. Two scenes from The vicar of Wakefield. Arranged by
Lucy C. Lowe. / Lowe, Lucy C. ; Goldsmith, Oliver, the Poet.-- pp. 24 ; 14
cm.-- Oxford : Parker & Son, [1908].
Notes: Adapted from Goldsmith's novel.
Held by: British Library

"A propos des statuettes de meuniers ..." / Capart, Jean, 1877-1947.-- pp. 201-208 (8vo).-- [Oxford?], [1908]
Notes: Extrait des Transactions of the third International Congress of the History of Religions, Oxford, 1908, tome 1.-- The title is taken from the wrapper
Held by: Manchester}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Notes: regular: annual.-- Vols. for 1908-1910 constitute part of Vol. 2; 1911-1913 also numbered as v. 3
Held by: National Library of Scotland]

Notes: Ceased publication 1878-1900?.-- Report for 1906 includes 'A list of 1,400 species of local Coleoptera.'
Held by: Oxford]]}

Held by: British Library]

Held by: British Library]

"The Royal Society : some account of the letters and papers of the period 1741-1806 in the archives with an index of authors / compiled by A.H. Church.-- 73 p ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : printed for the author, 1908
Notes: Cover title: 'Letters and papers' of the period 1741-1806
Held by: Cambridge Sp.Col. ; Oxford]]}

{Rules, list of members, &c., for the year 1907, 1909, 1912 / Worcester Historical Society.-- 3 voll. in 1.-- Oxford : For Worcester Historical Society by Parker, 1908-1912

Notes: Pref. -- "Meanwhile, I have thought it might be well for me to collect for publication some short philological studies of my own, which are probably unknown to most scholars, and which may, I think, be fairly regarded as some evidence that my scanty leisure has not been spent in idling. My review of Rutherford's Scholia Aristophanica was first published in the Athenaeum of May 9, 1896. This is followed by an abridgement (publ. orginally in the Classical Review) of a paper read before the Oxford Philological Society in 1904 on 'The restoration of the Text of Aristophanes'. The paper on 'Acharnians 1093 and 1095' was published in the Journal of Philology in 1907. I have also added a brief abstract (from the Classical Review) of a paper read by me before the Oxford Philological Society in 1903 on 'The Pronunciation of Z and other Consonants in Classical Attic'. ... The 'Emendations of Aeschylus' were written by me some years ago, after a careful examination of all the published manuscript evidence..."
hexameters by Ronald A. Knox. (Gaisford Prize, Greek Verse, 1908.) Eng. & Gr. / Browning, Robert, the Poet ; Knox, Ronald Arbuthnott.-- pp. 15. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1908.

Held by: British Library}}


Held by: British Library}}

{{Plato or Protagoras? Being a critical examination of the Protagoras speech in the Theaetetus, with some remarks upon Error. / Schiller, Ferdinand Canning Scott ; Plato ; Protagoras.-- pp. 31. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1908.

Held by: British Library}}

{{Poems from the Greek Anthology / attempted in English verse by G. H. Cobb.-- Oxford ; London : [s.n.], 1908

Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Polish Sketches. / Galinska, Marya.-- pp. 51. ; 8o.-- Oxford : J. Vincent, [1908.]

Held by: British Library}}

{{Popular judaism at the time of the Second Temple in the light of Samaritan traditions / by G.M. Gaster.-- 5p ; 21cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1908

Notes: A paper read before the Congress of the History of Religions, Oxford, September 17, 1908.-- Reprinted from the Congress of the History of Religions, Section 4, Oxford, 1908

Held by: Manchester}}


Held by: British Library}}


Held by: National Library of Scotland}}


Held by: British Library}}

{{The prayer manual for daily use. Containing all necessary private devotions. Together with the offices of Primes and Compline / compiled by Gerard Sampson.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1908]

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Prayers, Penitence, Holy Communion, gathered from the writings of E. B. Pusey, D.D., together with others from his unpublished MSS. By E. H. and F. H. [With a preface to 'Prayers' by R. F. Wilson, to 'Penitence' by C. W. Furse, and to 'Holy Communion' by H. Scott Holland.] / Pusey,
Held by: British Library}

Preliminary list of Coleoptera observed in the neighbourhood of Oxford from 1819 to 1907 / Walker, James John, F.L.S.--- [1v.]; 22 cm.--- Oxford
1st supplement
Held by: Cambridge}

The Primrose family. Two scenes from The vicar of Wakefield. Arranged by Lucy C. Lowe. / Lowe, Lucy C.; Goldsmith, Oliver, the Poet.--- pp. 24; 14 cm.--- Oxford: Parker & Son, [1908].
Notes: Adapted from Goldsmith's novel.
Held by: British Library}

A propos des statuettes de meuniers ... / Capart, Jean, 1877-1947.--- pp. 201-208 (8vo).--- [Oxford?], [1908]
Notes: Extrait des Transactions of the third International Congress of the History of Religions, Oxford, 1908, tome 1.--- The title is taken from the wrapper
Held by: Manchester}

Held by: British Library}

Quousque? Whereunto are we drifting? A selection of extracts from the pastoral letters, charges and addresses of leading Bishops and clergy...
Held by: British Library}

Notes: regular: annual.--- Vols. for 1908-1910 constitute part of Vol. 2; 1911-1913 also numbered as v. 3
Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Notes: Ceased publication 1878-1900?.--- Report for 1906 includes 'A list of 1,400 species of local Coleoptera.'
Held by: Oxford}

Held by: British Library}

Notes: Pref. -- "Meanwhile, I have thought it might be well for me to collect for publication some short philological studies of my own, which are probably unknown to most scholars, and which may, I think, be fairly regarded as some evidence that my scanty leisure has not been spent in idling. My review of Rutherford's Scholia Aristophanica was first published in the Athenaeum of May 9, 1896. This is followed by an abridgement (publ. originaUy in the Classical Review) of a paper read before the Oxford Philological Society in 1904 on 'The restoration of the Text of Aristophanes'. The paper on 'Acharnians 1093 and 1095' was published in the Journal of Philology in 1907. I have also added a brief abstract (from the Classical Review) of a paper read by me before the Oxford Philological Society in 1903 on 'The Pronunciation of Z and other Consonants in Classical Attic'. ... The 'Emendations of Aeschylus' were written by me some years ago, after a careful examination of all the published manuscript evidence..."

Held by: Oxford}

Some Impressions of the Holy Land. Shared with friends who were only there in spirit. / PALESTINE.-- 8o.-- Oxford : Parker & Son, 1908.

Held by: British Library}


Held by: British Library}


Held by: British Library}


Held by: British Library}

Solutions of the examples in A sequel to elementary geometry / Russell, John Wellesley.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1908

Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}
the O.U.D.S.-- Oxford: Holywell Press, 1908
Held by: Birmingham]]

{{The Witness of the Diocese of Durham ... An address, etc. / Lewin, George
1908.
Held by: British Library}}

{{[Worcester College buildings restoration fund / Worcester College (University
of Oxford).-- 8 p.; 19 cm.-- [Oxford?]: [s.n.], [1908?]
Notes: A statement of the contributions received up to 31st October 1908
Held by: Oxford]]}

{{The York Gradual. Reproduced in facsimile from the unique manuscript in the
Bodleian Library, etc. [A prospectus.]-- fol.-- Oxford, 1908
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}
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{{Alden's Oxford guide: with key plan of the university and city, and
numerous illustrations / by Edward C. Alden.-- [35th ed].-- viii, 132p:
ills., plan; 16cm.-- Oxford: Edward C. Alden, 1909
Notes: Cover title: Alden's sixpenny guide to Oxford.-- Includes index
.-- Key Plan attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Annual report / Midland Counties Union of Institutions, Societies and
Agencies for the Blind.-- v; 22 cm.-- Oxford: Holywell Press, [1909?].
Notes: 1st (1909)?-- Description based on: 3rd (1911).-- regular:
annual
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Another Sunday book. No. 2. (English church history.) / Twining, Agatha
G.-- ob1.8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1909]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Appeal and prospectus, etc / Central Labour
College.-- 1 pamphlet.-- [Oxford], [1909]
Held by: London School of Economics}}

{{Appendix to Vol. 1 / by A.B. Keith.-- p; cm.-- Oxford: [s.n.], 1909
Notes: Thesis-- Aufrrecht's catalogue
Held by: Edinburgh}}

{{The architectural history of the Christian church / Hill, Arthur
George.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1909].-- The arts of the church
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Ashmolean Museum: summary guide / Ashmolean Museum; University of
Oxford.-- 146 p: plans; 19 cm.-- [Oxford]: [s.n.], 1909
Notes: At head of T.p.: University of Oxford
Held by: Oxford}}}
  Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Australia : mean annual rainfall / compiled by A.J. Herbertson and E.G.R. Taylor; drawn by B.V. Darbishire.-- Scale 1:5,000,000.-- 1 map; 96 x 141 cm.-- Oxford, 1909.-- Oxford wall maps
  Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Australia : vegetation / compiled by M. Hardy; drawn by B.V. Darbishire.
  Scale 1:5,000,000.-- 1 map; 96 x 141 cm.-- Oxford, 1909.-- Oxford wall maps
  Held by: Cambridge}}

{{A bishop's letters / Lacey, Thomas Alexander.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1909
  Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

  Held by: Oxford}}

  Notes: Verses previously published in the Pelican record, the magazine of Corpus Christi College, Oxford
  Held by: Cambridge; National Library of Wales}}

{{The Bradfield College register / Bradfield College.-- 15th ed.-- 296 p; 22 cm.-- Oxford: Holywell Press, 1909
  Notes: Covers the years 1850-1908
  Held by: Nottingham}}

{{British Isles / Derbishire, R. V..-- Scale [ca. 1: 5607079]; Scale bar of 100 miles: 1 1/10 inches; 2.9 cm, W 10 degrees; E 2 degrees; N 59 degrees; N 50 degrees.-- 1 map: col; 22 x 16 cm.-- Oxford: R. V. Derbishire, 1909
  Notes: Shows simple coloured relief, rivers and larger towns, meridians and latitude lines. Title and scale top left
  Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{The burning question of education: being an account of Ruskin College dispute, its cause and consequences / Plebs League.-- 2nd ed.-- 24 p; 21 cm.-- Oxford: Plebs League, [1909?]
  Held by: Oxford}}

  Held by: British Library}}

{{Catalogi codicum manuscryptorum Bibl. Bod / University of Oxford. Bodleian Library.-- xi, 123 p; cm.-- Oxford}}
Appendix to Vol. I / By A.B. Keith
Held by: University of London – ULRLS]]

Held by: British Library]]

{{The Church Army Blue Book. The (28th, [etc.]) Report ... 1909 [etc.]. / England.-- 8o.-- Oxford, [1909, etc.]
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

{{The college under the later Stuarts / by Richard Lodge.-- 68 p; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1909.-- Brasenose College quatercentenary, 1909. Monograph; 12
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

{{The Combe Bequest : pictures and drawings of the English Pre-Raphaelite and allied schools / University of Oxford ; Ashmolean Museum.-- Oxford : [Ashmolean Museum], 1909
Notes: At head of title: University of Oxford. Asmolean Museum.-- Cover title
Held by: Oxford]]

Held by: British Library]]

{{The connection between England and Burgundy during the first half of the fiteenth century : the Stanhope essay, 1909 / Leonard V.D. Owen.-- 90 p; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1909
Held by: Oxford]]

{{Correspondence between a committee of Merton College and Lord Curzon of Kedleston : concerning the financial administration of the college / Merton College ; Curzon, George Nathaniel Curzon, Marquis of, 1859-1925.-- 22 p; 22 cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1909
Held by: Oxford]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]
The crisis of Bodleian history: an appeal to the convocation [concerning the building of the underground storage-room], etc / Nicholson, Edward Williams Byron, 1849-1912. -- 4to. -- Oxford, 1909
Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Held by: British Library]

[De Fide et Symbolo : documenta quaedam nec non aliquorums ss. patrum tractatus / edidit Charles A. Heurtley. -- Editio quinta. -- viii, 219 p ; 19 cm. -- Oxford : Parker, 1911
Notes: First published in 1909
Held by: Oxford]

Notes: "An address delivered to the members to the members of the English Association, October 28, 1909."
Held by: Leeds]]

Notes: "Address delivered to ... the English Association, October 28, 1909"
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]]

Notes: [V. 1]: Text. [V. 2]: Notes
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

[A digit of the moon ... : a Hindoo love story. / Translated from the original manuscript, or rather, written by F.W. Bain .... -- 6th edition. -- Oxford : Parker, 1909
Held by: Sheffield]

Held by: British Library]]

Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin]]

[[Education and progress / by Lester F. Ward ... reprinted from ... "Plebs" magazine. An address delivered in Oxford, August 2nd., 1909 at the annual meeting of the "Plebs" league, etc. [Illustrated.]-- 8 p ; 8vo. -- Oxford, [1909]
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

{{Eights' week opinions / University of Oxford.-- 1v. ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1909
Notes: No more published?
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The emigration of poor children to the colonies : speech read before the Colonial Club at Oxford, October 19, 1909 / Fairbridge, Kingsley Ogilvie ; Colonial Club ; Society for the Furtherance of Child Emigration to the Colonies.-- 23p.-- Oxford : Society for the Furtherance of Child Emigration to the Colonies, [1909?]
Held by: London School of Economics}}

{{[England and Scotland] / Derbishire, R. V.-- Scale [ca. 1 : 3370212]; Scale bar of 50 miles : 1 inch / 2.4 cm, W 6 degrees - E 1 degrees / N 58 degrees - N 50 degrees.-- 1map : col ; 22 x 16 cm.-- Oxford : R. V. Derbishire, 1909
Notes: Shows simple coloured relief, rivers and larger towns, meridians and latitude lines. Scales below two maps, one of England the other of Scotland
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{[Essay on criticism / edited with introduction and notes by John Sargeaunt.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1909].-- Oxford local examinations ; 1912
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{An essence of the dusk ... / translated from the original manuscript or rather, written by F.W. Bain ....-- 2nd edition.-- Oxford : Parker, 1909
Held by: Sheffield}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Extenta Castri et Honoris de Denbeigh, facta per Hugonem de Beckele, et per recognitionem tenetium singularum villatarum, anno regni Regis Edwardi Tertti octavo.-- p ; 29 x 40 cm.-- [Oxford], 1909
Notes: Collotype facsimile executed for F. Seebohm
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Extracts from the Syro-Hexaplar Version of the Septuagint made in 7th century by Paul of Tella : Genesis, Leviticus, 1 & 2 Chronicles, Nehemiah / ed. with introduction and annotated reconstruction of the underlying Greek text by John Gwynn.-- v.-- London ; Oxford : [Text & Translation Society], 1909
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}}
{{The faculties and their powers : a contribution to the history of university organization / by C. H. Firth.-- 43 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell; [etc., etc.], 1909
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Vol. 32, 1920 numbered v. 31.-- Vols 78-89 are reproduced from typescript. [Imperfect set]
Held by: Cambridge}}

{Form of Service to be used at an Institution in the Diocese of Oxford. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 8. ; 8o.-- Oxford : James Parker & Co., [1909.]
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Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Cambridge ; Durham ; Glasgow ; King's College London}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Grades of Life: being letters on immortality. Edited by M. Sopote. / Sopote, Mark.-- pp. 37. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Hall & Son, [1909.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{The handi : their language and folk-lore ... / with introduction by Sir Charles Eliot.-- pp. xl, 328 : ill. : map, plates (8vo).-- Oxford, 1909
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Held by: British Library}}}
[A heifer of the dawn ... / translated from the original manuscript or rather, written by F.W. Bain ....-- 4th edition.-- Oxford : Parker, 1909
Held by: Sheffield]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]]

Held by: London School of Economics]]

[[Homo sum : being a letter to an anti-suffragist from an anthropologist.-- 27p ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, [1909?]
Notes: Haddon gift
Held by: Cambridge Sp.Col.]]

Held by: British Library]]
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Held by: Oxford]]

[[Iffley Manor, Church, and Village ... Illustrated with map and photographs. / Taunt, Henry William.-- pp. 32. ; 8o..-- Oxford : Henry W. Taunt & Co., [1909.]
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

[[[ Illustrated Monographs.] Another copy of no. 15. A Census of Caxtons, etc. / London ; De Ricci, Seymour.-- 4o..-- Oxford, 1909.
Held by: British Library]]
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[In the great god's hair ... / translated from the original manuscript or rather, written by F.W. Bain ....-- 3rd edition.-- Oxford : Parker, 1909
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  Held by: Oxford]

[Indian Dust. [Tales.] / Rothfeld, Otto ; Rothfield, Otto.-- pp. 215. ;
  Held by: British Library]

[Infant life and child labour : report ... presented by the Hon. Secretary, (Christian Social Union) / Carter, John ; Christian Social Union. Oxford University Branch.-- 16p.-- Oxford, 1909
  Held by: London School of Economics]

[The influence of British rule in India on home politics / Smith, Herbert Arthur, b. 1885.-- 30p.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1909.-- Chancellor's Essays ;
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  Held by: Oxford]
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Held by: National Library of Wales}

{{Iphigenia at Aulis / Euripides.-- 1v. ; 22 cm.-- [London] : Malone Society, 1909.-- The Malone Society reprints ; 1909
Notes: Translated by Lady Lumley
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Held by: British Library]

Held by: British Library]

Held by: Oxford]
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{{Meditations on the Life and Teaching of Jesus Christ ... With a preface by P. N. Waggett. / Budibent, George Bryan ; Waggett, Philip Napier ; JESUS CHRIST, 4224.de.31.-- pp. xvi. 122. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1910.
Held by: British Library}}
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{{Mr. Conybeare on Mark iii. 21. and Luke xi. 27. 28. Some positive methods of a negative critic. [A criticism of "Myth, Magic and Morals."] / Vassall, Oliver Rodie ; Bible ; Conybeare, Frederick Cornwallis ; Vassall-Phillips, Oliver Rodie.-- pp. 38. ; 8o.-- Oxford; Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co.: London : Hubert Giles, 1910.
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Held by: Oxford}}
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Held by: Oxford]]
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[S. Paul, his Story and his Writings sketched in outline. / Blackburne, Gertrude Mary Ireland ; Bible ; Paul, Saint and Apostle.-- pp. 44. ; 16o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1910.-- [Churchman's Penny Library. no. 30.]
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[A synopsis of oriental Christianity / by Athelstan Riley.-- 3rd ed.-- 5 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : James Parker, 1910.-- Occasional paper of the Eastern Church Association. New series ; no. 1

Notes: First printed in 1888

Held by: King's College London]

{[Teaching and teachers in the University of Oxford / [by G.B. Grundy].-- 8 p ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford] : [s.n., [1910]

Held by: Oxford]}


Held by: British Library}


Held by: British Library}


Held by: British Library}

{{Venerabilis Bedae Historiae ecclesiasticae gentis Anglorum / analytically translated for theological students, with all verbs fully parsed and brief notes, by T.J. Williams-Fisher.-- viii, 207 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : J. Thornton, 1910

Notes: Parallel Latin text and English translation with English notes

Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin]}


Held by: British Library]}


Held by: British Library]}


Held by: Birmingham]
Notes: ALSO ON MICROFILM M (PAMPHLETS 193)
Held by: London School of Economics}}}

Wood carving in English churches / Francis Bond. Oxford: [s.n.]
Vol. 1
Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: Oxford}}}

"The workers' charter". A translation of the famous encyclical (Rerum Novarum) / edited, with introduction and analysis by ... Henry Canon Parkinson. 55 p; 8vo. Oxford : Catholic Social Guild, [1910]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

The works / Edited from the original texts, with introduction, notes and facsimiles by F.S. Boas. 1 v; 23 cm. Oxford, 1910
Held by: Birmingham}}}

XXV more domestic rhymes / Ball, O. H.. Oxford: [s.n.], 1910
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}}

Held by: National Library of Wales}}}
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Notes: Includes bibliography
Held by: Oxford}}}

Held by: National Library of Wales}}}

Newdigate prize poem (University of Oxford) ; 1911
Held by: Oxford}}}

The Agricola & Germania of Tacitus / literally transl. by E.A. Wells ; rev.
by W.H. Forbes.-- 3rd ed.-- 71 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Joseph Thornton, 1911.-- Handbooks to the Pass schools ; 5
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Col. folded map attached to rear cover.-- Includes index .-- Key Plan attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Bibliography : p. [vi]-viii.-- Includes index
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; UCL (University College London)}}

{{Annual bulletin of historical literature.-- no ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford] : Blackwell Publishers.-- 00063832 ; 00663832
Notes: Available in other form: Historical Association (Great Britain). Annual bulletin of historical literature. ISSN 0066-3832.-- Description based on: Vol. 81, issue 1 (1997); title from introductory page, viewed June 25, 2002.-- Latest issue consulted: Vol. 85, issue 1 (2001).-- Mode of access: World Wide Web.-- Print began in 1911.-- Published by Blackwell Publishers of behalf of the Historical Association }}

{{Apius and Virginia, 1575 / [prepared by Ronald B. McKerrow].-- Oxford : Printed for the Malone Society by Charles Whittingham at the Chiswick Press, 1911.-- Reprints / Malone Society ; 1911
Notes: Attributed to John Webster or John Heywood.-- Facsimile reprint of ed. printed by William How for Richard Jones, London, 1575
Held by: Warwick}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{An Autumn Easter ... With a preface by the Rev. G. Congreve. / Russell, Adeline Marie, Duchess of Bedford ; Congreve, George.-- pp. xiii. 44 ;}}
Held by: British Library}}

{{Beautiful Britain / Joseph E. Morris.-- Oxford : Black, 1911
Held by: British Library}}

{{[Bible Exhibition 1911 : guide to the manuscripts and printed books exhibited in celebration of the tercentenary of the Authorized Version / British Museum.-- p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford, 1911
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{[A book of verse from Langland to Kipling : being a supplement to the "Golden Treasury" / edited by James Cruickshanks Smith.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1911
Held by: British Library}}

{{The boy and his work / Gibb, Spencer James.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1911].-- Christian social union handbooks
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The budget : an eight's week paper.-- v : ill ; 28 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1911-
Notes: No more published?
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Catholic or Papal: which is the best religion to live and die in? [An abridgment of "The Best Religion to Live and Die in."] / Brinckman, Arthur.-- pp. 44. ; 16o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1911.-- [Churchman's Penny Library. no. 34.]
Held by: British Library}}
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes
Held by: King's College London ; Lampeter Sp.Col.}]

{[The chancel and the altar / by Harold C. King, with a preface by Percy Dearmer. With forty-eight illustrations.-- xviii p., 1 l., 197 p : incl. front., illus., 47 pl ; 15 cm.-- London ; Oxford : Mowbray, [1911].-- The Arts of the church
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Wales]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

{[Church embroidery / by Alice Dryden.-- xvii, 180 p : ill ; 15 cm.-- London : A.R. Mowbray, 1911.-- The arts of the church
Notes: Includes bibliographical footnotes and index
Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester])}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

[1911.]
Held by: British Library}

{Confession. A word for educated women by one of
themselves. / CONFESSION.-- Fourth edition.-- pp. 24.; 16o.-- London,
Held by: British Library}}

{Counsels to Nurses ... Being ... addresses and letters to the Guild of S.
Barnabas for Nurses. Edited, with preface and biographical note on Bishop
Sailer by E. F. Russell. / King, Edward, Bishop of Lincoln ; Russell, Edward
Francis ; Sailer, Johann Michael von, successively Bishop of Germanikopolis
Co., 1911.
Held by: British Library}}

{Daily Readings from the Works of Bishop Westcott ... With an introduction by
Arthur C. Benson. / Westcott, Brooke Foss, Bishop of Durham ; Benson, Arthur
1911.
Held by: British Library}}

{De Fide et Symbolo : documenta quaedam nec non aliquorum ss. patrum
tractatus / edidit Charles A. Heurtley.-- Editio quinta.-- viii, 219 p ; 19
cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1911
Notes: First published in 1909
Held by: Oxford}

{The deathless soul. Common sense reasons for believing in existence after
death. With many passages on immortality from scientist, philosophers, and
poets / collected by O.W.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1911
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{Desiderio: a drama in three acts. [In verse.] / Baring, Hon.
Maurice.-- [Another edition.]-- pp. 104.; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell,
1911.
Held by: British Library}}

{A Dialogue between Socrates, Agathon and Aristophanes. )SÓò¤ù á¥ù ôèï
ψάραµφδος ςίδαι ἱγλαγαὶ ἀπλὰ Υμαιεῖν καταλήκουσαὶ ἱδαμαὶ ἄστυ. 
)P(Gaisford Greek Prose, 1911.).-- pp. 19.; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H.
Blackwell, 1911.
Held by: British Library}}

{A Dickens reader / by Mrs. J.C. Smith.-- 191 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1911
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{Did it Happen? An open letter to the Rev. J. M. Thompson [criticising his

{{Four Gospels from the Codex Corbeiensis... 6 / edited by E.S. Buchanan.-- Oxford, 1911 Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Frederick James Furnivall : a volume of personal record / Munro, John James.-- lxxxiii, 215, 3 p : front., plates, ports., facsim ; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1911 Notes: Biography, by John Munro: lxxxiii p.-- "The present volume is intended to enshrine varied recollections of him [Furnivall] gathered from amongst all of his friends."--Pref Held by: Manchester}}


{{The full recognition of Japan. Being a detailed account of the economic progress of the Japanese empire to 1911.-- 8vo.-- London, New York, 1911 Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}


{{Heraldry of the Church : a handbook for decorators / Dorling, Edward Earle.-- 194p : coats of arms ; 16cm.-- London ; Oxford : Mowbray, 1911.-- The Arts of the Church Held by: Manchester}}

{{Herodotus at the zoo.-- 15p : ill.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1911.-- Gaisford prize, Greek prose (University of Oxford), 1907 Notes: Spine title: Miscellaneous Ill Held by: Bristol ; SAS ; St. Andrews Sp.Col.}}

Held by: British Library}

Notes: In: Archaeologia vol.62
Held by: Bristol}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Life and its Puppets: being stories from India and the West. / Rothfeld, Otto ; Rothfield, Otto.-- pp. xii. 207. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Alden & Co., 1911.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Addenda slip inserted
Held by: Oxford}}}
Held by: Cambridge Sp.Col.

Held by: British Library]

[On Italian armour from Chalcis in the Ethnological Museum at Athens / by Charles ffoulkes. -- 10 p ; 12 x 10 in. -- Oxford, 1911
Notes: In: Archaeologia, Vol. lxii
Held by: SAS]

Notes: Itinerary of opening ceremony, including, "1.15 p.m. The New Wing will be formally opened by Lord Curzon ...", dated May 24th 1911
Held by: Oxford]

Held by: British Library]

[Oxford astrographic catalogue. Tables for the conversion of R.A. and Dec into standard co-ordinates and of standard co-ordinates into R.A. and Dec ... Collected from the several volumes. Tables for the conversion of measured diameters of the star images into stellar photographic magnitudes, etc / University of Oxford (Oxford, Town of. - University Observatory) ; Turner, Herbert Hall. -- 4to. -- [Oxford, 1911
Held by: National Library of Scotland]

[The Oxford Diocesan Sunday School Association Occasional Paper. / OXFORD, Diocese of. -- 8o. -- Oxford, 1911, etc.
Held by: British Library]]

[Oxford Year Book, 1911 [etc.]. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS. -- 8o. -- Oxford, [1911- .]
Held by: British Library]]

[The Oxfordshire churches, Kencot, Broadwell, and Langford ... / Paintin, Harry. -- 4to. -- Oxford, 1911
Held by: Manchester]

[Oxfordshire in the parish of Eynsham : particulars with plan and conditions of sale of two valuable freehold and tithe-free enclosures of arable land abutting on the main Eynsham-Hanborough Road and containing in total extent 26a 2r 26p. Now in the occupation of Mr. Ralph Lake at the an annual rental of £26. 0s. 0d. will be offered by auction be Messrs Franklin & Jones at the "Roebuck" Hotel Oxford on Saturday 10th June 1911 at two for three o'clock pm. precisely / Franklin & Jones. -- [6] p : folded col. plans ;
Notes: Cover title: Eynsham, Oxon.-- Particulars with plan and conditions of sale of two valuable freehold and tithe-free enclosures of arable land abutting on the main Eynsham-Hanborough enclosures of arable land abutting on the main Eynsham-Hanborough Road and containing in total extent 26a 2r 26p. Now in the occupation of Mr. Ralph lake at the an annual rental of £26. 0s. 0d. will be offered by auction be Messrs Franklin & Jones at the "Roebuck" Hotel Oxford on Saturday 10th June 1911 at two for three o'clock pm. precisely

Held by: Oxford}

Notes: Cover title: Particulars with conditions of sale of freehold properties comprising small holdings, building sites and cottages Wednesday, May 24th 1911.-- Property in Hampton Poyle, Kidlington and Yarnton

Held by: Oxford}

Notes: Bibliography: p. 17-18

Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford}

Notes: A reissue of "Church Work in British Columbia," with a different titlepage.

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: A reissue of "Church Work in British Columbia," with a different titlepage.

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Cover title: Pelican Record.

Held by: Cambridge}}

Notes: Cover title: Pervergilium Veneris: The vigil of Venus / edited with facsimilies of the codex Salmasianus and codex Thuaneus, an introduction, translation, apparatus criticus, and explanatory notes by Cecil Clementi.-- xv, 52 p : facsims ; 23 x 18 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1911

Notes: Includes indexes.-- "Litteratur": p. [20]-23 .-- "Unveränderter anastatischer Neudruck nach der Auflage von 1911."

Held by: Bristol ; Durham ; Newcastle}}
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: annual
Held by: Bristol}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: SAS}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Roses, loaves, and old rhymes / Matheson, Annie.-- [1v.]; 19 cm.-- Oxford, 1911
Notes: Reprint of "Selected poems, old and new," with additional poems
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Ruskin Collegian. The magazine of Ruskin College, Oxford. / Oxford.-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1911, etc.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{A short constitutional history of England / by H. St. Clair Feilden ; revised, and in part re-written by W. Gray Etheridge.-- 4th ed. / revised and brought up to date by D.H.J. Hartley.-- xviii, 360 p. ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1911
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Sheffield}}

{{Short studies in chemical history / F.D. Chattaway.-- Various pagination ;}}
21 cm.-- Oxford : The Queen's College, 1907-1911
Notes: A collection of 12 articles
Held by: Oxford}}}

{{{Sir Eglamour: a Middle English romance / ed. A.S. Cook.-- Oxford, 1911
Held by: Liverpool}}}

{{Six lectures on the recorder and other flutes in relation to literature / Welch, Christopher.-- [1v.]; 22 cm.-- Oxford, 1911
Notes: Later called Lectures on the Recorder
Held by: Cambridge}}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Songs of rest. [Verse.] / Bell, Aubrey F. G. (Aubrey Fitz Gerald), 1882-1950.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1911
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Southey's life of Nelson. Edited, with introduction and notes, by H.B. Butler. With maps, plans, and other illustrations / Southey,
Robert; Butler, H. B.-- xv, 346 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1911
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Stepping Stones to Heaven. Daily prayers for boys and girls. [Preface
Held by: British Library}}

{{A Still more Sporting Adventure! Humbly dedicated to the authoresses of
'An Adventure' and transcribed by the Misses Lavinia & Priscilla
Daisyfield. [A skit on Charlotte A. E. Moberly and E. F. Jourdain's
"An Adventure." By Ronald A. Knox and Charles R. L.
Fletcher.] / Daisyfield, Lavinia; Daisyfield, Priscilla; Fletcher, Charles
Robert Leslie; Jourdain, Eleanor Frances; Knox, Ronald
Arbuthnott; Moberly, Charlotte Anne Elizabeth; Morison, Elizabeth,
pseud.-- pp. 80.; 8o.-- Oxford; Simpkin, Marshall & Co.: London: B. H.
Blackwell, 1911.
Held by: British Library}}

{A story of a diverted hope / Sister Geraldine.-- 2nd ed.-- Oxford: Printed
by J. Parker and Co. for private circulation, 1911: Don
Notes: 1st edition, September 1911.-- Author's name mentioned at the end
of preface
Held by: British Library}

{{A summary of the leading principles of the English law of contract: with
historical introduction / Potts, T. Radford (Thomas Radford), b.
1854.-- xii, 667 p.; 22 cm.-- Oxford [Eng.]: H. Giles, 1911
Notes: Bibliography: p. xi.-xii.-- Corrigendum slip inserted
Held by: Cambridge; SAS}}

{{Syllabus of an introduction to economic theory. / Clay, Sir Henry.-- pp. 15
; 19 cm.-- Oxford, 1911.-- (Oxford University tutorial classes.)
Held by: British Library}}

{{Thirty-four Years in Poona City: being the history of the Panch Howds Poona
City Mission, India ... Illustrated. / Elwin, Edward Fenton.-- pp. 109.;
Held by: British Library}}

{{"This Church of England." A course of addresses ... With a preface
by the Right Rev. Charles C. Grafton / Cobbold, George Augustus; Grafton,
Charles Chapman, Bishop of Fond du Lac.-- pp. viii. 130.; 8o.-- London,
Held by: British Library}}

{{Three Oxfordshire churches: Kencot, Broadwell and Langford / by Harry
Paintin.-- 24p: ill., plan; 25cm.-- [Oxford: Oxford Chronicle Company,
1911.]
Notes: "Specially written for the "Oxford Journal Illustrated" and
reproduced by courteous permission of the proprietors." from t.p.
Held by: Oxford}}
   Held by: British Library]}

{[The United States and neutralization / Wicker, Cyrus French.-- [1v.] ; 22 cm.-- Oxford, 1911 
   Held by: Cambridge]}

   Held by: British Library]}

{[Varia Socratica : first series / by A.E. Taylor.-- xii, 269 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : J. Parker & co, 1911.-- St. Andrews University publications ; No. 9 
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Text mostly in English with some Greek quotations from the original texts 
   Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield]}

{[The Walpole Society / Walpole Society.-- Oxford : Walpole Society, 1911- 
   Notes: annual.-- Description based on: Confirmed catalogue card of Vol. 1(1911) edition 
   Held by: Bristol ; National Library of Wales]}

{[The way of the Lord / by Elizabeth Gibson Cheyne; arranged in cycles by T.K. C[heyne].-- viii, 228 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Published by Mrs Cheyne, [1911] 
   Notes: Date from derived record.-- verse and prose pieces 
   Held by: Oxford]}

{[Welsh founders of Pennsylvania / Thomas Allen Glenn.-- 2v. : front. (v. 2) plates, ports., fold. tables ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : Fox, Jones and company, 1911-13 
   Notes: Pedigrees with biographical data;, Vol. 1 contains 26 pedigrees; Vol. II, Genealogy of the Robertses of Gwynedd, Pa. (from Robert Cadwalader, 1698-1700), and of Owen, Evans, and allied families 
   Held by: National Library of Wales]}

   Held by: British Library]}

   Held by: British Library]}

   Held by: British Library]}


   Notes: Numbering from cover: First number - last number
   Held by: Oxford]

   Held by: Birmingham]]

   Held by: Birmingham]]

   Notes: Binder's title: Early Guild pamphlets etc
   Held by: British Library]]

   Notes: "Reprinted, with additions, by kind permission from the Oxford Journal."
   Held by: Oxford]]

   Held by: Liverpool]]
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   Held by: British Library]]

   Held by: British Library]]

   Notes: 80 years 1832 - 1912. -- Description taken from photocopy. -- Eighty years 1832 - 1912. -- Title from cover
   Held by: Oxford]]

Notes: Col. folded map attached to rear cover.-- Includes index .-- Key Plan attached to front cover
Held by: Oxford}}


{Antike porträts / bearbeitet von Richard Delbrück.-- lxx p., 62 p. of plates
: ill ; 30 cm.-- Bonn : A. Marcus und E. Weber ; Oxford : Parker, 1912.-- Tabulae in usum scholarum ; 6 Notes: Bibliography: p. xxiii, xxx Held by: Oxford}}


{{Bampton and Lew, Oxon : particulars, plan and conditions of sale of a charming old fashioned, stone-built, freehold residence ... Messrs Hamlet & Dulake are favoured with instructions to sell by auction at the 'Golden Cross' Hotel Oxford on Saturday July 17th 1915 / Hamlet & Dulake.-- [10]p : 2 folded plans ; 26cm.-- Oxford : Hamlet & Dulake, 1915 Notes: Plans in pocket at back Held by: Oxford}}

{{Bible League quarterly / Bible League Trust (Great Britain).-- v : ill ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Bible League, [1912].-- 02623455 Notes: Began in 1912.-- Description based on: No. 324 (Jan.-Mar. 1981); title from caption .-- regular: quarterly Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Church and State: thoughts applicable to present conditions. Collected from the writings of ... George Ridding, D.D., first Bishop of Southwell ... Edited by his wife Lady Laura Ridding. / Ridding, George, Bishop of Southwell ; Ridding, Lady Laura Elizabeth.-- pp. viii. 141. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1912.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Church embroidery / Dryden, Alice.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1912].-- The arts of the church
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Clock Tower: a magazine for Keble men. / Oxford.-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1912, etc.
Held by: British Library}}}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{{Common disorders and diseases of childhood / Sir George Frederic Still.-- 2nd ed.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1912
Held by: British Library}}}}

Comparative grammar of the Greek language / Wright, Joseph, b.1855.-- Oxford, 1912.-- The Students Ser. of Hist. and Comp. Grammars


Corrections to Notes and emendations to Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides in connexion with the text of the 5th ed. of Dindorf's "Scenici Graeci" / Harberton, James Spencer Pomeroy.-- 2nd ed.-- 23cm.-- Oxford, 1912


Part 2 : with introduction

Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Includes index .-- Title information taken from cover of item, illustrated with the device of the Worcestershire Historical Society

Coxe's Shrewsbury correspondence (pp. 316-382) : being the portion prescribed for the special subject the revolution of 1688, in the modern history school / with introductory note by R.S. Rait.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1912

Notes: Coxe's Shrewsbury Correspondence was originally published in 1821.-- "This reprint ... is confined to pp. 316-382, the selection prescribed by the Board of the Faculty of Arts (Modern History) for a Special Subject, the Revolution of 1688. ... The full title of the work is 'Private and Original Correspondence of Charles Talbot, Duke of Shrewsbury, with King William, the Leaders of the Whig Party, and other Distinguished Statesmen ; illustrated with narratives, historical and biographical, from Family Papers in the possession of Her Grace the Duchess of Buccleuch.'-- Note [introductory note by R.S. Rait] pp.[3]-4


{{Eights' Week and Commemoration Programme. (Eleventh [etc.] year of publication.) / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1912, etc.
Held by: British Library}}

{{L'euchologie latine : étudiée dans la tradition de ses formules et de ses formulaires / Paul Cagin.-- 2v.; 28 cm.-- Solemes : Abbaye de Solesmes ; Oxford : James Parker, 1906-1912.-- Scriptorium Solesmense ; 1,2
Notes: The second volume bears the imprint: Rome : Société de Saint-Jean l'Évangéliste
Contents: 1: Te Deum ou Illatio?: contribution a l'histoire de l'euchologie latine a propos des origines du Te Deum -- 2: L'eucharistia: canon primitif de la messe ou formulaire essentiel et premier de toutes les liturgies
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Exhibition of Antiquities discovered at Faras, Soudan, by the Oxford Expedition, on view at the Examination Schools, May 27 to June 1, 1912. / Oxford.-- pp. 16.; 8o.-- [Oxford], [1912.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Another copy of E.1766.t.(7.) With errata slip inserted
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: "An address delivered in the lecture-theatre of the University Museum, Oxford, Wednesday, August 7th, 1912".-- Reprinted from the Transactions of the Second Entomological Congress, 1912
Held by: Leeds}}

[1912.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Leeds ; Oxford}}

Notes: Nothing issued for the years 1918-31
Held by: Cambridge}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Handschriften der Reformationszeit / ausgewählt von Georg Mentz. -- xxxviii p : 50 plates (facsimils.) ; 30 cm. -- Bonn : A. Marcus und E. Weber, 1912. -- Tabulae in usum scholarum ; 5
Notes: Pages [ix]-xxxviii, consisting of descriptions of the manuscripts, transcriptions of the text, and index in pocket
Held by: Cambridge ; Durham ; Glasgow ; King's College London ; SAS}}

{{Hardwicke state papers (vol. II, pp. 401-425) being the portion prescribed for the special subject the revolution of 1688, in the modern history school / with introductory note by R.S. Rait. -- 32 p ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1912
Notes: "These notes, from pp. 401-425 of the second volume of the Hardwicke State Papers, have, owing to the scarcity of the book, been reprinted for the convenience of students reading for the Special Subject, the Revolution of 1688, prescribed for the Modern History School" -- Note [introductory note by R.S. Rait] p. 4
Held by: Glasgow}}

{{Hausa sayings and folk-lore, with a vocabulary of new words / Fletcher, Roland S. -- Oxford, 1912
Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{Headington miles from the University City and 350 feet above sea-level : particulars, views and conditions of sale of the freehold property known as 'Red Gables,' Headington Hill, situate on the outskirts of the City of Oxford, an ideal medium-size residence erected for the owner's occupation. Exceedingly pretty and picturesque grounds quite inexpensive to maintain but forming a special feature. Excellent social and sporting attractions. Which will be sold by auction by Messrs. Hamlet & Dulake at The Golden Cross Hotel, Oxford, on Wednesday, June 5 1912 / Hamlet & Dulake. -- [9] p : ill ; 32 cm. -- Oxford : Hamlet & Dulake, 1912
Notes: Cover title: On the Outskirts of Oxford 'Red Gables,' Headington Hill a choice freehold residential property. For sale by auction at The Golden Cross Hotel, Oxford, on Wednesday, June 5 1912 at 4 o'clock by Hamlet & Dulake. -- Particulars, views and conditions of sale of the freehold property known as 'Red Gables,' Headington Hill, situate on the outskirts of the City of Oxford, an ideal medium-size residence erected for the owner's occupation. Exceedingly pretty and picturesque grounds quite inexpensive to}}
maintain but forming a special feature. Excellent social and sporting
attractions. Which will be sold by auction by Messrs. Hamlet & Dulake at The
Golden Cross Hotel, Oxford, on Wednesday, June 5 1912
Held by: Oxford}}

{{[Health in India : for young men / Dimmock, H. Peers.-- 33p.-- [Oxford,
1912?]
   Pt.1
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Heir of Treherne. A tale of the Reformation in Devonshire and of the
Western Rebellion. / Crake, Augustine David.-- [Another edition.], With nine
illustrations by George E. Kruger.-- pp. xii. 342. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Henry the Lion : the Lothian historical essay for 1912 / by Austin Lane
Poole.-- [1], 111 p : front ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell ; London :
Simpkin, Marshall, 1912
   Notes: Bibliographical footnotes.-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Hints for a First Confession. / Pusey, Edward Bouverie.-- pp. 15. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{A Historical Guide to Ewelme Church and the adjacent buildings ... With four
illustrations from photographs.-- pp. 54. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H.
Blackwell, 1912.
Held by: British Library}}

{{History.-- New ser.-- v : ill ; 24 cm.-- [London] : Historical Association,
1912.-- 00182648 ; 1468229XONLINE ; 1468229X
   Notes: Available in other form: History (Historical Association (Great
Britain) : Online). ISSN 1468-229X.-- Designation "new series" dropped with
called also whole no. 7-16 .-- Journal of the Historical Association, 1916-
.-- New ser., v. 1 (1916)-50 (1965). 1 v.-- Publisher varies: Macmillan and
Co., 1916- ; the Historical Association <1975-1978>. -- regular: three times
a year .-- Three no. combined in one vol., 1956 .-- Title from cover .-- Two
no. a year in combined form, 1948-1951 and 1954-1955 .-- Vol. 77, no. 249
(Feb. 1992) LIC
http://www.swetswise.com/link/access%5Fdb?issn=0018-2648
http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/loi/hist
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/0018-2648
code=hist
http://www.ingenta.com/journals/browse/bpl/hist
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Leeds ;
Liverpool ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin ; Wellcome Library}}

{{History of Banstead in Surrey / Lambert, Henry Charles}}
Miller.-- 2v.-- Oxford, 1912-31
Held by: Aberdeen}}}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Horse's Foot and how to shoe it. A lecture delivered ... at Gloucester, 1909. / Anstey, William Jones.-- pp. 16. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Oxonian Press, [1912.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Hymns, litanies, and prayers for a village / Skrine, John Huntley, 1848-1923.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1912]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Oldest Monuments of the French Language. (The Strasburg Oath, the Prose of St. Eulalie, the Passion of Christ, the Life of St. Leger.) II. The Life of Saint Alexis. Translated, with notes. / FRENCH LANGUAGE.-- pp. 56. ; 8o.-- Oxford; Simpkin, Marshall & Co.: London : Joseph Thornton & Son, 1912.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}
  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: British Library}}

  Notes: Includes index.-- Includes slip to advertise work
  Held by: Oxford}}

  Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

  Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{[Notes on some languages of the western Sudan / including 24 unpublished vocabularies of Barth, extracts from correspondence regarding Richardson's and Barth's expeditions, and a few Hausa riddles and proverbs, by P. Askell Benton.-- viii, 304 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford, 1912
  Held by: Cambridge]}}

{{[Notes on the trees in the college gardens / R. Gunther.-- p. 197-252 : ill ; 19 cm.-- [Oxford : Department of Forestry, Commonwealth Forestry Institute, 1912]}}

Held by: Oxford

{{The Odes of Solomon and the Pistis Sophia / Worrell, W. H..-- pp. 29-46 (8vo).-- [Oxford], [1912]
Notes: Extract from The journal of theological studies, vol. 13.-- Subscribed W. H. Worrell. -- The title is taken from the caption
Held by: Manchester}}

{{The oldest monuments of the French language : (the Strasburg oaths, the prose of St. Eulalie, the passion of Christ, the life of St. Leger).-- 56 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Joseph Thornton
I: The life of Saint Alexis / translated with notes
Held by: King's College London}}

{{Oliver's Local Book of Dates and illustrated Oxford Almanack. 1889-1913 / EPHEMERIDES.-- 8o.-- Oxford, [1888-1912.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Oxford excavations in Nubia, 1910-1912 : Exhibition of antiquities discovered at Faras, Soudan, by the Oxford Expedition, on view at the Examination Schools, May 27th to June 1, 1912 / University of Oxford.-- 16 p
Held by: British Library}}
Notes: Includes indexes
Held by: Cambridge Sp.Col. ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

Notes: 'Reprinted from the "Oxford Chronicle."'
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Play hours with Pegasus / by A.P. Herbert. -- 66 p ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, [1912]
Notes: "With a few exceptions the verses here collected have already appeared in Punch, The Observer, The Pall Mall Gazette, Vanity Fair, The Isis, or The Wykehamist ..."--Preliminary note
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: Liverpool

Poems of the north / by H.F. Brett Brett-Smith. -- 80 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Blackwell ; London : Fisher Unwin, 1912
Held by: Oxford
Poets’ walk / Morris, M. -- Oxford, 1912
Held by: Aberdeen

Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

The Radley district: its history, botany, entomology and geology / edited by T. Field.-- 123 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1912
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

Recalled and other verses / by Margaret Macdonald.-- 31 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Alden Press, [1912]
Held by: Glasgow

Notes: A companion volume to "Liber albus civitatis oxoniensis, 1909." -- Includes indexes. -- 'The Coroners' Inquests and other Papers which are contained in this volume appeared in the "Oxford Chronicle" in 1909 and 1910.' - preface
Held by: Oxford

Religion, morals and manners: a course of Bible teaching for the school and home / with a preface by M.E. Sadler.-- 19 cm.-- Oxford, 1912
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland

The religious thoughts of some of our poets / Fryer, Alfred
Report of the proceedings on February 8th, 1912 : (laying the foundation stones of the new buildings) / Ruskin College.-- 24p.-- [Oxford], [1912]


Notes: The issues from 1962/63 to 1987/88 were issued as supplements to the University gazette and are placed with the supplements at P.P.8004.to.


The rime of the ancient mariner / edited with introduction and notes by Margaret A. Keeling.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1912

A romance of the impossible / [selections] from the French of Theophile Gautier [translated] by Paul Hookham.-- 16mo.-- Oxford, 1912


Rules, list of members, &c., for the year 1907, 1909, 1912 / Worcester Historical Society.-- 3 voll. in 1.-- Oxford : For Worcester Historical Society by Parker, 1908-1912


   Held by: British Library}}

{[[Staff-kalendar / Bodleian Library.-- v.-- [Oxford] : Bodleian Library, 1902-1912
   Notes: Includes appendix for 1910.-- regular: annual
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{Suffragan bishops: a remedy or an anomaly? / Sharpe, Arthur Robert.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1912.-- Heyford papers ; no. 6b
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{Sunningwell, Bayworth and Foxcombe Hill, Berkshire ... particulars, plans, views and conditions of sale of the freehold agricultural and residential estate known as the Disney estate ... and extending to about 1,100 acres : to be offered by auction ... by Messr Buckell, Son and Ballard at the Church Farm, Sunningwell, on Thursday, the 6th of June 1912 / Disney, E. N.-- 38 p., [7] leaves of plates : ill., maps ; 44 cm.-- Oxford : Buckell, Son and Ballard, 1912
   Notes: "By Order of E.N. Disney Esq." - cover.-- Cover title: Sunningwell Estate. -- Microfilm, [Oxford], 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}

A symposium on the Odes of Solomon: a study of Ode XI ... Read Nov. 2nd, 1911 / Buechler, Adolph.-- p20-27 (8vo).-- [Oxford], [1912]
Notes: Extract from the Abstract of proceedings for the year 1911-1912 of the Society of Historical Theology
Held by: Manchester}

Terminal Diary [of Oxford University]. Summer Term, 1912 [etc.]. / EPHEMERIDES ; Oxford, P.P.2489.xdc.-- 16o.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1912, etc.
Held by: British Library}

The text of the old betting book of All Souls College, 1815-1873 / With a preface and commentary by C. Oman, Fellow and Librarian.-- 178 p; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Privately printed for members of the College only, 1912
Held by: Oxford}

Held by: British Library}

Through evolution to the living God / by J.R. Cohu.-- xvi, 242p; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1912
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Cambridge ; King's College London ; St. Andrews Sp.Col. ; University of London -- ULRLS}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

The tram strike : a letter to city and university / Sir George Norman Clark and George Douglas Howard Cole.-- 4p.-- [Oxford], [1912?]
Held by: London School of Economics}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

{Le verbe basque trouvé et défini dans les épîtres aux Philippiens et aux
Colossiens / traduites par Leiçarraga, A.D. 1571.-- [1 v].-- Oxford : Parker & Co., 1912
   Held by: National Library of Wales

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Warwickshire place names / by W.H. Duignan.-- 130 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford, 1912
   Held by: Liverpool ; Manchester}}

{{What, then, is the Gospel? / with a foreword by the Rev. Henry Scott Holland.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1912]
   Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{{Wind and Cloud. Selections from the writings of Father Pollock and his brother (Thomas B. Pollock) ... Edited by the author of "Father Pollock and his Brother," etc. / Pollock, James Samuel ; Pollock, Thomas Benson.-- pp. viii. 215. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1912.
   Held by: British Library}}
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{{ABC of Gothic architecture / by the late John Henry Parker.-- Fifteenth edition.-- vii, 265 p : ill ; 15 cm.-- Oxford : Parker and co., 1913
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Alden's Oxford guide : with key plan of the university and city, and numerous illustrations / by Edward C. Alden.-- [40th] Enlarged ed / with appendix, "Old Oxford," twelve full-page plates and a coloured map.-- vi, 156p. 4 leaves of col. plates : ill., 1 col. folded map, plan ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Edward C. Alden, 1913
   Notes: Col. folded map attached to rear cover.-- Includes index .-- Key Plan attached to front cover
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Alexander Pope : elegy to the memory of an unfortunate lady / translated into Greek elegiacs by G. Dunn.-- 11 p.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1913.-- Gaisford Greek verse 1913
   Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{The Altar of Fellowship. Ancient prayers from the treasuries of the Universal Church, and new devotions called forth by the needs of to-day. Also Fragmenta Eucharistica, the Eucharistic Devotions of the late Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone. / Harris, Mary Brocas.-- pp. xv. 197. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1913.]
   Held by: British Library}}


Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: "Biographical notes. 1. Greek authors (p. 371-379) 2. Composers of English versions (p. 379-381)". -- Includes index
Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

Notes: At head of syllabus leaf: Committee for Advanced Historical Studies Facsimilies to illustrate two lectures by Strickland Gibson, with syllabus
Held by: Bristol}}

Held by: British Library}}

Apologia pro vita sua : The two versions of 1864 and 1865 : preceded by Newman's and Kingsley's pamphlets / with an introduction by Wilfrid ward. -- 19 cm. -- Oxford, 1913
Held by: Cambridge ; Durham}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}


{{Black Ivory and White; or, the Story of El Zubeir Pasha, Slaver and Sultan, as told by himself. Translated and put on record by H. C. Jackson. / ZUBAIR IBN RAHMAT, Pasha ; Jackson, Henry Cecil.-- pp. iv. 118. ; 8o.-- Oxford; Khartoum [printed] : B. H. Blackwell, 1913. Held by: British Library}}

Notes: regular
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Carmen decanale. [For boys' voices and piano quintet.] Words by The Rev. G. H. Bourne ... Being a birthday ode to The Very Rev. W. Page Roberts, etc. [Score.] / Stanton, Walter Kendall.-- 13p ms. corrections [by the composer] (8).-- Oxford : Sidney Acott & Co, 1913
Held by: British Library}}

{{A catalogue of the Armenian manuscripts in the British Museum : to which is appended "A catalogue of Georgian manuscripts in the British Museum" / by Frederick Cornwallis Conybeare & J.Oliver Wardrop.-- viii, 410 p.-- Oxford : British Museum, 1913
Held by: Birmingham}}

{{Cervantes : a memoir / Kelly, J. F.-- Oxford, 1913
Held by: Aberdeen}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{A concise glossary of terms used in Grecian, Roman, Italian, and Gothic architecture / by the late Henry Parker.-- 13th ed.-- 335 p : ill ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Parker, 1913
Notes: Cover title: A concise glossary of architecture.-- Cover title: Concise glossary of architecture.-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}
   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: British Library}}

{"Hands of prayer / Leachman, Edgecombe Walter.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1913]
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{"Health and Wealth. / Cross, Frederick J.-- pp. 16. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Hall & Son, [1913.]
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{"The Hertford College magazine. No.1 ([1913?])- / Oxford.-- 25cm.-- [Oxford] : [The College], [1913?].;
   Notes: Holdings: No.47-54, 63, 64, 66-
   Held by: British Library}}

{"Histoire des ateliers nationaux / Thomas, Emile, 1822-1880.-- Oxford, 1913
   Held by: Aberdeen}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: National Library of Wales}}
Parker & Co., 1913.
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library]}

Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield]}

{[Life and letters in Roman Africa / by E.S. Bouchier.-- p ; cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1913
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; UCL (University College London)]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

{[Mind and Brain. With other studies in mental and moral science. / Sopote, Mark.-- pp. 137. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Oxonian Press, [1913.]
Held by: British Library]}

{[The musical antiquary.-- v ; 26 cm.-- Oxford, 1909-1913
Held by: Cambridge]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

{[Notes on the diplomatic relations of England with the north of Europe / edited by C. H. Firth.-- 52p ; 21cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1913
Notes: With : list of English diplomatic representatives and agents in Denmark, Sweden and Russia, and of those countries in England, 1689-1762]}

{{Notes on the diplomatic relations of England with the north of Europe / edited by C. H. Firth.-- 52p ; 21cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1913
Notes: With : list of English diplomatic representatives and agents in Denmark, Sweden and Russia, and of those countries in England, 1689-1762]}}
The Oxford Handbook of Logic ... Eighth edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged by E. L. Hawkin. / Hawkins, Edward Lovell ; OXFORD HANDBOOK.-- pp. 132. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Hubert Giles, 1913.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: 1910-1913 was originally published in one volume, 1914-1916 and 1917-1919 were also later cumulated into one volume. A 2nd print of 1915 was also issued. Not published 1933-1935, 1938-1941, 1958. The issues for 1936 and 1937 were entitled 'New Oxford poetry', edited respectively by A. W. Sandford and Nevil Coghill & A. W. Sandford.
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library]]

[Particulars, plan, views and conditions of sale of the freehold estate compromising ... to be offered by auction by Messrs. Buckell, Son & Ballard in a tent on lot 12 at Kennington on Tuesday, the 13th day of May, 1913 at 2 for 2.30 p.m. precisely / Buckell, Son & Ballard.-- 19 p : folded col. map ; 40cm.-- Oxford : Buckell, Son & Ballard, 1913
Notes: Cover title: Kennington Estate near Oxford.-- Folded map at b
Held by: Oxford}}

[Picture Tales. From the Russian ... Translated by N. Forbes. / Karrik, Valery ; Forbes, Nevill.-- pp. 119. ; obl. 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1913.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

[A Prayer-Book Revised. Being the services of the Book of Common Prayer, with
sundry alterations and additions offered to the reader. With a preface by
... Charles Gore, D.D., Lord Bishop of Oxford. / LITURGIES ; Gore, Charles,
259. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray, [1913.]

Held by: British Library}}

{{Public schoolmastering as a profession : an address delivered in New
College, Oxford, on March 1st, 1913 / by Nowell Smith.-- 17 p ; 22
cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1913
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Queer Creatures. By E. S. T. [Verses. With illustrations.] / T., E.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Questions on Contract, with reference for the answers to the author's
Summary of the Leading Principles of the Law of Contract and to his Analysis
of Part II. of the Summary. / Potts, Thomas Radford.-- pp. 32. ;
8o.-- Oxford; Simpkin, Marshall & Co.: London : Hubert Giles, [1913.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Quiet Spirit. [Poems.] / Muirhead, Sir John Spencer.-- pp. 87. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Record or message: an address to working people on the writings of
essays / Hartog, Philip Joseph, Sir
Hartog, P. J.-- Oxford, 1913
Held by: Aberdeen ; Liverpool}}

{{Register / by an Old Boy. Pt. 1.-- 22cm.-- Oxford, 1913
Held by: Cambridge}}

Notes: No more published.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Register of the Oxford High School. [Compiled by W. T. Coxhill and R. A.
Abrams.] / Oxford ; Abrams, Reginald Arthur ; Coxhill, William Thomas.-- 2
Held by: British Library}}

{{'Remember the days of old' : a sermon preached in Westminster Abbey before
the members of the International Historical Congress / Ryle, Herbert Edward,
Dean of Westminster.-- p ; 25 cm.-- Oxford, 1913
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Remembrance: our Fellowship with the Departed. [An anthology of prose and
verse.] Edited by May Elsdale. With a preface by the Right Rev. W. E.
Collins. / Elsdale, May ; Collins, William Edward, Bishop of
Gibraltar.-- pp. xv. 174. ; 12o.-- London, Oxford; Young Churchman Co.:
Notes: regular: annual.-- Vols. for 1908-1910 constitute part of Vol. 2; 1911-1913 also numbered as v. 3
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Report of the staff instructor in agriculture on the epizootic abortion experiments carried out in 14 herds during the period 1911 to 1913 / Oxfordshire (England). County Council. Education Committee ; Bland, G. R.-- 28p.-- [Oxford], [1913]
Held by: London School of Economics}}

Held by: British Library}}

The river Thames : Oxford-Henley-Maidenhead-Windsor-London / Great Western Railway (Great Britain) ; Salter Brothers (Firm).-- 16 p : ill ; 13 cm.-- [London] : [Great Western Railway] ; Oxford : Salter Bros., [1913?]
Notes: Title from cover. At head of title: Great Western Railway
Held by: Oxford}}

The Rossall Register 1844-1913 / edited by George Mason.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1913
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Rustic speech and folk-lore / by Elizabeth Mary Wright.-- xx, 341 [1] p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1913
Notes: "Select list of works consulted": p. [xiii]-xvii
Held by: Manchester}}

Held by: National Library of Wales}}

The second book of Ovid's Tristia: a public lecture delivered in the hall of Corpus Christi College on Wednesday, May 26, 1913 / Ellis, Robinson.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1913]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Seeking God. Instructions given in Eton Parish Church during a mission ...

Held by: British Library


Held by: National Library of Scotland]


Held by: British Library]


Held by: British Library]

[Sir Thomas Bodley : commemoration service in Merton College chapel Oxford March 29th 1913 / Merton College. -- 15 p ; 16 cm. -- [Oxford] : [s.n], [1913]

Notes: Cover title. -- 'Reprinted from the Oxford Times, of April 5th, 1913' - Note on t.p

Held by: Oxford]


Held by: British Library]


Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]


Held by: British Library]

[Some family records & pedigrees of the Lloyds of Allt yr Odyn, Castell Hywel, Ffos y Bleiddiaid, Gilfach Wen, Llan Llyrd and Waun Ifor / compiled and edited by Lucy E. Lloyd Theakston & John Davies ; with an introduction by George Eyre Evans. -- 119 p., 30 p., xliv : geneal. tables ; 30 cm. -- Oxford : Fox, Jones, [1912]-1913

Notes: Includes (as p.[i]-xlv): Appendix to the Lloyd family records. 1912 [sic]. -- Some family records and pedigrees of the Lloyds

Held by: Oxford]


Held by: British Library]

Held by: British Library}

Sonetto barbaro : (alpi graie orientali, agosto 1913) / Ker, W. P. (William Paton), 1855-1923.-- 1sheet, 1 p ; 22 x 18 cm.-- [Oxford? : privately printed, 1913]
Notes: Author's name in ms. at end
Held by: University of London – ULRLS}}

Notes: regular: annual
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Notes: From 1978 onwards the Staff Directory was issued separately.
Held by: British Library}}

Staseos en Vretannois genomenes / Driver, Godfrey Rolles, Sir.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1913.-- Gaisford Greek prose ; 1913
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

The Story of the Northumbrian Saints. S. Oswald, S. Aidan, S. Cuthbert ... With twelve illustrations. / Grierson, Elizabeth Wilson ; Aidan, Saint ; Cuthbert, Saint, Bishop of Lindisfarne ; Oswald, Saint, King of Northumberland.-- pp. x. 131. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1913.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: Cover dated 1913.-- Includes index.-- Originally issued in 1909.
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin ; UCL (University College London) ; Wellcome Library}}

Syndicalism and the co-operative commonwealth : (How we shall bring about the revolution) / [by] Émile Pataud and Émile Pouget ; foreword by Tom Mann ; preface by Peter Kropotkin ; drawings by Will Dyson ; translated from the French by Charlotte and Frederic Charles.-- xvi, 240 p : plates ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : The New International Publishing Company, 1913.
Notes: Bibliography: p. [236]-237.-- Pages 238-240 blank for notes
Held by: British Library]}

Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- "The Stanhope essay, 1913." 
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield]}

{[Thoughts from Aristotle; or, The way of happiness / Sharpe, Arthur Robert.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1913.-- Heyford papers ; no. 14 
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

Held by: Oxford]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: Oxford}
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   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: Manchester}}

{"[The altar of fellowship: ancient prayers from the treasuries of the universal church and new devotions called forth by the needs of to-day: also Fragmenta Eucharistica, the Eucharistic devotions of the late Rt. Hon. W.E. Gladstone / Harris, Mary Brocas.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, [1914]
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{"[The ancient Roman Empire and the British Empire in India, the diffusion of Roman and English law throughout the world: two historical studies / Bryce, James Bryce, Viscount, 1838-1922.-- 22 cm.-- Oxford, 1914
   Held by: Cambridge}}

   Held by: British Library}}


The dialect of the New Forest in Hampshire, as spoken in the village of Burley / Wilson, James, Sir. -- 23 cm. -- Oxford, London, 1914. -- Publs. of the Philol. Soc ; 4


Echoes from the classics / selected by R.M. Leonard. -- 8vo. -- Oxford,
London, 1914.-- Oxford garlands
    Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

    Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

    Notes: "Arnold prize essay, 1914".-- Elizabeth and Henry IV
    Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin]}

    Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

    Notes: Errata slip tipped in, List of officers and publications of the Alcuin Club after text
    Held by: Trinity College Dublin]}

    Notes: At head of title: For King and country, a call to arms.-- P. [4] contains words of the National Anthem, "Oxford revised version." -- "Sold for the Oxford War Fund"--T.p.-- Song; melody and words only
    Held by: Oxford]}

    Held by: British Library]}

{[Excuses and errors / Sharpe, Arthur Robert.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1914.-- Heyford papers ; no. 17
    Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

    Held by: Oxford]}

{[Exeter College. Six-Hundredth Anniversary of the Foundation. Commemoration Service to be held in the College Chapel, on Thursday, June 25th, 1914, etc. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 8. ; 8o.-- [Oxford], [1914.]
    Held by: British Library]}

    Held by: British Library]
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{From Bombay to the Deccan / With a preface by the Rev. O. D. Watkins, M.A.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1914? 
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The function of Nietzsche [sic]: and, What is a government? : or, Taxing and stealing : [excursus B and excursus C to a larger work] / Scotus Ignatus, pseud.-- 20p.-- Oxford, 1914 
   Notes: Privately printed. With author's manuscript amendments 
   Held by: London School of Economics}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: [Imperfect copy, pages 97 to 104 inclusive being wanting.] 
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Ho Europaikos polemos : logos apangetheis hypo tou Hentimotatou David Lloyd George ten 19en (n) Sept. 1914 en Londino / Lloyd, George, of Dwyfor, 1st Earl (David Lloyd George).-- 19 cm.-- Oxford, [1914] 
   Notes: Translation 
   Held by: Cambridge}}

Churchman Co., [1914]
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}


century travellers

Held by: British Library}}

{{J.S. Bach, 1865-1750 : (words of the music performed at the Oxford Bach Festival, May 13th, 14th, 15th 1914, with comments & twelve plates reproduced from the manuscript of J.S. Bach) / Oxford Bach Festival (1914).-- 36p : facsims.-- Oxford, 1914
Held by: University of London – ULRLS}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Life of Andrew Martin Fairbairn : first Principal of Mansfield College / William Boothby Selbie.-- Oxford : Hodder, 1914
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{List of members of the University, 1913/14, serving with H.M. Forces / Oxford University.-- Oxford, 1914
Held by: Aberdeen}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Lyrics of Gil Vicente / with the Portuguese text, tr. by Aubrey F.G. Bell.-- xii, 129 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1914
Notes: Translated from the Portuguese
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield}}}
{{Map showing development of the provinces of the Roman. Modulus, 1 : 12,000,000.-- Scale 1: 12 000 000.-- 425 x 220 mm. 8o.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1914
Notes: (In: The Roman System of Provincial Administration ... By W.T. Arnold. p. 284)
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}

{{[A mine of faults / translated from the original manuscript by F.W. Bain.-- 23cm.-- Oxford, 1914.-- Indian Stories ; 8
Notes: Not a translation, entirely the work of F. W. Bain. Cf. Reginald
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{The mistaken fury and other lapses / by Oswald Couldrey.-- 242 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1914
Notes: Corydallus -- The love office -- The lock-keeper and the water nymph -- Letters from the Phaeacian capital -- The mistaken fury -- The tower gargoyle -- Arielle -- Finding the elixir -- Leonidas in Hades -- Cyclops in meditation -- The inquisitive satyr -- The strange story of Jabez Edwards -- The story of the sleeping vagabond
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{More Russian Picture Tales ... Translated by Nevill Forbes. / Karrik, Valery ; Forbes, Nevill.-- pp. 116. ; obl. 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1914.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Aberdeen}}

Held by: London School of Economics}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}
Notes: A number of these poems pub. in Oxford poetry, 1910-14. "The record" privately printed, 1912, as a separate volume
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Wales}}

{{New College : list of undergraduates resident or absent on military duty,
Michaelmas term, 1914.-- 10 p ; 20 cm.-- [Oxford] : [s. n.], 1914
Notes: List of undergraduates resident or absent on military duty,
Michaelmas term, 1914
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: With this copy is a plan, dated 1912, and a Speech by Bodley's Librarian, 26 Nov. 1912.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Title from cover
Held by: Cambridge Sp.Col. ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Oxford Indian Magazine. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1914, etc.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Some of the poems are reprinted from Poetry and Drama, the Oxford Magazine, the Isis, and the Stapledon Magazine
Held by: Oxford}}}
Mr. Arnold for the prize founded in the University of Oxford in honour of his grandfather, Thomas Arnold, headmaster of Rugby. Being awarded the prize he published the essay in book form in 1879.”—Pref

Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; UCL (University College London))


Held by: British Library}}}


Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates}}}

{{{Rustic speech and folk-lore / Wright, Elizabeth Mary.-- Oxford, 1914

Held by: Aberdeen ; Liverpool}}}

{{{Samuel Naylor and "Reynard the Fox" : a study in Anglo-German literary relations / Wliioughby, Leonard Ashley.-- 22cm.-- Oxford, 1914

Held by: Cambridge)}}

{{{Saxon and Norman and Dane ... With eight illustrations ... by the author. / Cresswell, Clarice M.-- pp. viii. 121. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1914.

Held by: British Library}}}


Held by: British Library}}}

{{{Sir James William Scott: a short memoir, etc. / Scott, Sir Samuel Haslam, Bart. ; Scott, Sir James William, Bart.-- pp. 54. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Printed for private circulation, [1914.]

Held by: British Library}}}

{{{Six coloured representations of ceramic art : from the collections in the British Museum, with a brief description of each / British Museum.-- 2 p., 6 leaves of plates (part col.) ; 25 cm.-- [Oxford] : Printed by order of the Trustees, 1914

Notes: Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress

Held by: Oxford}}}

{{{Some Oxford libraries / by Strickland Gibson.-- vi, [2], 119 p. xii pl. (incl. front.) : ill ; 18 cm.-- Oxford, 1914

Held by: Aberdeen ; Manchester ; UCL (University College London))}}

Notes: Includes index.-- Short bibliography at end of each chapter
Contents: I. History - II. Antiquities - III. Literature
 Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}

 Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes.-- "Some general works on Portuguese literature": p. xvii-xviii
 Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The Sweet Miracle ... Done into English by Edgar Prestage. (Fourth edition, revised.) / Eça De Queiroz, José Maria de, the Elder ; Prestage, Edgar.-- pp. 35. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1914.
 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}
{{Three ballads illustrating the history of Holland / C.H. Firth.-- 1v., unpagged : ill ; 28 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1914
  Held by: Oxford}}

  Notes: Cover title.-- Paperbound in off-white; printed in black; bottom edge trimmed; handsewn
  Held by: National Library of Wales}}

  Held by: British Library}}

{{Two Chaplets of Prayers. / Conran, Marcell William Townend.-- (New edition).-- pp. 31. ; 16o.-- Oxford : Rogers & Broome, [1914.] 
  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: British Library}}

{{The war and conscience. (Reprinted ... from The contemporary review) / Talbot, Edward Stuart, 1844-1934.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1914.-- The church and the war
  Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{{The war and our social problems / by "Lancastrian" (of the "Church times"),-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1914.-- The church and the war
  Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The war and the church, and other addresses : being the charge delivered at his primary visitation, 1914 / by Charles Gore.-- vii, 139 p ; 20 cm.-- London : A.R. Mowbray & Co. ; Milwaukee : Young churchman Co., [1914]
  Notes: "Essay on the place of symbolism in religion, reprinted from the Constructive quarterly of March, 1914"--Pref.-- "First impression, 1914."
  Contents: The war and the church.--The opportunity for prayer.--Our teaching office.--Sacrifice and national penitence.--Church reform.--Church membership.--The place of symbolism in religion
  Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford}}

  Held by: British Library}
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{{An account of the grammar school in the King’s town and parish of Maidstone in Kent / Frank Streatfeild.-- viii, 128 p : plates ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Rogers and B. Broome at the Cowley St. John Press, 1915
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Alden's Oxford guide : with key plan of the university and city, and numerous illustrations / by Edward C. Alden.-- [41st ed].-- viii, 144p : ill., plan ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Edward C. Alden, 1915
   Notes: Cover title: Alden's guide to Oxford.-- Includes index .-- Key Plan attached to front cover
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: Contents: Introduction - The adventurer's viage of M. Thomas Stutely - Have over the water to Florida - Newes from Virginia - London's lotteries - The zealous Puritan - The summons to Newe England - A song - A west - country man's voyage - The maydens of London - The young men's resolution - The Quakers' farewel to England - A voyage to Virginia - The trappan'd maiden - A net for a night - raven - The four Indian kings - The betray'd maiden - The lads of Virginia - The siege of Quebec - Wolfe and Saunders -
The death of General Wolfe - Britain in tears - The death of General Wolfe - Notes
Held by: Edinburgh; Sheffield)}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Anglo: being English simplified with numerous examples / by Immo S. Allen.-- Rev. ed.-- 77 p.; 23 cm.-- Oxford: Printed for the Author by Deighton, Bell & Co., 1915
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Away! with loyal Hearts. [Carol.] Edited by ... J. B. Powell / Powell, James Baden.-- 8.-- London, Oxford: A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1915
Notes: P. vi of "And Mary sings Magnificat," by E. E. Holmes
Held by: British Library}}

{{Bampton and Lew, Oxon: particulars, plan and conditions of sale of a charming old fashioned, stone-built, freehold residence ... Messrs Hamlet & Dulake are favoured with instructions to sell by auction at the 'Golden Cross' Hotel Oxford on Saturday July 17th 1915 / Hamlet & Dulake.-- [10]p: 2 folded plans; 26cm.-- Oxford: Hamlet & Dulake, 1915
Notes: Plans in pocket at back
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Aberdeen}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{By Yser Banks: an elegy on a young officer. / Fanshawe, Reginald.-- pp. 15.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Charles Gordon Jelf : born June 8, 1886; killed in action October 13, 1915 / Jelf, Charles Gordon, 1886-1915.-- 73 p : port ; 20 cm.-- [Oxford] :
Printed for private circulation, 1915
Notes: Chiefly letters from Jelf, 1915
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Comic iambics. Translation from Goldsmith's She stoops to conquer, act II. By Reuben Cohen. (Gaisford Prize. Greek verse. 1915.) / Goldsmith, Oliver, the Poet ; Cohen, Reuben.-- pp. 11 ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1915.
Notes: English and Greek.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: London School of Economics ; National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{[The crucible. -- v. -- Oxford, 1905-1915
Held by: Cambridge]]}

Held by: British Library}}

{{[Descriptive Catalogue of the Medical Museum of McGill University ... edited by M. E. Abbott, etc. pt. IV. Section 1.-- pp. xx. 203. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1915.
Held by: British Library]]}

{{Democracy and the nations : a Canadian view / by J. A. Macdonald, LL.
D.-- x p., 1 l., 13-244 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford, [c1915]
Notes: Contents: George Washington and the Anglo-American unity.--Abraham Lincoln and the enduring democracy.--Canada and the world problem.--North America's world idea.--Messages to the people
Held by: Manchester]}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Dryden's annus mirabilis / edited by W.D. Christie, with an introduction by F. Page.-- xvi, 64 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1915
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{Eight or nine wise words about letter-writing / by Lewis Carroll.-- 39 p ; 11 cm + stamp-case ([4] p. : col. ill. ; 11 cm.).-- Oxford : Emberlin, 1890 [i.e. between 1907 and 1915]
Notes: Booklet follows 5th edn. Undated in imprint; advertisements refer to works published after 1890, e.g. Feeding the mind (1907). Stamp-case is 3rd ed., with post-free price preceding ordinary price. Envelope is 3rd ed., with 2nd line of description ending "pictorial" (cf. "coloured" in 1st ed. and "pic." in 2nd ed.) -- cf. Williams and Madan, rev. by Green and Crutch.-- Cover title ... "First published 1890" -- t.p. verso.-- Issued in an envelope with title: The "Wonderland" postage-stamp-case, invented by Lewis Carroll.-- Publisher's advertisements: p. 36-39.-- The stamp-case includes a detachable cover with title: The Wonderland postage-stamp case. Part of the col. ill. is on this cover
Held by: University of London -- ULRLS]}}

{{Elegiaca / ed. L.R. Strangeways.-- Oxford, 1915.-- Lingua latina
Held by: Liverpool]}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}
The Empire's Honour: A Musical Masque for young people / Gell Hon.
Held by: British Library}

Notes: Bibliography: p. 3-5
Held by: Manchester; Oxford}

Notes: Contents: Shakespeare.--Milton.--Wordsworth.--English poetry since 1815
Held by: Manchester}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Held by: British Library]

Evening service in Bb for double choir and organ, op. 11 / composed by W. A. Pickard-Cambridge.-- 1score, 48 p.; 26 cm.-- Oxford: the composer, [ca. 1915]
Notes: English words.-- For S solo, SATBSATB chorus, and organ
Held by: Oxford}

Notes: Caption title.-- Extra verse, "Remember Miss Cavell!" attached.-- Song; melody and words.-- Verso has words of the National Anthem, "Oxford revised version."
Held by: Oxford}

Every officer's note book of movements and words of command in infantry drill / by Fusilier.-- 8vo.-- Oxford & London, 1915
Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Held by: British Library}

For Quiet Moments. [Short prayers, hymns, etc.] (Compiled for the use of sailors and soldiers.) / Newton, A. M.; Macnutt, Arthur Charles.-- pp. 15.
Notes: Jurassic brachiopoda. -- "Published in the report of the Ashmolean Natural History Society for the year ending December 1914"
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: British Library]}

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]}

{[The heart of Jainism / with an introduction by G.P. Taylor. -- [1v.] ; 22 cm. -- Oxford, 1915. -- The religious quest of India
Held by: Cambridge]}

{[The heraldry in the cloisters of the Cathedral Church of Christ at Canterbury / Griffin, Ralph, F.S.A. -- 30 cm. -- Oxford, 1915
Notes: From Archaeologia, vol. LXVI
Held by: Cambridge]}

{[Historical Geography of England. / Holliday, Maud. -- pp. vii. 112. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{[Hypatia; or, new foes with an old face / with eight illustrations by Byam
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{In Memoriam Montague T. S. Browning ... killed in action at Zandvoorde, near
Ypres, October 29, 1914 ... [In verse.] Second impression. / Browning,
George Albert ; Browning, Montague T. S.-- pp. 12. ; 8vo.-- Oxford : B. H.
Blackwell, 1915.
Held by: British Library}}

{{In the Presence: being aids to private devotion during the Christian
Held by: British Library}}

{{[The Indian heroes / Kincaid, Charles Augustus.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1915
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{The international crisis in its ethical and psychological aspects : lectures
delivered in February and March, 1915 / by Eleanor M. Sidgwick [and others],
under the scheme for imperial studies in the University of London, at
Bedford college for women.-- 154 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1915
Notes: Contents: Sidgwick, Eleanor M. The morality of strife in relation
to the war.-- Murray, G. Herd instinct and the war.-- Bradley, A.C.
International morality: the United states of Europe.-- Jacks, L.P. The
changing mind of a nation at war.-- Stout, G.F. War and hatred.-- Bosanquet,
B. Patriotism in the perfect state
Held by: Manchester]}}

{{Japan: the new world-power: being a detailed account of the progress and
rise of the Japanese empire / Porter, Robert Percival.-- 8vo.-- Oxford,
London, 1915
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]}}

{{Jesus Christ and his Message of Joy: a sermon, etc. / Lock, Walter.-- pp.
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Just Use of a Latin Element in English Style: the Chancellor's Essay,
Held by: British Library}}

{{[Late-Celtic dagger, fibula and jet cameo / by Sir Arthur Evans.-- p.
[569]-572 : ill ; 30 cm.-- Oxford : Printed by F. Hall for the Society of
Antiquaries of London, 1915.-- Archaeologia. [Offprint]
Notes: Bibliographical foot-notes. -- On verso t.p.: "From Archaeologia, v.
66."
Held by: Oxford]}}

{{Latin Verb Paradigms ... with introductory notes and exercises. / Lobban,
{[The meaning of "the universe" / by Charles E. Hooper.-- 2v. ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1915?]
   Notes: Offprints from: Mind : a quarterly review of psychology and philosophy, vol. 26, n.s., no. 102, p. [269]-288 ; and no. 103, p. [273]-290.-- Place and printer named on colophon: Aberdeen : The University Press
   Contents: 1. -- 2
   Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

   Held by: British Library]}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

   Held by: British Library]}

{[The mother and other poems / by Edith Sitwell.-- vii, [1], 9-19 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for the author by B.H. Blackwell ..., 1915
   Notes: 500 copies printed.-- First edition .. Pages [vi] and [viii] and last page blank
   Held by: Leeds]}

{[Mowbray's Plain Tracts. (Mowbray's Tracts.) no. 140, etc. / Mowbray, Alfred Richard, AND CO..-- etc. ] 8o, etc..-- Oxford & London : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1915?]
   Held by: British Library]}

   Held by: British Library]}

   Held by: National Library of Wales]}

   Held by: British Library]}


Held by: Glasgow ; National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Also has title: Report for.-- Also has title: Report for ... of the Botanical Exchange Club.-- regular: annual.-- Title varies slightly
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Roll of service, 1914-1915 / Oxford University.-- Oxford, 1915
Held by: Aberdeen}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Previous editions published with title A guide to the River Thames from its source to Putney
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Second Album of Songs ... Op. 8 / Ley, Henry George.-- 29p (8).-- Oxford : Sydney Acott & Co, [1915]
Notes: The wrapper bears a MS. dedication to W. H. Hadow in the composer’s autograph
Held by: British Library}}

{{Select treaties and documents to illustrate the development of the modern European states system / Robert Balmain Mowat.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1915
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}
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   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Aeneid English 1916 / Virgil; Bridges, Robert.-- Oxford, 1916
   Notes: Ibant obscuri: an experiment in the classical hexameter.-- Incl. paraphrases of Aeneid VI.268-751
   Held by: Aberdeen}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: Cover title: Alden's guide to Oxford.-- Includes index.-- Key Plan attached to front cover
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The Battle of Jutland Bank / Terry, Charles Sanford, 1864-1936.-- 2.-- Oxford, 1916
   Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{Bench-ends in English churches / by J. Charles Cox ... with 164 illustrations.-- vii, 208 p : incl. front., illus ; 23 cm.-- Oxford,}}
1916.-- Church Art in England
   Notes: Bibliography: p. 191
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Manchester)}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Between Doubting and Daring. Verses. / Barlow, Jane.-- pp. 35 ;
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Bohemian glass / by Esther Lilian Duff.-- 81 p., 1 ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1916.-- Adventurers all; a series of young poets unknown to fame. [no. 3]
   Notes: Reprinted, in part, from "Oxford poetry, 1915," and the "Poetry review."-- Title and series title within illustrated border
   Held by: National Library of Wales}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The burning wheel / by Aldous Huxley.-- 51 p.; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1916.-- Adventurers all; a series of young poets unknown to fame ; no. 7
   Notes: "The mirror," "Variations on a theme of Laforgue" and "Philosophy" reprinted from the Nation.-- Title and series title within illustrated border
   Held by: National Library of Wales}}

   Held by: British Library}}}
Caesar's Wars with the Germans. Part of Caesar's "Gallic War."
Adapted and edited, with introduction, notes, exercises, and vocabularies,
by W. Chalmers Bowie, etc. / Caesar, Caius Julius ; Bowie, William
Held by: British Library}}

{Catalogue of the Petrarch collection bequeathed by Willard Fiske / Compiled by Mary Fowler, curator of the Dante and Petrarch collections.-- xviii, 547 p : front., facsim ; 27 cm.-- Oxford, 1916
Notes: At head of title: Cornell University Library
Held by: Manchester}}

{A Catechism about the Church, etc. / Pullan, Leighton.-- pp. 16. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{The Christian's Worship. / Last, Henry.-- pp. 7. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H.
Blackwell, [1916.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{Collected poems / Freston, Hugh Reginald.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1916
Notes: Contents: The quest of beauty -- The quest of truth -- Gleanings
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{A Commentary on the Apostles' Creed ... Translated by Rev. C. A.
Held by: British Library}

{Conquering and to Conquer: daily links for mission-workers in the national
call to repentance and hope. / Gell, Hon. Edith Mary.-- pp. 22. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{Contacts, and other poems / by T.W. Earp.-- 67p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : B.H.
Blackwell, 1916.-- Adventurers all; a series of young poets unknown to fame.
[no.4]
Notes: Title and series title within illustrated border
Held by: National Library of Wales}}
Held by: Oxford*

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Edition: first issued 1901
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Devotions from ancient and medieval sources (Western), translated and arranged by ... C. Plummer. / Plummer, Charles.-- pp. xxiv. 277. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1916.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: From the Proceedings of the British Academy, vol. VII
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Eights' week illustrated / University of Oxford.-- v : ill ; 24 cm.-- [Oxford, 1916?]
Notes: Contains photographs of rowing teams of Oxford colleges.-- Description based on: [1916?].-- No more published?
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Escaped Princess, and other poems. / Childe, Wilfred Rowland.-- pp. xv. 94. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1916.-- "Adventurers All"}}
An essay on Shakespeare's relation to tradition / by Janet Spens.-- x, 102 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1916
Notes: Contents: The effect of tradition in poetry.--Comedy: Types of comedy before Shakespeare. Evidence of the influence of Munday on Shakespeare leading up to Shakespeare's use of the folk-play. The traces of folk-plays in Shakespeare's drama.--Tragedy and conclusion: The Greek tragic hero. The pre-Shakespearean and Shakespearean tragic hero to the earliest Hamlet. Honour the subject of Elizabethan tragedy. Shakespeare's rejection of the superman. Post-Shakespearean tragedy still occupied with the same conception in a narrower form. The later Hamlet and King Lear. Conclusion: The individual is essentially tragic; consolation is only possible when we regard all life as one.

Notes: Contents: Good thoughts in bad times (Thomas Fuller)--A good word for England.--News from a region of peace.--A bad word for England.--South Germany in 1772 (Dr. Burney)--Berlin and Frederic in 1772 (Dr. Burney)--The new Tyrannis.--'Civis germanus sum.'--An old-fashioned recreation.--Reading aloud.--Learning by heart.--A new interest in bird-life.--Birds at the front in France.--German thoroughness (Professor R. Wünsch).--Two ideal schoolmasters.--Coming to life in fiction.--'Pure Saxon English.'--A Shakespearean problem.--Hope, ancient and modern.--The sower


The False decretals / By Ernest Harold Davenport.-- xxiv, 111, 1 p : fold. geneal. tab ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1916.--- Lothian essay ; 1914
Notes: Includes index


Parts II and III: Cretaceous brachiopoda; Bathonian pelecypoda / by M. Odling

Notes: Errata and corrigenda for part I (in the Report for 1914) on verso of title-page. -- "Published in the Report of the Ashmolean Natural History Society for the year ending December, 1915"

Held by: Leeds}
   Held by: Manchester

   Held by: Manchester

A new handwriting for teachers / Bridges, M. M. (Mary Monica).-- p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1916
   Held by: Cambridge

   Held by: British Library

The old and young lands / by R.C. Russell.-- xv, 111p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1916
   Held by: Cambridge

   Held by: National Library of Scotland

   Held by: British Library

   Notes: [Originalausgabe 1533]
   Held by: Cambridge

   Notes: Reprinted, in part, from the "Oxford magazine" and the "Fritillary.".-- Title and series title within illustrated border
   Held by: National Library of Wales

   Held by: British Library

Notes: Editors, W.R. Childe, T.W. Earp, A.L. Huxley
Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford}}

{{The Palatine Review. no. 1-4. Jan.-Oct. 1916. / PERIODICAL
PUBLICATIONS.-- 8o...-- Oxford, 1916.
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Pedigree of Hanson of Woodhouse & Hovle of Swift-Place, co. Yorks.
(Supplement ... edited by Hanson Ormerod. Addenda et Corrigenda.) / Hanson,
Family of ; Hoyle, Family of ; Ormerod, Hanson.-- 3 pt. ; 8o...-- B. H.
Held by: British Library}}

{{{Pictures by the old masters in the library of Christ Church, Oxford : a
brief catalogue with historical and critical notes on the pictures in the
collection / by Tancred Borenius.-- 117p, 1 1., 64 pl ; 17cm.-- Oxford, 1916
Held by: Cambridge}}}

{{Pilgrim's Joy. Verses. / Cripps, Arthur Shearly.-- pp. vi. 87. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{{Progressive German idioms / compiled by S. Tindall.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London,
1916
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{{{Prolegomena to a Greek-Hebrew & Hebrew-Greek Index to Aquila ... A thesis,
etc. / Reider, Joseph ; Aquila, Translator.-- pp. 160. ;
8o.-- Philadelphia; Oxford printed, 1916.
Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Psychology of Meditation. / Pigott, Frank Waters.-- pp. 16. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Quest of Truth, and other poems. / Freston, Hugh Reginald.-- pp. 85. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Questions asked: as answered in the pages of "The Sign." Collected
and edited by L. R. Mitchell. / Mitchell, L. R.-- pp. viii. 94. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{{Radley oak: the story done into verse / Pughe, A. O.-- obl.8vo.-- [Oxford,
1916
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}}
Held by: British Library}}

{{Second report by the agricultural organiser on the epizootic abortion experiments carried out in 27 herds during the period 1911 to 1916 / Oxfordshire (England). County Council. Education Committee.-- 26p.-- [Oxford], [1916]
Held by: London School of Economics}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}}


[A vagabond's wallet / Lydia Dorothy Parsons and Mrs "Stephen Reid-Heyman".-- 76 p., 1 l ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1916


["When ye Pray": war prayers, etc. / Keymer, Bernard William.-- pp.
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Why I am an Anglo-Catholic: a course of addresses ... With a preface by
Athelstan Riley. / Cobbold, George Augustus ; Riley, John Athelstan
Lawrie.-- Second edition,, revised.-- pp. xi. 114. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Word-for-word Russian story-book : with interlinear phonetic transcription
and translation accented and annotated / by Nevill Forbes.-- 55 p ; 18
   Held by: Leeds ; Oxford}}

{{Worple Flit, and other poems. / Tennant, Hon. Edward Wyndham.-- pp. 38. ;
   Held by: British Library}}

{{[48 words of William Donaldson, A.D. 1768 / E.S. Dodgson.-- Single sheet ;
44cm. -- [Oxford : the Author, 1916?]}}
   Notes: Taken from the anonymous 'Life and adventures of Sir Bartholomew
Sapskull'
   Held by: Cambridge}}}}
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{{[[Accounts of the colleges / University of Oxford.-- 26cm.-- Oxford :
University of Oxford, 1917-2002
   Notes: annual.-- Continued by: Financial statements of the colleges
   Held by: National Library of Wales}}}

{{[An addition to Oxford's art treasures : a lucky acquisition / by Mr. G.
Claridge Druce.-- 6, [1] p ; 18 cm.-- [Oxford : s.n., 1917]
   Notes: "Reprinted from the "Oxford Chronicle," Oct. 12th, 1917"
   Held by: Leeds}}

{{[Aeneas at the site of Rome : observations on the eighth book of the Aeneid /
New York : Longmans, Green, 1917
   Notes: Includes the Latin text of the Aeneid Book 8
   Contents: Text of Aeneid VIII: p. 7-31
   Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}}

{{[Alden's Oxford guide : with key plan of the university and city, and
numerous illustrations / by Edward C. Alden.-- [43rd ed] / revised by Harry
Paintin.-- viii, 144p : ill., plan ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Edward C. Alden, 1917
   Notes: Cover title: Alden's guide to Oxford.-- Includes index .-- Key Plan
attached to front cover
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{[An analytical outline of English history / Haigh, W. E.-- xvi, 332 p ;
8vo.-- Oxford, New York, 1917
   Held by: Cambridge}}}}
{[At a venture / Poems by Lucy Hawkins & others.-- Oxford : [s.n.],
1917.-- "Adventurers all" series ; No 13
Held by: Trinity College Dublin]}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Ballades of Francois Villon / interpreted into English verse by Paul
[1917].-- Sheldonian series ; 3
Notes: Dated (colophon) "April of the fourth year of the War"
Held by: Manchester}}

{{Ballads of Wellington and the war / Girling, Charles John, 1897-
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Battle. (Song Cycle.) Ten Songs, poems by W. W. Gibson. Op. 7 / Miles,
Philip Napier.-- 8.-- Oxford : S. Acott & Co, 1917
Held by: British Library}}

{{Black and White Magic. [Verses.] By E. H. W. M. [i.e. E. H. W. Meyerstein.] 
(Witchery) and Wilfrid Blair (Faëry). / M., E. H. W. ; Meyerstein, Edward
Held by: British Library}}

{{British forestry past and future: a paper read before the Worshipful Company
of Carpenters on April 4, 1917 / Somerville, William, Sir.-- 8vo.-- Oxford,
London, [1917]
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Bubble, and other poems. / Weaving, Willoughby.-- pp. xii. 146. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Catalogue of the library at Cornbury, March 1917.-- 374 p.v. ;
29cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1917
Held by: British Library}}

{{Christ and the Public Schools. / Venables, Malcolm.-- pp. 34. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Christian's worship / Last, Henry, Rev.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1917]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Church and Social Questions. / Smith, Herbert Maynard.-- pp. x. 94. ;
Held by: British Library}}}
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Education after the War / John Haden Badley.-- ix, 125p.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1917
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The false decreals / by E.H. Davenport.-- 111p; 20cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1917
   Notes: Index
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{First album of songs, op. 6 / by Henry G. Ley.-- 1 score (various pagings); 26 cm.-- Oxford : Sydney Acott & Co, [ca 1910-1917]
   Notes: Bound with : 2nd, 3rd and 4th albums of songs / Henry Ley
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{For his Friends. Letters ... With foreword by Dr. Selbie. / Simmonds, Percy G.-- pp. 123.; 8o.-- Oxford : Alden & Co., [1917?]
   Held by: British Library}}

{A Form of Service for Foreign Missions, authorised by the Bishop for use in church in the diocese of Oxford. / FORM.-- pp. 11.; 8o.-- Oxford : Parker}}
Fourth album of songs / by Henry G. Ley.-- 1 score (29 p.) ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : Sydney Acott & Co, 1917
Notes: Bound with : 1st, 2nd and 3rd album of songs / H. G. Ley
Held by: Oxford}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Notes: "From Archaeologia Vol. LXVIII"--verso t.p.-- Includes bibliographic references
Held by: Oxford}

Notes: Letters from Smith to his family.-- "List of scientific publications": p. 216-219.-- "One hundred and twenty-five copies ... this copy is Number [87]."
Held by: Oxford}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Illustrations of the Book-worm / by Sir William Osler.-- 5 p : col. pl ; 27 cm.-- [Oxford : Bodleian Library], 1917
Notes: Reprinted from the "Bodleian quarterly record," v.1, no. 12, p. 355-357, February, 1917
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds}

Imago Regia. The Churchman's religious remembrance of the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the decollation of King Charles the First ...
Held by: British Library}

In memoriam : Auberon Herbert, captain lord Lucas, Royal flying corps, killed November 3, 1916 / by Maurice Baring.-- 14 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : B.H.
Blackwell, 1917
Notes: "This poem is reprinted from the New statesman."
Held by: Manchester; Trinity College Dublin

{[In the New Forest with the Fairies. / Bury, Mary.-- pp. 15. ; 8o.-- Oxford
Held by: British Library]}

{[In war time : poems / by May Wedderburn Cannan.-- 80 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford :
B.H. Blackwell, 1917
Held by: Oxford]}

{[In War Time. [Sermons.] / Bernard, John Henry, successively Bishop of
Ossory, Ferns and Leighlin and Archbishop of Dublin.-- pp. 109. ;
Held by: British Library]}

{[Industrial peace.-- v ; 24 cm.-- London ; Oxford, 1917-1928
Held by: Cambridge]}

{[International law / Hall, William Edward ; Higgins, A. Pearce.-- Seventh ed.
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

{[The Invocation of Saints and the Cult of the Blessed Virgin. / Goudge, Henry
Held by: British Library]}

Press, Christmas 1917
Notes: 50 copies were printed for the author as a Christmas
greeting.-- Title from cover
Held by: Oxford]}

{[Journal of anatomy : development, evolution, function.-- Oxford : Blackwell
Publishing, 1917- -- 00218782
Notes: Description based on: Confirmed catalogue card of Vol. 51(1917)
edition
Held by: National Library of Wales]}

{[Lake and war : African land and water verses / by Arthur Shearly
Cripps.-- xii, 120 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1917
Notes: Reprinted, in part, from various periodicals
Held by: Manchester; Trinity College Dublin]}

{[Land and labour in a Deccan village / Mann, H. H.-- Oxford, 1917
Held by: Aberdeen]}

{[A Lap Full of Seed. [Poems.] / Plowman, Mark.-- pp. x. 78. ; 8o.-- Oxford :
Held by: British Library]}

{[Latin Lists & Notes for Examination Purposes. / Gillespie, Francis}
Held by: British Library}}

{{Letters of A. G. Heath [on his experiences in the army] ... With memoir by
Gilbert Murray. / Heath, Arthur George ; Murray, George Gilbert Aimé.-- pp.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Lingua Latina. Secundus annus / by C.L. Mainwaring and W.L.
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Linnets in the slums / by Marion Pryce.-- 57p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : B.H.
Blackwell, 1917.-- Adventurers all; a series of young poets unknown to fame.
[no. 16]
Notes: Title and series title within illustrated borders
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{Lyrics for Sport. / Keigwin, Richard Prescott.-- pp. viii. 59. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Message of the Soldiers, etc. / Holmes, Ernest Edward.-- pp. 80. ;
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Moral Theology of the Sacrament of Penance. / Williams, Watkin Wynn,
Held by: British Library}}

{{Mr. Britling's Finite God: two lectures [on H. G. Wells' "Mr.
Britling sees it through"], etc. / Lacey, Thomas Alexander ; Wells,
[1917.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{My Visit to Ruhleben ... With twenty-five illustrations and a plan of the
camp. / Bury, Herbert, successively Bishop of British Honduras and Central
America and for North and Central Europe.-- pp. xi. 81. ; 4o.-- London,
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Nakedness of the Land: the agricultural problem and its
solution. / Savory, Arthur Herbert.-- pp. 71. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H.
Blackwell, 1917.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Oakeley Pedigree. [A genealogical tree, with the Oakeley arms.] / Oakeley,
Family of.-- s. sh. fol.-- Oxford, [1917.]}}

Oxford, Headington, & Islip : executors' sale of valuable freehold residential properties ... Messrs Mallam & Son are favoured with instructions from the executors of the late Mrs Susannah Chaundry to sell these freehold properties by auction at The "Golden Cross" hotel Oxford, on Wednesday, September 12, 1917, at seven o'clock in the evening / T. Mallam & Son.-- 1folded sheet, [4]p ; 27cm.-- [Oxford : T. Mallam & Son, 1917] Held by: Oxford


The parish registers of Elland co. York : 1640-1670 & Churchwardens' accounts, 1648-1670, etc / Transcribed and indexed by H. Ormerod. Privately printed.-- viii, 358 p.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1917 Notes: "... contains all the baptisms, marriages and burials recorded in the 2nd and 3d volumes of the Parish register of St. Mary's church at Elland between 1640 and 1670."-- Preface Held by: Manchester


Pictorial key to the view from the roof of the Bodleian Library (Radcliffe camera) Oxford, showing the characteristic features of the principal
buildings & the landscape / F. Madan & E.H. New inv. E.H. New
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{A plea for a revised use of the Psalter in public worship / Emmet, Cyril W.
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Poems of conformity / Williams, Charles Walter Stansby
Williams, Charles, 1886-1945.-- 8vo.-- London, 1917
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland ; University of London - ULRLS}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

{{A preliminary investigation of the cabala contained in the Coptic Gnostic books and of a similar gematria in the Greek text of the New Testament, shewing the presence of a system of teaching by means of the doctrinal significance of numbers, by which the holy names are clearly seen to represent aeonial relationships which can be conceived in a geometric sense and are capable of a typical expression of that order, by Frederick Bligh Bond and Thomas Simcox Lea / Bond, Frederick Bligh, 1864-1945 ; Lea, Thomas Simcox, 1857- [joint author].-- 2 p.l.,[3]-96 p : fold. pl., diagrs ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : B.H.Blackwell, 1917
Held by: Manchester ; Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Reprint of 1916 edition
Held by: Liverpool}}

Held by: Cambridge}}

{{"Raymond": a rejoinder questioning the validity of certain evidence and of Sir Oliver Lodge's conclusions regarding it. / Hookham, Paul ; Lodge, Raymond ; Lodge, Sir Oliver Joseph.-- pp. 34. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1917.
Held by: British Library}}}
Notes: No more published.
Held by: British Library}

Held by: Cambridge}

Notes: 75 copies privately printed for the Club
Held by: Oxford}

Held by: Cambridge; National Library of Scotland}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Held by: Oxford}

Reports: being the commentary accompanying the draft conventions, with the texts of the final acts, [etc.] / ed., with intr., by J.B. Scott.-- Oxford, London, 1917.-- Carnegie Endowment for Internat. Peace: Division of Internat. Law
Held by: Liverpool}
{{Reports on the progress of applied chemistry / Society of Chemical Industry.-- 25cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell Scientific, 1917-76
Notes: Ceased publication.-- Published for the Society of Chemical Industry. -- Title varies, e.g. Reports of the progress of applied chemistry
-- Vol.12-33 also entitled: Applied chemistry reports
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Russian observations upon the American prayer book / translated by Wilfrid J. Barnes and edited with notes by Walter Howard Frere.-- vii, 35 p.; 26 cm.-- London : A.R. Mowbray; Milwaukee : Young Churchman, 1917.-- Alcuin Club tracts; 12
Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Report drawn up by order of the committee appointed by the Holy Synod of Russia on Old Catholic and Anglican questions
Held by: Birmingham; Manchester; Oxford}}

Notes: No more published.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: "The sword of Sigurd [in three acts, p. [73]-101] is not intended to be a complete play. It is a prologue to a play, as yet unfinished, dealing with the death of Sigure."--Pref
Contents: The passing of Sinfiotli.--Ingiald Evilheard--The sword of Sigurd
Held by: Oxford; Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Bibliography: p. 181-182
Held by: Edinburgh; Manchester}}

{{A Scallop shell of quiet / introduced by Margaret L. Woods.-- 79p.; 20cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1917.-- Adventurers all; a series of young poets unknown to fame
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}}
Notes: Poems by Enid Dinnis, Helen Douglas-Irvine, Gertrude Vaughan, Ruth Young
Held by: National Library of Wales]

{{The School of Souls: thoughts for war time. / Ridding, Lady Laura
Held by: British Library}}

{{[Service : its glory and consolation : a sermon preached in All Souls
College, Oxford, on Nov. 2 1917 / by Arthur C. Headlam.-- 10 p.v. ;
21cm.-- [Oxford : All Souls College?, 1917]}
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Sheldonian Series of reprints and renderings of masterpieces in all
languages, edited by R. Hewitt. / Hewitt, Reginald.-- 7 pt. ; 16o.-- Oxford
Held by: British Library}}

{{[Sketches in verse. Illustrated, etc. / Strachey, Mildred C.-- pp. 77. ;
8o.-- Oxford : For the Author, 1917.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Soldiers Immortal, and other poems / De Waal, Daphne.-- pp. 63 ;
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Some problems of urban and rural industry / papers by G.D.H. Cole, Marion
Birmingham : Birmingham Printers, 1917.-- The reorganisation of industry
series ; 2
Notes: Proceedings at the Conference of Working-Class Associations held in
Bradford, 1917
Held by: Bristol}}

{{Songs and sayings of Walther von der Vogelweide, minnesaengen / Englished by
York] : [Longmans, Green & company], [1917].-- Sheldonian series of reprints
and renderings of masterpieces in all languages, I
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Songs on Service. / Williams, Eliot Crawshay.-- pp. xi. 104. ; 8o.-- Oxford
Held by: British Library}}

{{Sonnets & poems by V. G. [i.e. Victor Gollancz.] / Gollancz, Sir
Victor ; G., V. ; Sonnets.-- Pages not numbered ; 19 cm.-- Oxford :
Held by: British Library}}

{{Spirit and in Truth: teachings on the Person and work of God the Holy
Spirit. / Wilkinson, George Howard, successively Bishop of Truro, of St.
Andrew’s, Dunkeld and Dunblane.-- pp. vii. 198. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A.
Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland)}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The story of European Christianity / Masterman, John Howard Bertram, Bishop of Plymouth.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1917.-- The church's message for the coming time (a series of hand-books for the people)
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{The Traumgeist / Two Pagans.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1917
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The treasure of the Magi: a study of modern Zoroastrianism / Moulton, James Hope, 1863-1917.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1917.-- The religious quest of India
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}} [[Mowbray?]]

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Unity and schism. The Bishop Paddock lectures for 1917 / Lacey, Thomas Alexander.-- 8vo.-- London, Oxford, [1917]}}
1918 – Context – 197

    Held by: British Library]]

    Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Aeneid English & Latin 1918 / Virgil ; Fowler, W. Warde.-- 2.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1918
    Notes: Virgil's 'Gathering of the clans': being observations on Aeneid VII 601-871
    Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{Ancient Indian education: an inquiry into its origin, development, and ideals. (Thesis approved for the degree of M.A. in the University of London ...) / Keay, Frank Ernest.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1918
    Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{At a great price obtained I this freedom / Knox, Wilfred L.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1918
    Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

    Held by: British Library}}

{{Ballades / interpreted into English verse by Paul Hookham.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1918
    Held by: Nottingham}}

    Notes: Printed at the Vincent works
    Held by: Liverpool ; Trinity College Dublin}}

{{The beasts, birds, and bees of Virgil : a naturalist's handbook to the Georgics / by Thomas Fletcher Royds ; with a preface by W. Warde Fowler.-- 2nd edition, revised.-- xix, 107 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1918.-- Virgilian studies
    Notes: Bibliography: p. xvii-xviii
    Held by: Aberdeen ; Oxford}}}
Notes: Contents: The mystical note in poetry. -- Mysticism and the Oxford poetry book. -- The humour of the saints. -- Sanctity and the sanitary inspector. -- On drinking songs. -- The art of Alice Meynell. -- The drama of the dramatists. -- The revival of English poetry. -- Poets' prose. -- The guild idea. -- 'Roman and Utopian More.' -- This green plot shall be our stage. -- A secret England
Held by: Cambridge}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Catholic tales and Christian songs / by Dorothy Leigh Sayers. -- 63 p ; 19 cm. -- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell ; New York : Sold in America by Longmans, Green, 1918
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Clowns' houses / Edith Sitwell. -- 36, 1 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1918
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{The compleat schoolmarm : A story of promise and fulfilment / Helen Hamilton. -- Oxford : Blackwell, 1917 repr. 1918}}
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Critical essays of the 17th century / Spingarn, Joel Elias, 1875-1939.-- Oxford, 1918-19
Held by: Aberdeen}}}

Notes: Colophon: "The third of the Initiates series of poetry by proved hands.".-- Cover title: The defeat of youth & other poems
Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: Bibliography: p. xiii-xvi
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Wellcome Library}}

{{Demeter / Hill, Eleanor Deane.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1918.-- "Adventurers all" series ; No 19
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Dictionary for international commercial quotations... 1 / J. Robertson.-- Oxford, 1918
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{The Dog Fight: a fable. / Fowler, George Merrick.-- pp. 7. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Slater & Rose, 1918.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Dominant ideas and corrective principles / by Charles Gore.-- vii, 149p.-- London : Mowbray, 1918
Notes: Contents: Dominant ideas; The correctives of dominant ideas; Religious education; Religious teaching in public schools; The lordship of Jesus and the mission of the spirit; The ten commandments and the Christian church; Attempts to hold intercourse with the dead
Held by: Bristol ; Durham ; King's College London ; National Library of Wales ; St. Andrews Sp.Col. ; University of London – ULRLS}}
{{Dreams and journeys / Shove, Fredegond-- 50p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1918.-- Adventurers all series ; no.XXI
   Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{Dunch / by Susan Miles.-- 72 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1918.-- Adventurers all ; 18
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{The early education of children ... / Plaisted, Laura L.-- Second edition.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1918
   Held by: Manchester}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Notes: Vol. 5 is of the first edition.
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Fairy Tales from Foreign Lands ... Illustrated by Elsie Lunn. / Grayl, Druid, pseud..-- pp. 126. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, [1918.]
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Foot-power loom weaving / Edward Francis Worst.-- 3rd. ed.-- Oxford : Parker, 1924. (1918)
   Held by: British Library}}

{{For his friends: letters / with foreword by Dr. Selbie.-- 8vo.-- Oxford & London, [1918]
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Part IV: Bathonian gasteropoda / by M. Odling
   Notes: Errata and corrigenda to part III (in the report for 1915): p. 43.-- "Published in the Report of the Ashmolean Natural History Society for the year ending December, 1917"
   Held by: Leeds}}}
Notes: Contents: The mystical note in poetry.--Mysticism and the Oxford poetry book.--The humour of the saints.--Sanctity and the sanitary inspector.--On drinking songs.--The art of Alice Meynell.--The drama of the dramatists.--The revival of English poetry.--Poets' prose.--The guild idea.--'Roman and Utopian More.'--This green plot shall be our stage.--A secret England
Held by: Cambridge}}

[((Catalogues of books offered for sale by L. Chaundy, Ltd., Chaundy and Son, and Leslie Chaundy & Co.] / Chaundy, L., LTD.-- 8o.-- Oxford; London, 1918-
Held by: British Library))}

{(Catholic tales and Christian songs / by Dorothy Leigh Sayers.-- 63 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell ; New York : Sold in America by Longmans, Green, 1918
Held by: National Library of Wales})

Held by: British Library})

Held by: British Library})

{(Citizens All: civic service the Churchman's duty. / Bickersteth, Samuel.-- pp. xv. 269. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Son, [1918.]
Held by: British Library})

Held by: British Library})

{(Clowns' houses / Edith Sitwell.-- 36, 1 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1918
Held by: National Library of Wales})

{(The compleat schoolmarm : A story of promise and fulfilment / Helen Hamilton.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1917 repr. 1918
Held by: British Library})

Held by: British Library})

Held by: British Library})
   Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

[[Critical essays of the 17th century / Spingarn, Joel Elias, 1875-1939. -- Oxford, 1918-19
   Held by: Aberdeen]]

   Notes: Colophon: "The third of the Initiates series of poetry by proved hands.".-- Cover title: The defeat of youth & other poems
   Held by: Oxford]]

   Notes: Bibliography: p. xiii-xvi
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Wellcome Library]]

[[Demeter / Hill, Eleanor Deane. -- Oxford : [s.n.], 1918.-- "Adventurers all" series ; No 19
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin]]

[[Dictionary for international commercial quotations... 1 / J. Robertson. -- Oxford, 1918
   Held by: Cambridge]]

[[The Dog Fight: a fable. / Fowler, George Merrick. -- pp. 7. ; 8o..-- Oxford : Slater & Rose, 1918.
   Held by: British Library]]

[[Dominant ideas and corrective principles / by Charles Gore. -- vii, 149p.-- London : Mowbray, 1918
   Notes: Contents: Dominant ideas; The correctives of dominant ideas; Religious education; Religious teaching in public schools; The lordship of Jesus and the mission of the spirit; The ten commandments and the Christian church; Attempts to hold intercourse with the dead
   Held by: Bristol ; Durham ; King's College London ; National Library of Wales ; St. Andrews Sp.Col. ; University of London -- ULRLS]]

[[Dreams and journeys / Shove, Fredegond. -- 50p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1918.-- Adventurers all series ; no.XXI
   Held by: National Library of Wales]]

[[Dunch / by Susan Miles.-- 72 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1918.-- Adventurers all ; 18
   Held by: Oxford]]

[[The early education of children ... / Plaisted, Laura L.-- Second edition. -- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1918]]
The gate of remembrance: the story of the psychological experiment which resulted in the discovery of the Edgar Chapel at Glastonbury / by Frederick Bligh Bond.-- x, 176 p : illus. (incl. facsims.) v pl. (incl. front.) plans (1 fold.) ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1918

Held by: Manchester ; Trinity College Dublin

General Information concerning admission, residence, entrance scholarships, and the examinations leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts. / Oxford.-- 8o..-- Oxford, 1918, etc.

Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library

'He being Dead yet Speaketh': a sermon preached ... on the anniversary of the death of King Charles. / Smith, Herbert Maynard.-- pp. 16. ; 8o..-- Oxford : Royal Martyr Church Union, 1918.

Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Notes: This series of poems first appeared in Punch

Held by: Birmingham

A history of South Africa / by Dorothea Fairbridge.-- xvi, 319 p : incl. front. (port.) illus., maps ; 20 cm.-- Oxford, 1918

Held by: Manchester
1918.
Held by: British Library

{{The life and reign of the emperor Lucius Septimius Severus / by Maurice Platnauer.-- vip, 1 l., 221, [1]p ; 24cm.-- Oxford, 1918
Notes: Bibliography: p. 214-218
Held by: Cambridge ; Durham ; National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The magic ragman. [The children's hour.] / Frome, Agnes.-- 8vo.-- Oxford & London, [1918]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The manor house, Weston on the Green, Oxon : the surplus household furniture and effects, including the valuable collection of oil paintings, mostly historic family portraits, including specimens attributable to Cornelius Jansen, Kneller and others; a very fine Cromwellian table & settle, silver and plated goods, divan and other easy chairs, dining and other tables, oak bureau, dining and hall chairs, TRAP, and many other items. Will be sold by auction by Messrs. Franklin & Jones on the premises as above, on Thursday, September 19th, 1918, at eleven o'clock precisely / Franklin & Jones.-- 11 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Franklin & Jones, 1918
Notes: Cover title: Manor house, Weston on the Green
Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: Bibliography of the writings of Octavius Pickard-Cambridge: p.79-96
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Memorial to the Rev. the Vice-Chancellor and to the Proctors of the University of Oxford and to the governing bodies of the colleges. / Oxford ; Memorial.-- Pages not numbered ; 35 cm.-- [Oxford,], 1918.
Notes: A petition by various signatories for removing the abuse of alcohol from the university.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Misao.-- Oxford}}
Notes: "Dr. Spooner, the Warden, has kindly supplied the history of the College"
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Oxford}}
Notes: Includes poetry by Aldous Huxley.-- "Second impression"
Held by: National Library of Wales]]

Notes: Editors: T.W. Earp, E.F.A. Geach, Dorothy L. Sayers
Held by: Liverpool}}

Notes: "This statement has been drawn up on behalf of the Committee for Geography by Professor C.H. Firth ..."--T.p. verso
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Issued a Fund Raising Campaign Brochure
Held by: Oxford}}

{Parker's Church Calendar and General Almanack for 1855-57, 61, 1897, 1918. / EPHEMERIDES.-- 8o.-- Oxford printed, and London, 1855-1918.
Notes: The years 1858-60 were included in the "Oxford Diocesan Calendar and Almanac," the separate issue being resumed in 1861.
Held by: British Library}

{{The people's palace / by Sacheverell Sitwell.-- 52, [1] p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1918.-- Adventurers all ; no. 22
Notes: Title and illustrated series title within ornamental borders
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford}}

{{Pillow-dust Ditties ... Illustrated by Helen C. Metcalfe. / Grayl, Druid, pseud.-- pp. 65. ; obl. 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, [1918.]
Held by: British Library}}

{A Plea for Courtesy & Candour. An open letter addressed to the Bench of Bishops. / Bussell, Frederick William.-- pp. 24. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Parker &
Co., 1918.
Held by: British Library

Notes: Printed for private circulation.
Held by: British Library"

"Poems of South African history / Petrie, Alex.-- Oxford, 1918
Held by: Aberdeen"

Held by: National Library of Scotland"

Held by: British Library"

"Prayer Book Services for Mission Churches / arranged by Bernard M. Hancock.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1918]
Held by: National Library of Scotland"

"The Principle of Monarchy. Plain words to the British people. / Bussell, Frederick William.-- pp. 79. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Royal Martyr Church Union, 1918.
Held by: British Library"

"Psychism, Glastonbury and 'The Month.' [With reference to an article in "The Month" challenging the claims made by F. Bligh Bond in his work "The Gate of Remembrance." / Hookham, Paul ; Bond, Frederick Bligh.-- pp. 38. ; 8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1918.
Held by: British Library"

Held by: British Library"

"Register of convocation, 1918 / Oxford University.-- Oxford, 1918
Notes: Register of Parliamentary electors, 1918
Held by: Aberdeen"

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland"

"Reports and statements of accounts of the Diocesan fund / Oxford Diocesan Board.-- v ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Office of the Diocesan Fund, 1918-
Notes: At head of title: Oxford Diocesan Board.-- Issued by: Church of England Diocese of Oxford Board of Finance.-- Latest issue consulted: 1967
[The revised lectionary / Church of England.-- v ; cm. 22.-- Oxford : A.R. Mowbray & Co., [1918?].
   Notes: "Arranged in accordance with the table of lessons prepared by the Joint Committee of the Convocation of Canterbury for the Revision of the Lectionary."-- Issues for 1918/1919, 1919/1920 and 1921/1922: it is to be noted that the Revised lectionary has not yet been authorised for public use; 1922/1923-- authorized for optional use.-- regular: annual
   Held by: Oxford}

[Roses, loaves, and old rhymes / Matheson, Annie.-- New ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1918
   Held by: National Library of Scotland]

[Round the Camp Fire. [In verse.] / Hall, Arthur Vine.-- pp. 60. ; 8o.-- Oxford; T. M. Miller: Cape Town : B. H. Blackwell, [1918.]
   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

[The sayings of the children / written down by their mother Pamela Glenconner.-- 138 p : ill ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1918
   Notes: "First edition, February, 1918 ... second edition, March 1918."
   t.p. verso
   Held by: Oxford]

[Seale Hayne Neurological Studies / Seale Hayne Military Hospital.-- Oxford
   Held by: Cambridge]

[Select poems / chosen and edited by S.G. Dunn.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1918
   Held by: National Library of Scotland]

[Soldiers immortal : and other poems / by Daphne de Waal.-- 63 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, [1917]
   Held by: National Library of Wales]

[Songs for sale : an anthology of recent poetry / edited by E.B.C. Jones.-- 57 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, [1918].-- Initiates ; 4
   Held by: Oxford]

[Sonnets and poems / by Eleanor Farjeon.-- 48 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell ; New York : Sold in America by Longmans, Green, [1918].-- Initiates : a series of poetry by proved hands ; 2
   Notes: Series also appears as: Second of the Initiates series of poetry by proved hands
   Held by: National Library of Wales]

[SPE tracts / Society for Pure English.-- Oxford : Society for Pure English
Held by: British Library}}

{{The state and industry during the war and after : papers ... with criticisms
Series ; 4
Held by: London School of Economics}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Fifth issue
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Syndicalism and the Co-operative Commonwealth ... Preface by Peter Kropotkin. Drawings by Will Dyson. Translated ... by Charlotte and Frederic Charles. (Second edition.) / Pataud, Émile ; Charles, Charlotte ; Charles, Frederic, Translator ; Dyson, William ; Kropotkin, Petr Alekseevich, Prince ; Pouget, Émile.-- pp. xx. 272 ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1913 : New International Publishing Co., [1918].
Held by: British Library}}

{{Metrical versions of portions of the Psalms.].-- 8o.-- )SÄëêðáì)P; Oxford printed, 1919, [1918].
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Tales of the Sarai, and other verses / by A.G. Shirreff.-- xii, 94p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1918
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{{Things new and old / Phillimore, J. S. (John Swinnerton),
1873-1926.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1918
Notes: [Poems.]
Held by: Glasgow ; National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Training of the Clergy in Theological Colleges: a sermon, etc. / Seaton,
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{(Turning out the tenant farmer. / Tilby, W. F.-- pp. 11.-- North Hinksey, Oxford, 1918.
Held by: British Library}]]}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Liverpool ; Oxford}}

Held by: Aberdeen}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Wee Squirrelkin / Hood, Robin A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford & London, [1918]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The west wind : song with pianoforte accompaniment [Op.8, no.1] / P. Napier Miles ; words by John Masefield.-- 1score, 7 p.-- Oxford : Sydney Acott, [c1918]
Notes: Pl.no. S.A. & Co.11
Held by: Bristol}}

Held by: Oxford}}

{{Wheels, a third cycle / Sitwell, Edith, 1887-1964.-- viii, 103 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell ; [New York : Longmans, Green, 1918]
Notes: Decorated t.-p.; cover-design in colors, by Laurence Atkinson; illustrated end-papers.-- Half-title: Wheels, 1918, third cycle, edited by Edith Sitwell.-- The first and second cycles of "Wheels" were published under titles: "Wheels: an anthology of verse ... 1916" and "Wheels: a second cycle ... 1917"
Contents: Osbert Sitwell.--Aldous Huxley.--Arnold James.--Two fragments from

}}
the Spanish, tr. by Alvaro, Velez Ladron de Guevara.--Sacheverell
Sitwell.--Iris Tree.--Sherard Vines.--Edith Sitwell
Held by: University of London – ULRLS}

{{"Where is your faith" the problem of recruiting for Christ's army in the public schools / Smith, Nowell Charles.-- 8vo.-- Oxford & London, 1918
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{The world and Australasia / adapted for use in Australasian schools by O.J.R. Howarth from the junior geography and other geographies by A.J. Herbertson and other authors. With a special section on Australasia by O.J.R. Howarth and Griffith Taylor.-- Second ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1918
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Yarnton & Pixey Meadows, near Oxford[graphic] : about 60 acres of excellent mowing grass and 40 commons : will be sold by auction by Messrs. Franklin & Jones / Franklin & Jones.-- 1 poster ; 52 x 38 cm.-- [Oxford : Franklin & Jones, 1918]
   Notes: "at the "Grapes" Inn, Yarnton, on Monday, July 8th, 1918. At 5 for 6 o'clock in the Evening, under the usual conditions."
   Held by: Oxford}}
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   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Aeneid 1919 / Virgil ; Fowler, W. Warde.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1919
   Notes: The death of Turnus: observations on the twelfth book of the Aeneid
   Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{The Agamemnon of Aeschylus / tr. by Rushworth Kennard Davis.-- x, 69,[1]p ;
   Held by: Aberdeen}}
20cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1919
   Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

{{[Album Latinum: an easy Latin vocabulary, etc. / Roper, Allen George.-- pp.
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Alden's Oxford guide: with key plan of the university and city, and
numerous illustrations / by Edward C. Alden.-- [48th ed] / revised by Harry
Paintin.-- viii, 144p : ill., plan ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Edward C. Alden, 1919
   Notes: Cover title: Alden's guide to Oxford.-- Includes index.-- Key Plan
attached to front cover
   Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[Ancient emigrants: a history of the Norse settlements of Scotland / Brøgger,
Anton Wilhelm.-- Oxford, 1919
   Held by: Liverpool]}}

{{[Annals of public school rowing / contributed by old boys, rowing masters, or
captains of boats from each rowing school; edited by L. Cecil Smith.-- xi,
168p ; 23cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, [1919]
   Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[Arcades Ambo: verses. / Dougall, Lily ; Sheldon, Gilbert, Novelist.-- pp.
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Aristotle's Definition of the Human Good. (Short account of the central
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[The Art of Public Worship. / Dearmer, Percy.-- pp. vii. 213. ;
8o.-- London, Oxford; Morehouse Publishing Co.: Milwaukee : A. R. Mowbray &
Co., 1919.
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{["At Last": conclusion of "Woman's Effort." / Metcalfe,
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[B. B. [A war biography.] / Stone, Christopher Reynolds.-- pp. 30. ;
8o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, [1919.]
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[The babe's book of verse / verse and woodcuts by M. & C. Nightingale.-- 44,
   Notes: "First published, 1918: reprinted, 1919".-- Title vignette
   Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[Back to the Land. [Poems.] / Gilbert, Bernard.-- pp. viii. 67. ;
   Held by: British Library]}}
-- The Edwardian inventories for Oxfordshire -- Appendix -- Glossary -- Index of places
Held by: Liverpool; Manchester; Oxford; Trinity College Dublin}})

Held by: St. Andrews Sp. Col.}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: "First edition, February, 1919; reprinted, March, 1919 ... May, 1919.".-- Title and series title within illustrated borders; series title on frontispiece
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{The Congress of Vienna, 1814-15 / Webster, Charles.-- Oxford, 1919
Held by: Aberdeen}}

Held by: British Library}

{{The construction of the world in terms of fact & value / Cyril Tollemache Harley Walker.-- vii, 92 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford: B.H. Blackwell, 1919
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: "Five hundred copies of this book were printed for publication in England.".-- Spanish and English on opposite pages
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{The Cost of Discipleship, and other sermons ... With Memoir by the Rev. V. S. S. Coles. / Way, Gregory Lewis Albert; Coles, Vincent Stuckey}}
   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: The first series by G. R. Woodward is catalogued separately
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Curtains. [Poems.]/ Kitchin, Clifford Henry Benn.-- pp. 23.; 8o.-- Oxford
   Held by: British Library}}

{{The death of Turnus : observations on the twelfth book of the Aeneid / by W. Warde Fowler.-- vii, 157 p; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1919
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- In Latin and English
   Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford}}

{{DestROYers and other verses / Head, Henry, Writer of Verse.-- 8vo.-- Oxford,
London, 1919
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Dictionary for international commercial quotations... 2 / J. Robertson.-- Oxford, 1919
   Held by: Cambridge}}

{{A Dictionary of English Church History. Edited by S. L. Ollard ... Assisted by G. Crosse ... Second edition, revised, etc.-- pp. xviii. 676.;
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: British Library}

{{Domestic Ditties ... With ... designs by Gabriel Pippet. / Boas, Guy Herman Sidney ; Pippet, Gabriel.-- pp. 32.; 4o.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1919.
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Education in its relation to labour and industry: being an address. With a report of the discussion which followed ... Industrial league and council / Mactavish, J. M.-- 4to.-- [Oxford, 1919]
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Empire's Destiny. A Musical ... Masque for young people / Gell Hon.
   Held by: British Library}}
 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

{{English Catholicism and reconstruction: three addresses given at S. Mary's, Graham Street, W. on the Thursday in Advent, 1918 / Underhill, Francis, Bishop of Bath and Wells.-- 8vo.-- London & Oxford, 1919
 Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

 Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

 Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

 Held by: British Library}}

{{Final report of the Oxford Belgian Relief Committee 1914-1919 / Oxford Belgian Relief Committee.-- 8p ; 22cm.-- [Oxford : Oxford Belgian Relief Committee, 1919.]
 Notes: Title from cover
 Held by: Oxford}}

{{Footsteps and fantasies / by C. J. Druce.-- 63, [1] p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1919.-- Adventurers all ; no. 25
 Notes: Title and series title within ornamental borders
 Held by: Oxford}}

 Held by: British Library}}}
Held by: British Library}}

{{In the power of the pygmies / Gilson, Charles, b. 1878.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1919 
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Incunabula in Oriel College Library. [By W. D. Ross.] / Oxford ; Ross, Sir William David, K.B.E.-- 8vo.-- [Oxford], [1919.] 
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Look for the Morning: addresses and a charge delivered ... in February, 1919. / Palmer, Edwin James, Bishop of Bombay.-- pp. 75. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Baxter's Press, [1919.] 
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Manchester}}

{{The Medical and Surgical Aspects of Aviation ... With chapters on Applied Physiology of Aviation by Martin Flack ... and the Aero-Neuroses of War Pilots by Oliver H. Gotch, etc. / Anderson, Henry Graeme.-- pp. xvi. 255. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1919.-- [Oxford Medical Publications.] 
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}
Notes: First edition published : London : Mowbray, 1874.-- "These Meditations, delivered ex tempore at S. Barnabas', Oxford, were taken down by a shorthand writer without Dr. King's knowledge, but were printed with his consent, and with the hope that they might remind some of the lessons of that holy day"--p.v
Held by: Lampeter Sp.Col.}

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]]

Nationality and race from an anthropologist's point of view: being the Robert Boyle lecture delivered before the Oxford University Junior Scientific Club on November 17, 1919 / Keith, Arthur, Sir, 1866-1955.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1919
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]}

The New Decameron / Blair, pseud [Editor].-- v ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1919-
Notes: Bibliography : v. 1. p. 227-[228].-- Vol. 4 edited by Blair
.-- Vols. 2-4 have imprint : Basil Blackwell.-- Vols. I and 2 have illustrated lining-papers
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford]]

The non-collegiate students' magazine / St. Catherine's Society.-- 5v. ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1896-1919
Notes: Produced by: the Delegacy of Non-collegiate Students.-- Subsequently vol. numbering added
Held by: Oxford]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Held by: British Library]]

Notes: Spine title: Miscellaneous III
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.]]

Notes: Spine title: Miscellaneous III
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.]]
Held by: Oxford; Trinity College Dublin}

Notes: Previous edition, 1904.
Held by: British Library"

"Passages for Greek and Latin repetition / selected by masters at Uppingham School. -- Oxford, 1919
Held by: Liverpool"

Held by: British Library"

Held by: Oxford"

Held by: British Library"

Held by: British Library"

"The "Plebs" magazine / Plebs League. -- v.-- Oxford: The League, 1909-1919
Notes: regular: monthly
Held by: National Library of Scotland"

Held by: National Library of Wales; University of London -- ULRLS"

"Popular description of Sir John Soane's House, Museum & Library / written in 1835 by Mrs. Barbara Hofland. Edited from the 'Description' of 1835 by Sir John Soane ... by Arthur T. Bolton ... With ... illustrations, etc.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1919.-- Soane Museum publications ; no. 6
Held by: Cambridge; National Library of Scotland"

Held by: British Library"

Held by: British Library"
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Notes: Dated at end: Leeds, February, 1919.-- Poem
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

The revival of criticism : A paper read at the meeting of the Classical Association at Oxford on May 17th, 1919 / J. S. Phillimore. -- Oxford : Blackwell, 1919
Held by: British Library

The revolt of labour against civilisation / by W. H. V. Reade.-- 80 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1919
Notes: On verso of t.p.: New York, Longmans, Green & Co.-- Spine title: Labour v. civilisation
Held by: Leeds ; Wellcome Library

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library}

{[[Ruskin Centenary Addresses, 8 February, 1919 / edited by J. Howard Whitehouse. [With a plate and a portrait.].-- 8vo.-- London, 1919
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]]}

Held by: British Library]]}

{[[Seals and documents / Poole, Reginald Lane.-- Oxford, 1919
Held by: Liverpool]]}

Held by: National Library of Scotland]]}

{[[Songs. / Taylor, Hope Fairfax.-- pp. 56. ; 8o..-- Oxford : For the Author, 1919.
Held by: British Library]]}

{[[The spiritual sanctions of a League of Nations / by the Bishop of Winchester.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1919
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]}

Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin]]}

{[[St. Catherine's magazine / Delegacy of Non-Collegiate Students ; St. Catherine's Society.-- 17v. ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford : Delegacy of Non-Collegiate Students], 1919-1937
Notes: Imprint varies.-- Produced by: the Delegacy of Non-Collegiate Students, 1919-1930; St. Catherine's Society, 1930-1937
Held by: Oxford}}}

Held by: British Library]]}

Held by: National Library of Wales]]}


{[[Symphonies : (Second series) / by E. H. W. Meyerstein.-- 61 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1919
Held by: Oxford]]}
Notes: Half-title: Wheels, 1919, fourth cycle, ed. by Edith Sitwell.-- Illustrated cover and lining-papers in colors, by William Roberts.
.-- The first cycle was published under title: "Wheels: an anthology of verse ... 1916"; a "second cycle" appeared 1917, and "a third cycle," 1918.
.-- Title and names of contributors in form of wheel on t.-p.
Contents: Osbert Sitwell.--Aldous Huxley.--Sacheverell Sitwell.--Arnold James.--Two translations from the Spanish of Francesco Quevedo by Alvaro Guevara.--Iris Tree.--Wilfred Owen.--Sherard Vines.--Edith Sitwell.--Press cuttings.--Bibliography
Held by: University of London – ULRLS]}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Worcester College: commemoration of the members of the College who have laid down their lives in the War. / Oxford.-- pp. 15.-- [Oxford], 1919.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The youthful lover and other prose studies / by Leonard Green.-- 67 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1919
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}
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Held by: British Library}}

{{Aeneid 1920 / Virgil ; Butler, Harold Edgeworth, 1878.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1920.-- Virgilian studies}}
Notes: The sixth book of the Aeneid
Held by: Aberdeen}}

{{[The African law reports, Sierra Leone series / Milner, Alan ; Ramsay, Helen.-- Oxford [(c/o Trinity College], Oxford) : The African Law Reports, 1920-1973. -- 05874475
Notes: 1920-1949; 1970-1973.-- Index.-- irregular: other
Held by: Trinity College Dublin]}}

{{Alden’s visitors' map of Oxford.-- 1folded map : col. map ; 16 cm.-- Oxford : Alden & Co. Ltd, [ca.1920]
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{The American Supreme Court as an international tribunal / Smith, Herbert Arthur.-- 8vo.-- New York, London, [1920]
Held by: London School of Economics ; National Library of Scotland]}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland]}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: annual
Held by: National Library of Wales]}}

Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: At head of title: University of Oxford.-- Plans on front lining papers
Held by: Birmingham]}}

{{The Bach Choir ... Forty-fourth season. Bach Festival at the Central Hall,
Westminster, S.W. on April 16th, 17th, 19th and 20th, 1920 ... Programme and book of words. (Words of the music performed at the Bach Festival in London, April 1920, with comments [by Henry Cope Colles] & twenty plates reproduced from the manuscript of J. S. Bach.) [With introductory essays by Ernest Newman and Edward J. Dent.].-- pp. 63. ; 8o.-- Oxford, [1920.]

Held by: British Library]]

{{[The backward peoples and our relations with them / Johnston, Harry Hamilton, Sir, 1858-1927.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1920.-- The world of to-day ; 1
Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{[B.B / Stone, Christopher.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1920?
Held by: Trinity College Dublin]}}

Held by: Cambridge]}}

Held by: British Library]}}

Notes: Has supplement: Life of the spirit.-- Has supplements.-- Merged with: Life of the spirit (1944), to form: New Blackfriars.-- regular: monthly
Held by: Oxford]}} [[a monthly review]]

Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Boris Godunov / Pushkin, Aleksandr Sergeevich, 1799-1837.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1920]
Notes: [Russian text only.]}}
Notes: Began with: [Vol. 1], no. 1 (Nov. 9, 1920). -- Caption title: New cherwell. -- Description based on: New ser., v. 10, no. 3 (Feb. 9, 1924); title from cover. -- irregular: weekly. -- Issued by the students of Oxford University
Held by: Cambridge}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}]

Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.}}

{[(The Christian Family. / Fletcher, Margaret. -- pp. 102. ; 8o. -- Oxford, [1920.]. -- [Catholic Manuals for Social Students.]
Held by: British Library}]

{[Christianity and the supernatural / by Baron F. von Hügel ...... -- 23 p ; 25cm. -- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1920?]
Notes: Cover title
Held by: Birmingham}}

Notes: In: Christ's Method of Prayer.
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Aberdeen}}

{[The concluding portion of the experiences of the nations / by Miskawaihi; Arabic text edited by H.F. Amedroz. -- Oxford : B. Blackwell. -- The eclipse of the `Abbasid Caliphate. original chronicles of the fourth Islamic century ; v.1
Vol.1: Reigns of Muqtadir, Qahir and Radi
Held by: Cambridge}}
Notes: In 7 volumes.-- Text in Arabic, t.p. in English
Held by: Edinburgh}}}

Held by: British Library}}

{(The continuation of "The experiences of the nations;" The Eclipse of the
'Abbasid caliphate / edited by Abu Shuja' Rudrawari...and Hilal B.
Muhassin...Arabic texts edited by D. S. Margoliouth.-- 489 p ; 26
cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1920-21.-- The Eclipse of the "Abbasid
Caliphate ; 6
Notes: Contents: v. 6. Continuation of the experiences of the nations, by
Abu Shuja' Rudhrawari ...and Hilal B. Muhassin ...Arabic texts, edited by D.
S. Margoliouth. Reigns of Ta'i' and Qadir. 1921
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{(The continuation of "The experiences of the nations;" The Eclipse of the
'Abbasid caliphate / edited by Abu Shuja' Rudhrawari...and Hilal B.
Muhassin...Arabic texts edited by H. F. Amedroz ... and D. S.
Margoliouth.-- 460 p ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1920-21.-- The
Eclipse of the "Abbasid Caliphate ; 3
Notes: Contents: v. 3. Continuation of the experiences of the nations, by
Abu Shuja' Rudhrawari ...and Hilal B. Muhassin ...Arabic texts, edited by H.
F. Amedroz and D. S. Margoliouth. Reigns of Ta'i' and Qadir. 1921
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{Corpus Christi College roll of service / University of Oxford. Corpus
Christi College.-- 25 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, [1920]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The country town, and other poems / with a memoir by A.O. Prickard.-- p ; 20
cm.-- Oxford, 1920
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Cowley carol book for Christmas, Easter, and Ascensiontide / compiled
and arranged by G.R. Woodward.-- Revised and enlarged ed.-- 85p ;
24cm.-- London ; Oxford : A.R. Mowbray & Co., 1920
Notes: First series
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Notes: Title within ornamental border
Held by: Oxford}}

{{David Urquhart : some chapters in the life of a Victorian knight-errant of
justice and liberty / by Gertrude Robinson, with an introduction by F. F.
Urquhart.-- xii, 328 p : front., pl., ports., facsim ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : B.
Blackwell, 1920
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford}}

{{A decimal and metric arithmetic / Macduff, J. A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London,
1920
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{{The development of the atomic theory / Meldrum, Andrew Norman, 1876-1934. -- 8vo. -- Oxford, London, [1920]
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}}

Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{{The Eclipse of the 'Abbasid caliphate : original chronicles of the fourth Islamic century / edited, translated, and elucidated by H.F. Amedroz and D.S. Margoliouth. -- 7v ; 26 cm. -- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1920-21
Notes: Entitled: Experiences of the nations
Contents: v. 1-2. (Arabic text) The concluding portion of The experiences of the nations, by Miskawalhi ... Arabic text, edited by H. F. Amedroz: v. 1. Reigns of Muqtadir, Qahir and Radi. v.2. Reigns of Muttaqi, Mustakfi, Muti' and Ta'i. ' 1920-21. --v. 3. (Arabic text) Continuation of the experiences of the nations, by Abu Shuja' Rudhrawari ... and Hilal B. Muhassin ...Arabic texts, edited by H. F. Amedroz and D. S. Margoliouth. Reigns of Ta'i' and Qadir.--v. 4-5. (English text) The concluding portion of The experiences of the nations, by Miskawalhi ... Translated from the Arabic by D. S. Margoliouth: v. 1. Reigns of Muqtadir, Qahir and Radi. v. 2 Reigns of Muttaqi, Mustakfi, Muti' and Ta'i.' --v. 6. (English text) Continuation of The experiences of the nations, by Abu Shuja' Rudhrawari ... and Hilal B. Muhassin ... Translated from the original Arabic by D. S. Margoliouth. Reigns of Ta'i' and Qadir. 1921.--v. 7. (English text) Preface and index, by D. S. Margoliouth.
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford}}}

Held by: Liverpool}}}

Notes: "Published by the Union of Hebrew and Religion Classes for their Oxford Summer School."
Held by: Leeds}}

}}}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}}

Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: British Library}}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

Held by: Leeds ; Oxford}}

Held by: Liverpool}}

Held by: Leeds}}
Elements of Housing. / Tigar, Clement.-- pp. 45.; 12o.-- Oxford, [1920].-- [C.S.G. First Text Books. no. 5.]
  Held by: British Library]]}

  Held by: British Library}

  Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

[Epistolae: the letters / emended text; with intr., trans., and notes by P. Toynbee.-- Oxford, 1920
  Held by: Liverpool]]}

  Notes: Reprinted from Science Progress, No.57, July 1920
  Held by: Oxford]

[Facts about Bolshevism. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.-- 4o.-- Oxford, 1920, etc.
  Held by: British Library]]

[Farm-Yard Ditties ... Script and woodcuts by Chas. T. Nightingale. / Nightingale, Madeleine.-- pp. 45.; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1920.]
  Held by: British Library]}

[Fifteen poems / Crow, Gerald.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1920
  Held by: Trinity College Dublin]]

  Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

[Five Short Songs 1. I love all beauteous things, by R. Bridges. 2. Into my heart an air that kills, by A. E. Housman ... 3. When the last long trek is over, by A. de Candole ... 4. The bargain, by Sir P. Sidney. 5. A child-song, by Lord Tennyson, etc / Armstrong, Thomas Henry Wait Sir, 1898.-- 8.-- Oxford : Sydney Acott & Co, 1920
  Held by: British Library]

  Held by: Aberdeen]]

  Held by: Oxford]

Gammer Gurton's needle / by Mr. S. Mr. of Art [attributed to William Stevenson]; edited by H.F.B. Brett-Smith.-- 790p.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1920.-- The Percy reprints ; no.2


The gate of remembrance : the story of the psychological experiment which resulted in the discovery of the Edgar chapel at Glastonbury / by Frederick Bligh Bond.-- 3d ed / With a record of the finding of the Loretto chapel in 1919.-- xvi, 176 p : illus. (incl. facsims.) v pl. (incl. front.) plans (1 fold.) ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1920


General information and college rules / Corpus Christi College, Oxford.-- Revised up to October, 1920.-- 51 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Corpus Christi College, [1920]


   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: Oxford}}

   Notes: Bibliog.: p.66-68
   Held by: Cambridge; London School of Economics; National Library of Scotland}}}

{{{Greek hero cults and ideas of immortality / Farnell, Lewis Richard.-- Oxford, 1920.-- The Gifford lectures ; 1920
   Held by: Aberdeen}}}

   Notes: Thesis: University of London, 1920
   Held by: Aberdeen; Birmingham; Edinburgh; Leeds; Manchester; Oxford; Sheffield; Trinity College Dublin; UCL (University College London)}}

   Held by: British Library}

   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

   Notes: Title and illustrated series title within ornamental borders
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Notes: Poems
   Held by: Oxford; Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Humpty Dumpty & other Songs ... Pictured by P. Woodroffe / Moorat, Joseph S.-- obl 4.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1920
   Held by: British Library}}

The Ministration of Public Baptism in the Church of England, as it is, and as it might be. / Everitt, Herbert. -- pp. vi. 46. ; 8o. -- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1920. 
Held by: British Library}

Held by: British Library}

Notes: Includes bibliographical footnotes 
Held by: Aberdeen ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Southampton}}

Near Oxford : a popular historical and architectural handbook to over a hundred places of interest within a radius of about fifteen miles / by H. T. Inman.-- 5th ed / rev. by Harry Paintin.-- 256 p : ill., fold. map ; 16 cm.-- Oxford : Alden, 1920 
Notes: At head of title: A companion to "Alden's Oxford guide" 
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

The New Decameron.-- 183 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Basil Blackwell 
Vol. 2: Containing The second day 
Notes: Blue paper boards with a tan cloth backstrip, white paper label on spine printed in blue. Grey end papers illustrated with line drawings in dark blue.-- Library's copy has bookplate of G.L. Lazarus.-- Second day 
Held by: Nottingham}}

Notes: v. 2,4,6 only 
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

The new lessons explained / by W. Sanday ... et al.-- p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford, 1920 
Held by: Cambridge}}

North Aston, Oxon : particulars, plan and conditions of sale of the valuable and attractive freehold dairy farm known as "Cold Harbour Farm," ... Messrs Brooks & Son will offer the above for sale by auction at the Golden Cross Hotel, Oxford, on Wednesday,, Sept. 15th 1920 / E.J. Brooks & Son (Firm).-- [8]p : [1] folded col plan ; 34cm.-- [Oxford : E.J. Brooks & Son,
Notes: Cover title: Valuable Freehold Estate, known as "Cold Harbour Farm,
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{The odes of Horace / translated into English verse by Lionel Lancelot Shadwell. With the Latin Text.-- 131, 131 p.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1920
Notes: Text and translation on opposite pages, numbered in duplicate
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Omnipotence and personality... / by W.M. Thorburn.-- p. [159]-185 ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1920]
Notes: From title page: "Off-printed from 'Mind: a quarterly review of psychology and philosophy', vol.xxix, N.S., No.114"
Held by: Birmingham}}

Held by: Liverpool}}

{{The Order of the Ministration of the Lord's Supper or Mass, for the use of Evangelical Catholics and others, etc. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 48. ; 16o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1920.
Held by: British Library}}

Milwaukee : Morehouse, 1920
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford}}

{{The Ornaments of the Ministers ... With forty-one plates and thirty-two figures in the text. / Dearmer, Percy.-- (New edition.)-- pp. xii. 136. pl.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Oxford and Cambridge miscellany / Burbury, A. V ; University of Oxford ; University of Cambridge.-- 64,[2]p : 3 leaves of plates ;
27cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell
Notes: Manuscript notes, possibly in Burbury's hand, p.56-61.-- No more published.-- Signature of contributor, A.V. Burbury, on t.p
Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Manchester}}

{{Oxford fortnightly review : a political, social, and literary journal /}
Published under the auspices of the Oxford Carlton Club.-- 22v. ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : Oxford Carlton Club, 1920-1922
Notes: [No more published]
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{[Oxford High School roll of service 1914-1919.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1920?
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Sheffield]}}

{{[Particulars with plan and conditions of sale, of the Aston and Cote Estate Oxfordshire : The valuable freehold Jacobean residence known as "Cote House" ... to be sold by auction, by Messrs Franklin and Jones, at the Randolph Hotel Oxford on Wednesday July 21st 1920, at 3 o'clock / Franklin & Jones.-- 23p. [6]p. of plates : ill ; 38cm.-- [Oxford : Franklin & Jones], 1920
Notes: Aston and Cote Estate Oxfordshire: The valuable freehold Jacobean residence known as "Cote House" ... to be sold by auction, by Messrs Franklin and Jones, at the Randolph Hotel Oxford on Wednesday July 21st 1920, at 3 o'clock.-- Cover title: Aston and Cote Estate Oxfordshire
.-- Valuable freehold Jacobean residence known as "Cote House" ... to be sold by auction, by Messrs Franklin and Jones, at the Randolph Hotel Oxford on Wednesday July 21st 1920, at 3 o'clock.-- With a docket title
Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[The Perpetual Calendar. / Young, Samuel William.-- 32o..-- [Oxford], [1920.]
Held by: British Library]}}

Notes: Bibliography: p. 223-225
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin]}}

Held by: Aberdeen]}}

Held by: Oxford]}}

[1920] -- [Sheldonian series of reprints and renderings of masterpieces in all languages. VII]
  Notes: Danish and English on opposite pages, numbered in duplicate. -- Edition of 500 copies no. 113
  Held by: Oxford]

  Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

  Held by: National Library of Wales}}

  Held by: Oxford}}

{{Poems from the Norwegian of Sigbjörn Obstfelder / Obstfelder, Sigbjørn, 1866-1900 ; Selver, Paul, 1888- -- [4], 51 (i.e. 96), [2] p ; 15 cm. -- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1920. -- Sheldonian series of reprints and renderings of masterpieces in all languages ; no. 6
  Notes: Norwegian text and English translation on facing pages, with p. 6-50 numbered in duplicate. -- Preface by P. Selver. -- Series and imprint statements from colophon. -- Series edited by Reginald Hewitt. -- "This edition is limited to 500 copies." -- Final page. -- Title and text in blue and black
  Held by: Oxford}}

{{Poems of motherhood / by Dorothea Still. -- 43 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1920. -- Adventurers all, a series of young poets unknown to fame
  Held by: Oxford}}

  Held by: British Library}}

  Held by: Oxford}}

{{A Queen's College miscellany / Queen's College (University of Oxford). -- 48 p. -- Oxford (the College), 1920
  Notes: Contents include: Leisure; Perchfishing; and Miss Warble / [by] Edmund Blunden - Shadows in the Parthenon; Numbers; The starry lady; and Lady Ursula the incomparable / [by] Louis Golding - Retrospect; Economics; and Song / [by] Russell Green
  Held by: University of London – ULRLS}}

  Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library

{{The red dragon / by Llwelyn Slingsby Bethel.-- 56p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : B.
Blackwell, 1920.-- Adventurers all; a series of young poets unknown to fame.
[no.28]
Notes: Title and illustrated series title within ornamental borders
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Religion & life : being a report of some of the speeches made in the
examination schools during the Religion and Life Week at Oxford, January
25th to February 1st, 1920.-- 48 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1920
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Revelation of Eternal Love. Christianity stated in terms of
love. / Weston, Frank, Bishop of Zanzibar.-- pp. 192. ; 8o.-- London,
Held by: British Library}}

{{A roll of arms belonging to the Society (of Antiquaries) temp. Henry VIII,
c. 1540 / by M. Stephenson and R. Griffin.-- 29 cm.-- Oxford, 1920
Notes: From Archaeologia, vol. LXIX
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{Roll of Service ... 1914-1919. / Oxford.-- pp. 8. ; 4o.-- Oxford : Holywell
Press, [1920.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Rules for the cataloguing of printed books published before 1920 / Bodleian
Library, Oxford.-- 23p ; 15 cm, pbk.-- Oxford : Bodleian Library, 1922
Notes: Originally published: 1920?
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Sabi Reserve : a Southern Rhodesia native problem / by Arthur Shearly
Blackwell, 1920
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}

{{School talks in peace and war / by J. H. Badley.-- viii, 207 p ; 19
cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1920
Held by: Oxford}}

{{A set of Elizabethan heraldic roundels in the British Museum / by R. Griffin
and M. Stephenson.-- 30 cm.-- Oxford, 1920
Notes: From Archaeologia, vol. LXX
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{A short guide to the Church of St. Mary the Virgin at Oxford / by Catharine
Notes: "with an appendix of extracts from historical documents" - t.p
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Shylock reasons with Mr. Chesterton, and other poems / Wolfe, Humbert,
Held by: Oxford}

{{The sixth book of the Aeneid / with introduction and notes by H.E.
studies
Notes: Text in Latin ; introduction and commentary in English
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield
; Trinity College Dublin ; UCL (University College London)}}

{{Songs and Signs. / Davies, Oliver, Writer of Verse.-- pp. viii. 62. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Sonnets. / Dickinson, Eric Charles.-- pp. 31. ; 8o..-- Oxford, London :
Held by: British Library}}

{{St. Edmund Hall magazine / St. Edmund Hall (University of Oxford).-- v :
plates ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1920-
Notes: Caption title.-- regular: annual
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Stairway to the Throne. Verse quotations arranged for daily use
throughout the year. / Jenkinson, Editha.-- pp. viii. 75. ; 12o..-- London,
Held by: British Library}}

{{The story of my life / by the late Colonel Meadows Taylor. Edited by his
daughter. With a preface by Henry Reeve.-- New ed. ... By Henry Bruce.-- 2v.
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The story of the 2/4th Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry / by
With maps and illustrations by the author.-- xv, 226 p : illus. (1 col.)
maps, ports ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1920
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Study of Crystals in Schools. / Barker, Thomas Vipond.-- pp. 15. ;
8o.,-- Oxford : Holywell Press, [1920.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Summary guide / Ashmolean Museum.-- 3d ed., rev. and enl.-- 178 p : plans ;
19 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for the visitors and sold at the Ashmolean Museum,
1920
Notes: Also has title: Ashmolean Museum summary guide.-- At head of title
page : University of Oxford
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield}}

{{The sword of justice : or, The Christian philosophy of war completed in the
idea of a league of nations / With an introduction by Ernest Barker.-- xii,
{{Syllabus of the Horace Plunkett Foundation Lectures on Rural Sociology, etc. / Ashby, Arthur Wilfred.-- pp. 10. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Institute for Research in Agricultural Economics, [1920.]
   Held by: British Library}}

   Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford}}

{{A thing to be explained / by Laurence Housman ; illustrated by C. T. Nightingale.-- 29 p : ill. (some col.) ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, [192-?].-- "Jolly books" series
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Three one act plays / by A.K. Clarke, A.O. Roberts and L. du Garde Peach.-- 101 p.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell at the Shakespeare Head, [192-?].-- The British Drama League library of modern British drama ; no.12
   Notes: Title taken from cover
   Contents: Persephone / by A.K. Clarke - Cloudbreak / by A.O. Roberts - Wind o' the moors / by L. du Garde Peach
   Held by: Bristol}}

{{The trade unions and output / papers by J.T. Brownlie and H.A. Grimshaw. With a report of the discussion to which they gave rise.-- Oxford : Ruskin College, 1920.-- Reorganisation of industry series ; 7
   Held by: Leeds}}

{{The trees, shrubs, and plants of Virgil / by John Sargeaunt.-- vi, 148 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1920
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; UCL (University College London)}}

{{Triptych / Lorraine, Elsa.-- 8vo.-- [Oxford, 1920].-- Initiates: a series of poetry by proved hands ; 6
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

   Notes: "Bibliographical note": p. xvii-xx
   Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}

   Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Printed at the Chiswick Press, London.-- Title within ornamental border
Held by: Oxford}

{{The vnfortvnate traveller : or the life or Jacke Wilton / by Thomas Nashe ; edited by H.F.Brett-Smith.-- xx, 132 p : facs ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1920.-- The Percy reprints ; no.1
Notes: Bibliographical note: p.xvii-xx
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{[The why prices rise and fall / Pethick-Lawrence, Frederick William Pethick-Lawrence, Baron, 1871-1961.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1920.-- The world of to-day ; 6
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{[The wisdom of the world and the wisdom of Christ / Walker, E. M.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1920
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Notes: Poems
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Oxford ; Sheffield}}

{{The world significance of the Russian revolution / by George Pitt-Rivers ; with a preface by Oscar Levy.-- xiii, 45 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1920
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Yarnton, Oxon : particulars with plan and conditions of sale of about 34 acres of freehold pasture land, ... which Messrs, Hamlet & Dulake are favoured with instructions from Mr. and Mrs, Despear to sell by public auction, at the "Golden Cross" Hotel, Oxford, on Wednesday, February 4th, 1920 / Hamlet and Dulake.-- [4] p., [1] folded leaf of plates : col. map ; 45 cm.-- Oxford : Hall, [1920]
Notes: At head of title: For occupation or investment.-- Imprint date from title .-- With docket title
Held by: Oxford}}
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{{al-Qisim al-akhir min kitab al-tajarub al-umam / li-Abi `Ali Ahmad ibn...}}
Muhammad al-ma`ruf bi-Miskawayh; `atanā bi-al-nasakh wa al-tashih H.F. Amedruz. -- 26 cm. -- Oxford : B. Blackwell. -- The eclipse of the `Abbasid Caliphate. original chronicles of the fourth Islamic century ; v.2 Vol.2: Reigns of Muttaqi, Mustakfi, Muti and Ta`i
Notes: Added t.p. in English: the concluding portion of the experiences of the nations. -- In 7 volumes
Held by: Edinburgh)}

{{Alden's Oxford guide / annually revised by Harry Paintin; with key-plan of the University and city. -- (50th ed.). -- 136 p : front., illus., plan.-- Oxford : Alden & Co., Ltd, (1921)
Held by: Birmingham}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool}}

Notes: Also has title: Report of proceedings.-- At head of title: University of Oxford, Delegacy for the Extension of Teaching. -- Spine title: Oxford summer school 1921
Held by: Newcastle}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Beacon / Appleton, E. R. (Ernest Robert), b. 1891.-- v : ill ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1921
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{The beginning of the year in the Middle Ages / Poole, Reginald Lane
Poole, Reginald L. -- Oxford, 1921
Held by: Aberdeen ; Liverpool}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Books and ideals / Broadus, E. K.-- Oxford, 1921}}
The British-Israel fallacy / by L.E.P. Erith.-- 63, [1] p ; 19 cm.-- London ; Oxford : Mowbray ; Milwaukee : Morehouse, [1921]  
Held by: Oxford}

Broadways; or, the Blougram of our day. [A poem.] / Kendall, Guy.-- pp. 15. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1921.  
Held by: British Library}

Browning's Essay on Shelley / Browning, Robert ; Brett-Smith, H. F.  
B.-- Oxford, 1921. -- Percy reprints ; 3  
Held by: Aberdeen}]

Bulletin / British Association for the Advancement of Science. Seismological Committee.-- v ; 22 cm.-- Oxford, 1921-1922  
Held by: Cambridge}

Held by: British Library}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}]

The Cardinal's Hat. [A magazine published by members of Christ Church.]  
vol. 1. no. 1-vol. 2. no. 3. 24 Nov. 1919-8 June 1921. / Oxford.-- 4o.-- Oxford, 1919-1921.  
Held by: British Library}

Catholic Forces. A review of the National Catholic Congress held at  
Liverpool, August 1920. / England.-- pp. 108. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1921.-- [Catholic Social Year Book. 1921.]  
Held by: British Library}]

Held by: British Library}

Cervantes : the Newdigate prize poem / 1921 / by James Laver.-- 15 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1921?]  
Held by: Oxford}

Children and childhood / N. Niemeyer.-- 206p.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1921  
Held by: British Library}

The Christian Citizen. / Cunnington, Susan.-- pp. 92. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Catholic Social Guild, 1921.-- [Catholic Manuals for Social Students.]  
Held by: British Library}
{{Christian democrat / Catholic Social Guild.-- Oxford : Catholic Social Guild
Notes: monthly
Held by: London School of Economics ; University of London – ULRLS}} [A periodical]

{{The Christian family / by Margaret Fletcher. The Christian citizen ; by
Susan Cunnington.-- 104, 92p.-- Oxford : Catholic Social Guild,
1921.-- Catholic manuals for social students
Held by: University of London – ULRLS}}

{{Christian Moral Principles. Seven sermons, etc. / Gore, Charles,
Held by: British Library}}

{{The church and eugenics / by the Rev. Thomas J. Gerrard.-- 3rd ed., rev. and
enl.-- 64 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : The Catholic Social Guild ; St. Louis, Mo. :
B. Herder, 1921.-- Catholic manuals for social students
Notes: Bibliography: p. [3] of cover
Held by: Glasgow ; National Library of Wales}}

{{The Churchman's Why & Wherefore Tracts. / CHURCHMAN.-- 4 no. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Communion of the Body of Christ. Thoughts on the meaning of the words of
consecration. / Smith, James Newland Newland ; Liturgies.-- pp. vii. 46. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{The concluding portion of the experiences of the nations / by Miskawaihi ;
Arabic text edited by H.F. Amedroz.-- 4 v. ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Basil
Blackwell, 1920-1921.-- The eclipse of the `Abbasid Caliphate ; 1,2,4,5
Notes: Arabic text and English translation in separate
volumes.-- Translated into English by D.S. Margoliouth
Held by: Cambridge}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The Constructive Value of the Bible. / Lock, Walter ; Bible.-- pp. 31. ;
Held by: British Library}}

{{Continuation of The experiences of the nations / by Abu Shuja Rudhrawari and
Hilal B. Muhassin ; Arabic texts edited by H.F. Amedroz and D.S. Margoliouth
; [translated from the original Arabic by D.S. Margoliouth].-- 2 v ; 25
cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1921.-- The Eclipse of the Abbasid caliphate ;
vol. 3, 6
also in Arabic with title: Dhayl kitab Tajarib al-umam .-- Vol. [2] is
English translation
Held by: Manchester}}
Notes: Poems
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{England in the eighteenth century : essays in verse / by O. F. Christie.-- 139 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1921
Notes: Colophon: printed at the Shakespeare Head, Stratford-upon-Avon
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford}}

{{The English Carol Book. (Second Series.) / Shaw, Martin, 1875-1958.-- v. ; 8..-- London, Oxford, 1921
Notes: A reissue of E.1678
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Notes: "Printed at the Shakespeare Head."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Fantasia / by William Force Stead.-- 16 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : The Holywell Press, 1921
Notes: Cover title.-- "Poems privately printed."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Fasting Communion. / Ollard, Sidney Leslie.-- pp. 11. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford, [1921].-- [The Churchman's Why & Wherefore Tracts. no. 4.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}
London, 1921
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

Held by: Manchester}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The little wings : poems and essays / by Vivienne Dayrell (i.e. Vivienne Dayrell-Browning) ; with an introduction by G. K. Chesterton.-- 79 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1921
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Lyra mutabilis / by Morley Roberts.-- 76 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford ; London : B. Blackwell, [1921?]
Notes: In ms: "1st ed."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Lyrics of Gil Vicente / by Aubrey F.G. Bell.-- 2nd ed.-- xxiv, 132p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1921
Notes: Errata slip inserted.-- Parallel Portuguese text and English translation on opposite pages
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford}}

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Memories / written by himself in the Jaghatai Turki ; annotated and revised by Sir Lucas [White] King.-- 3v.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1921
Notes: With notes, introduction, map, &c
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Memorial Collects of Saints and Worthies ... whose names do not appear in the calendar of the Book of Common Prayer, etc. / Fraser, Alexander Campbell, Vicar of St. Cuthbert's, Bedlington.-- pp. vii. 64. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1921.
Held by: British Library}}
Held by: British Library}}

{{Otakar Brezina : a study in Czech literature / Selver, Paul, 1888-
Blackwell; [etc., etc.], 1921
Held by: Aberdeen ; Bradford REES Col. ; Oxford}}

{{Oxford and Cambridge college messengers postage stamps, cards, and envelopes:
a short account of their origin and use, 1871-1886 / by F.A. Bellamy.-- 20
p ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Printed and published by Oxford Chronicle Co., 1921
Notes: College messengers postage stamps, cards, and envelopes
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Oxford and Cambridge mountaineering / Oxford University Mountaineering
Club ; Cambridge University Mountaineering Club.-- v : ill ; 22 cm.-- Oxford
universities, 1921-1930
Notes: Also has title: Cambridge mountaineering.-- Cover title: Oxford &
Cambridge mountaineering. -- Not published 1923 or 1927.-- regular: annual
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{(Oxford High School Roll of Service 1914-1919. [Two wall
sheets.] / Oxford.-- fol.-- [Oxford], [1921.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Oxford : historical - descriptive - pictorial : with notes on Oxford
architecture / by Edward C. Alden.-- viii, 84 p : ill ; 21 x 17 cm.-- Oxford
: Alden, [1921?]
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Oxford poetry 1921 / edited by Alan Porter, Richard Hughes, Robert
Graves.-- 20cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1921
Notes: From title page verso : Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press,
Stratford-upon-Avon
Held by: Birmingham ; Liverpool}}

{{Patteson of the isles / Debenham, Mary H.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1921
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Peacock's Four ages of poetry : Shelley's Defence of poetry, Browning's
Essay on Shelley / edited by H.F.B. Brett-Smith.-- xxxiii, 112p ;
20cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1921.-- The Percy reprints ; 3
Notes: "Bibliographical note": p. xxviii-xxxiii
Held by: Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford}}

{{Philologica : journal of comparative philology / edited by Josef Baudis and
Leonard Cyril Wharton.-- 2v. ; 22cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1921-4
Notes: No more published.-- regular.-- Two volumes in one
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Poems. / Abbott, Claude Collee.-- pp. 69. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil}}
Blackwell, 1921.
Held by: British Library

Notes: Caption title.-- "Printed ... on the press used by the late Dr. C.H.O. Daniel."
Held by: Oxford]

[The poetic procession: a beginner's introduction to English poetry, being the substance of two lectures delivered to the Brighton branch of the Worker's Educational Association / by J.F. Roxburgh. -- 46 p.; 24 cm. -- Oxford: B. Blackwell, 1921
Held by: Oxford]

Notes: Interleaved.
Held by: British Library]

[The private life of an Eastern king: together with Elihu Jan's story; or, the private life of an Eastern queen / edited with introduction and notes, by S.B. Smith. -- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1921
Held by: National Library of Scotland]

Notes: "The six lectures reprinted in this volume were delivered [in their original form] in the School of English literature at Oxford ... in the summer term of 1921."--Prefatory note
Held by: Cambridge; London School of Economics; National Library of Scotland]

[The Problem of the Agamemnon: being a criticism of Dr Verrall's theory of the plot of Aeschylus' Agamemnon; and Dr Verrall's reply. / Hoernle, Edward Selwyn; Aeschylus; Verrall, Arthur Woolgar. -- pp. 42.; 8o.-- Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1921.
Held by: British Library]

Held by: National Library of Scotland]

Held by: British Library]

[Reminiscences / by William Warde Fowler. -- 87 p.; 20 cm. -- Oxford: [s.n.], 1921
Notes: Cover title
Held by: Manchester; Oxford]
lecture given to Oxford University extension students, in August, mdcccxxi / Warren, Thomas Herbert, Sir, 1853-1930.-- 36 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, [1921] 
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The wars of Marlborough, 1702-1709 / by Frank Taylor ... ed. by G. Winifred Taylor ... with an introduction by the Hon. J.W. Fortescue ... Maps comp. and drawn by H.W. Cribb.-- 2v : 10 fold. maps (incl. fronts.) ; 22 1/2 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1921 
Held by: Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Southampton}}

{{The way / Bradby, Godfrey Fox.-- p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford, 1921 
Held by: Cambridge}}

Notes: 1st and 3rd cycles were issued with subtitle An anthology of verse.-- 3rd-6th cycles edited by Edith Sitwell.-- Contributions are by the Sitwells, Nancy Cunard, Aldous Huxley, and others.-- Cycles 1-6, 1916-1921.-- University Library has 2nd ed. of Vol. 1, dated 1917, and lacks vol.6.-- Vol.5 published: London: Leonard Parsons, 1920 
Held by: University of London – ULRLS}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{With riflemen, scouts, and snipers, from 1914 to 1919 / by F. M. Crum, major, King's Royal rifle corps.-- 4 p. [ll.], 141, [3], xxxviii p : ill. (incl. map) plates ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for private circulation, 1921 
Notes: "These notes are put together as a sequel to With the mounted infantry in South Africa."--Pref 
Contents: The training and testing of the new army.--In the salient.--Arras and sniping.--Appendix: Lecture at Aldershot.--Final results of experience.--Work with boy scouts 
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{The world significance of the Russian Revolution / with preface by Dr. Oscar Levy.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1921 
Held by: Birmingham}}

{{Yarnton & Pixey Meadows, near Oxford[graphic] : about 84 acres of excellent mowing grass and 70 commons : will be sold by auction by Messrs. Franklin & Jones / Franklin & Jones.-- 1 poster ; 52 x 38 cm.-- [Oxford : Franklin & Jones, 1921] 
Notes: "at the "Grapes" Inn, Yarnton, on Monday, July 4th, 1921. At 5 for 6 o'clock in the Evening, under the usual conditions." 
Held by: Oxford}}
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Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Adam's Calendar, and other chronological prophecies of the Old Testament / Shortt, Alexander Graham ; Bible. -- pp. 127. ; 8o. -- Oxford : The Author, 1924.
Held by: British Library}}

{Address delivered on speech day of Jews' College : London, 9th of Nisan 5684 (13th April 1924) / by Flora Sassoon. -- 10 p ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : Frederick Hall, Printer, 1924
Notes: Sefat perah shoshan. -- At head of title: Sefat perah shoshan
Held by: Manchester}

{{Alden's Oxford guide : with notes on the district and rivers, key-plan of the University and city and numerous illustrations / Edward C. Alden. -- 158 p : ill., maps ; 16 cm. -- Oxford : Alden & Co., Ltd., 1924
Notes: Edited by Henry J.C. Alden. -- Includes index
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{All I could never be / John Foster Makepeace. -- 112 p ; 19 cm. -- Oxford : Blackwell, 1924
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Ancient Hospital of St. Katharine: some account of it ... With six illustrations. / Majendie, Severne Andrew Ashhurst. -- pp. 35.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Annual report / the Commonwealth Forestry Institute, University of Oxford. -- v. -- Oxford : The Holywell Press, [1924?]. -- 02640538 ; 09568417
Notes: annual. -- Name changed to Oxford Forestry Institute in 1986. Previous name: Commonwealth Forestry Institute
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Notes: On title page verso: Printed and made in Great Britain at the Shakespeare Head Press, Stratford-upon-Avon
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Oxford}}

{{Aquinas Sexcentenary Lectures. / Thomas, Aquinas, Saint. -- 4 vol.
Held by: British Library}}

{{The arcus visionis in the Babylonian observations / by C. Schoch. -- 11 p ; 21 cm. -- Oxford : University Observatory, 1924
Notes: Cover title: The "Arcus Visionis" in the Babylonian observations, with tables of the Babylonian calendar. -- Includes bibliographic references
Held by: Oxford}}
{{Good Thoughts help to make good Days. A thought for every day in the year from the writings of S. Francis de Sales. Selected by ... Herbert T. Maitland. / FRANCIS [de Sales], Saint, Bishop of Geneva ; Maitland, Herbert Thomas.-- pp. 27 ; 8o.-- London & Oxford : A. R. Mowbray, 1924. 
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Great Meadow : studies of village life / by Helen Hamilton.-- 157 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924 
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{[Greek reader / selected and adapted with English notes from Professor Wilamowitz - Moellendorff's 'Griechisches Lesebuch'.-- 2v.-- Oxford, 1924-1926 
   Held by: Liverpool}}

   Held by: National Library of Wales}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: Paperbound in grey; printed paper labels on cover and spine 
   Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford}}

{{A history of the Gurney system of shorthand / Salter, William Henry Gurney ; Gurney (Famil).-- 49 p : port ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, [1924] 
   Notes: Including some account of the Gurney family 
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{How to be healthy : being a series of consultations by a living personality / Physician.-- xi, 172 p ; 18 cm.-- [Oxford] : [Fox], [1924] 
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Index of the Berks, Bucks & Oxon Archaeological Journal (1895-1919), and of the Quarterly Journal of the Berks Archaeological Society (1890-95), etc. / PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS ; Ditchfield, Peter Hampson.-- 8o.-- Oxford,
1924.
Notes: Vol. 28 no. 2 of the Journal.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Bibliography: p. 143
Held by: School of Oriental & African Studies (SOAS)}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{A literal translation of Cicero's Philippic Orations I., II / with introductions and analyses. I. by E. L. Hawkins. II. by a Hartford scholar of Balliol, rev. by E. L. Hawkins.-- 75 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Hubert Giles, 1924
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Little Mirrors, and other studies in free-verse. / Miles, Susan, pseud.-- pp. 30. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1924.]
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: "Bibliographie": p.ix-x. "Liste des textes utilisés": p. 87-88.-- "The late Professor Holbrook's edition [Paris, 1924] is reproduced without change, apart from the correction of a number of misprints and wrong line-references."
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: Oxford}}}
map on inside cover ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1924
Notes: Caption title: Open fields and inclosure at Marston, Oxfordshire
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Ovyde, hys booke of Methamorphose : books X-XV / translated by William Caxton ; newly printed from the manuscript in the Pepysian library at Magdalene College, Cambridge.-- 4 p. '; xiij-xl, 189 p., 1 '; 31 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1924
Notes: Colophon of original: Thus endeth Ovyde hys booke of Methamorphose translated & fymysshed by me William Caxton at Westmestre the xxij day of Appryll the yere of our lord m.iiijc.iiijxx. And the xx yere of the Regne of kynge Edward the fourth.-- "Edited by Stephen Gaselee & H. F. B. Brett-Smith.".-- "Three hundred and seventy-five copies...have been printed on Batchelor's Kelmscott hand-made paper. This is number ..."
.-- Translation in prose made from a French version. Caxton's prologue and translation of books I-IX are missing in the Pepysian manuscript, the only one known at present
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Oxford poetry 1924 / edited by Harold Acton and Peter Quennell.-- 52 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1924
Notes: From title page verso : Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press, Stratford-upon-Avon
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford}}

{{Oxford University Summer "Eights" 1924 : "Blue Race Chart" order of starting, Saturday, May 24th.-- 16p ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Phipps & Co., 1924
Notes: "Blue Race Chart" order of starting, Saturday, May 24th.-- Includes pages of advertisements. -- Title from cover
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Parish Clerk, and his right to read the Liturgical Epistle. / Atchley, Edward Godfrey Cuthbert Frederick.-- New edition.-- pp. viii. 29. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford, 1924.-- [Alcuin Club Tracts. no. 4.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{The pedlar : a narrative poem / R. Warwick Bond.-- 2v. ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1922-1924
Held by: Nottingham}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Philologia : journal of comparative philology / edited by Josef Baudis and Leonard Cyril Wharton.-- 2v. ; 22cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1921-4

Notes: No more published.-- regular.-- Two volumes in one

Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}


Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The pleasent historie of Lazarillo de Tormes / drawen out of Spanish by David Rouland of Anglesey, 1586, ed. by J. E. V. Crofts.-- xv, 80 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1924.-- Percy reprints ; no.7

Notes: "Bibliographical note": p. xiii-xv.-- "... Reprinted from a transcript of the British Museum copy of the earliest surviving edition, the octavo printed by Abell Jeffes in 1586."--p. xiii.-- With reproduction of original t.-p. of the 1586 edition

Held by: Oxford}}


Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Poems / by Robert Crawford.-- 32 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1924

Held by: Edinburgh}}

{{Poems / by John Harvey.-- 48 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1924

Notes: Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press, Stratford-upon-Avon

Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Oxford}}


Notes: Bound in white paper over boards; printed in blue-gray on front cover and spine

Held by: Oxford}}

{{Poems / by Ralph Thicknesse.-- vii, 55 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924

Held by: Oxford}}

{{Poems. / Mann, Francis Oscar.-- pp. 77. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1924.

Held by: British Library}}

{{Poems chosen by boys and girls / arranged by Fowler Wright and Crompton Rhodes.-- 4 bk ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1924}}
Notes: Wanting bks. 1-3
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Poems of Wales / by A.G. Prys-Jones.-- 4 p. l., 64 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924
Notes: "First printed October 1923; second impression January 1924."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Poems 1923-1924 / [students of] University College London.-- 56 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1924
Held by: UCL (University College London)}}

{{Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin / edited with introduction and notes by L. Rice-Oxley.-- xxvi, 192 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1924.-- The Percy reprints ; no. 8
Notes: "In ... [1799] appeared the first edition of the Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin, from which the present reprint is taken, the vowels omitted from the proper names being supplied and a few insignificant misprints being corrected."--Editor's introd., p. xxii-xxiii.-- Poems by George Canning, J.H. Frere, George Ellis, William Gifford and others, which appeared in the Anti-Jacobin; or, Weekly examiner, Nov. 20, 1797-July 9, 1798
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The princess in the sleeping wood / Ould, Hermon Leonard.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, [1924].-- New plays from old stories
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Problems of seventeenth century Európean history (1555-1714) : a handbook for teachers / by W.T. Marsden.-- 274 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford}}

{{Proceedings of the Oxford Union Society / Oxford Union ; Oxford Union.-- 8v. ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Printed by W.R Bowden, 1823-1924
Notes: Also has title: Debates of the Oxford Union Society.-- Also has title: Laws and transactions of the Union debating society.-- regular: annual.-- Spine title: Debates of the O.U.S.-- The printer changed from time to time
Held by: Oxford}}
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}

{{Saint Thomas Aquinas as a philosopher / by A. E. Taylor.-- 32 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924.-- Aquinas sexcentenary lectures
Notes: "A paper read at the celebrations of the sixth centenary of the canonisation of St. Thomas Aquinas, held at Manchester University ... May 26-30, 1924."
Held by: Manchester; Oxford}}

{{The sayings of the children : (with further sayings) / written down by their mother, Pamela Grey (Lady Grey of Fallowdon).-- 4 p. b., 148 p : front ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924
Notes: "First edition, February, 1918 ... fifth edition augmented and revised, September, 1924."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{[[Sephath Perah Shoshan.] Address delivered on Speech Day of Jews' College ... London ... 13th April 1924. / Sassoon, Flora, Mrs.-- pp. 10. ; 4o.,-- Oxford : Printed for private circulation, 1924.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: A collection of poems.-- Anonymous: by L.A.G. Strong.-- Title taken from the wrapper
Held by: Edinburgh
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: Oxford}}

{{The seventh hole, and other verses / by Dum-Dum.-- 69 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford}}

Notes: Facsimile reprint of ed. originally published: London: printed and}}
sold by R. Burleigh in Amen-Corner. MDCCXIV.-- From introduction, p.ix: "The edition here reprinted is ... of the first year, but not the first, though it is considerably the rarer of the two". -- Half-title page in black and gold. -- With reproduction of the original title page
Held by: Birmingham]

Held by: British Library]}}

[{{[Sind : a re-interpretation of the Unhappy Valley / Abbott, John.-- Oxford, 1924
Held by: Aberdeen}}]

[{{[The Sixth Earl Grey Memorial Lecture delivered at King’s Hall, Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne on April 26, 1924 / Zimmern, Alfred Eckhard, Sir.-- [1v.]; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1924
Held by: Cambridge]}}]

[[Some People of Hogg’s Hollow. / Boniface, Eleanor.-- pp. 130.; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1924.
Held by: Cambridge]}

[[South Africa a century ago (1797-1801) / by the Lady Anne Barnard ; selected and edited by H. J. Anderson ; with an introduction by A. C. G. Lloyd.. ; and a memoir of the Lady Anne Barnard by W.H. Wilkins.-- x, 316p.-- Cape Town ; Oxford : M. Miller, 1924
Notes: Contents: Part 1/ Letters written from the Cape of Good Hope -- Part 2/ Extracts from a journal addressed to her sisters in England
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.]}}

[[{The Speeches given at the Centenary Banquet of the Oxford Union Society ... 29 February, 1924. A verbatim report ... With an introduction by H. A. Morrah, etc. / Oxford ; Morrah, Herbert Arthur.-- pp. 66.; 8o.-- Oxford, 1924.
Held by: British Library]}}

[[{Spiritual Letters ... Selected ... and edited by W. H. Longridge ... With a memorial sermon by the Right Reverend Charles Gore, etc. [With a portrait.].-- pp. xxiii. 175.; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1924.
Held by: British Library]}}

[[{St. Edmund Hall Magazine. vol. 1. no. 5, etc. Dec. 1924, etc. / Oxford,-- 8o.-- Oxford, 1924-.
Held by: British Library]}}

[[{St. Joseph of Arimathaea at Glastonbury, or the Apostolic Church of Britain / by Lionel Smithett Lewis.-- 3rd ed.-- 44 p, 8 plates : ill ; 22 cm.-- London : A. R. Mowbray & Co., Ltd., 1924
Notes: Includes index
Held by: King's College London ; National Library of Wales}]}

Held by: UCL (University College London))

{[[The strike].-- 8pts. -- [Oxford], [1924?].-- Pamphlets. Series B ; Nos.1-8
Held by: London School of Economics]}

{[[Theory of advanced Greek prose composition : with digest of Greek idioms / by John Donovan.-- 3v. ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1921-1924
Notes: Partial contents: [V] 1. Pt. 1. Syntax and idiom of the subordinate clause ; Functions and equivalents of the parts of speech -- v. 2. Part 1 (concluded) and part 2 -- [v]. 3. Pt.3. Minor differences
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford]}

{[[The theory of good and evil. A treatise on moral philosophy.-- Second ed.-- 2v. ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1924
Held by: London School of Economics ; National Library of Scotland]}

Held by: Aberdeen ; Oxford]}

{[[To Mr. Law / [A. Ramsay].-- 8 p ; 39 cm.-- [Oxford], [1924]
Held by: Oxford]}

{[[The Tragical comedy of Hamelia & Opheliet.-- 48p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1924
Held by: Manchester]}

{[[Tutenag and paktong : with notes on other alloys in domestic use during the eighteenth century / Bonnin, Alfred.-- p ; 24 cm.-- Oxford, 1924
Notes: Impression limited to 400 copies
Held by: Cambridge]}

{[[Unfulfilment / by Joan Arden.-- 47 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford, [England] : B. Blackwell, 1924.-- Adventures all; a series of young poets unknown to fame ; [no.8]
Notes: Title and illustrated series title within ornamental borders
Held by: Oxford]}

{[[Veritas : the theology of St. Thomas Aquinas / by Ælred Whitacre.-- 32 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1924.-- Aquinas sexcentenary lectures
Notes: "A paper read at the celebrations of the sixth centenary of the canonisation of St. Thomas Aquinas, held at Manchester University ... May 26-30, 1924."
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford]}

{{Via Dolorosa. Devotions for Passiontide, or for a pilgrimage, etc. / Waddy, Percival Stacy.-- pp. xvi. 88. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1924.
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Visiting winds / by Eric N. Batterham.-- 48 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1924.-- "Adventurers all." New series ; No. 7
   Notes: Paperbound in burnt orange; printed paper labels on front cover and spine
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Wiggly Weasel & other stories, etc. / Marlowe, Mabel.-- pp. 64. ; 4o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1924.
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Word puzzles for 1924 / by E. Wordsworth.-- [8] p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : To be had only from Miss Wordsworth, [1924]
   Notes: Caption title. Imprint from colophon.-- In verse
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Flemings in Oxf. Vol.3.-- Oxford, 1924
   Held by: Cambridge}}

1925-additional context

Impressions from the Unseen, etc. / Bazett, L. Margery.-- pp. 122. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1925.
   Held by: British Library

1929 – Context – 181

{{Acta dermato-venereologica. Supplementum.-- ill (some col.) ; 28cm.-- Oslo ; Oxford : Taylor & Francis, [1929?]-- 03658341
   Notes: Description based on: 209.-- Irregular
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Address list of old members of Balliol College / Balliol College (University of Oxford) ; Balliol Society.-- 2v ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Baxter's Press, 1927-1929
   Notes: Both vols. include addenda and corrigenda.-- Prepared for the Balliol Society
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{The adjustment of errors in practical science / Gibbs, Reginald William Malyon.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1929
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}}
   Held by: British Library]

[The Adventures of Two Chairs, etc. / Mackenzie, Sir Edward Montague Compton.--- pp. 31. ; 4o.--- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1929].-- [Continuous Stories. no. 22.]
   Held by: British Library]

[After this Manner. A study of the Lord's Prayer in the light of the Lord's prayers. / Hollis, Gertrude ; JESUS CHRIST, 03456.e.50. ; LORD'S PRAYER, 03456.e.50.--- pp. vii. 79. ; 8o.--- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1929.
   Held by: British Library]

[All the King's Trumpets, etc. / Gate, Ethel May.--- pp. 176. ; 8o.--- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929.
   Held by: British Library]

   Held by: British Library]

[Annual report / Oxford University Exploration Club.--- 10 no. in v : ill ; 23 cm.--- [Oxford] : Oxford University Exploration Club, 1929-1938
   Notes: regular: annual
   Held by: Oxford]

   Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

   Notes: No more published.
   Held by: British Library]

[Aspects of Elizabethan imagery / by Elizabeth Holmes.--- x, 134 p ; 22 cm.--- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1929
   Notes: "Editions used": p. ix-x
   Contents: Contents: Introduction - The predecessors of Shakespeare - Shakespeare - Chapman - Marston, Tourneur, and Webster - Epilogue
   Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield]]

[Asthalleigh, Oxon. 5 miles from Witney and 15 from Oxford : particulars, plan and conditions of sale of the valuable freehold agricultural property known as "College Farm" extending ... which will be sold by auction, by Messrs. Nicholas in conjunction with Messrs. Franklin & Gale at the Clarendon Hotel, Oxford, on Wednesday, June 26th 1929 at 3 o'clock / Franklin & Gale (firm) ; Nicholas (firm).--- 11p : folded map ;
25cm.-- Reading : Nicholas ; Oxford : Franklin & Gale, 1929
Notes: Cover title: Asthalleigh, Oxon. 5 miles from Witney and 15 from Oxford.-- Map attached to rear cover.-- Particulars, plan and conditions of sale of the valuable freehold agricultural property known as "College Farm" extending ... which will be sold by auction, by Messrs. Nicholas in conjunction Messrs. Franklin & Gale at the Clarendon Hotel, Oxford, on Wednesday, June 26th 1929 at 3 o'clock
Held by: Oxford)

{{An autobiography / by Anthony Trollope.-- x, 283 p.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929.-- The Barsetshire novels of Anthony Trollope
Notes: First published in 1883 in two volumes by Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans and Roberts.-- Published for the Shakespeare Head Press, Stratford-upon-Avon
Held by: Bristol})

Held by: British Library})

{{Barchester towers / by Anthony Trollope.-- 2v ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press and published for the Press by Basil Blackwell, 1929.-- The Shakespeare Head edition of the novels of Anthony Trollope
Notes: First published in 1857 in three volumes by Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans and Roberts.-- "The Barsetshire novels of Anthony Trollope" on spine
Held by: Oxford})

{{The Bartered Bride ... Book of words ... Translated ... by Alice Raleigh. / Sabina, Karel ; Raleigh, Alice.-- pp. 29. ; 8o.-- Oxford : George Sheppard, [1929.]
Held by: British Library})

{{Bees from an undergraduate bonnet / Bishop, L. ((Leslie)).-- 103 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1929
Notes: Essays
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

{{Below the Threshold, and other verses. / Pyatt, Henry Robert.-- pp. 68. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929.
Held by: British Library})

{{Black bread : poems / by Patience Ross.-- 55 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929
Held by: Oxford})

{{The black horseman : a play in one act / by Mary Pakington.-- 40 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1929
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Bodleian manuscripts of Henry King / Percy Simpson.-- Oxford : Bodleian Library, 1929.-- Bodleian' Quarterly Record ; Vol. 5. No. 60. pp. 324-40}}
Held by: British Library]

[Burford, past and present / with a preface by W. Warde Fowler. [With plates.].-- 8vo. -- Oxford, 1929
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

[Children of Hertha & other poems / With decorations by Rex Whistler. -- 74 p : illus. -- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1929
Notes: Limited to 300 copies
Held by: Oxford]]

Held by: Oxford]]

Held by: Trinity College Dublin]]

[Church self-government / Oxford, Bishop of. -- Oxford : [s.n.], 1929
Held by: Trinity College Dublin]]

[A Code of social principles / prepared by the International Union of Social Studies. -- v ; 19 cm. -- Oxford : Catholic Social Guild, 1929
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin]]

Held by: Oxford]]

[Daubeny laboratory reprints, 1913-1926 / Magdalen College (University of Oxford). Daubeny Laboratory. -- 8vo. -- [Oxford, 1929]
Held by: National Library of Scotland]]

Notes: Bibliography : p. [xv]
Held by: Oxford]]

[The Davenant Bookshop catalogue / Davenant Bookshop. -- Oxford : Davenant Bookshop, 1929-
Held by: National Library of Wales]]

Held by: Oxford]]
{{[The glory of life / Pridham, Arthur.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1929
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin]}}

{{[Gorse, Heather and Peat. [Sketches.]/ Percivall, Alfred, pseud.-- pp. 218.
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Great Oxford pioneers of science and industry in the 18th century / by R.T.
   Gunther.-- 11 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1929
   Notes: Offprint from: Report of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of
   Oxfordshire for 1929
   Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[A guide to agricultural policy / by John P. Maxton.-- 47 p ; 22
   cm.-- Oxford, [England] : Ruskin College, 1929.-- Ruskin College Study
   Courses ; no. 3
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references (p.43-47)
   Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[Guilemi de Ockham Epistola ad Fratres Minores. Edited with notes and
   introduction by C. Kenneth Brampton./ William, of Ockham ; Brampton,
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Hakluyt's voyages / selected & arranged by A.S. Mott.-- 317 p : front.,
   illus., maps.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1929
   Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[The Heavenly Priesthood of Our Lord. A review of the Bible doctrine, with
   special reference to recent developments in teaching and ritual./ Cox,
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Henry Fielding, playwright, journalist and master of the art of fiction :
   his life and works / by H.K. Banerji.-- vii, 342 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford :
   Blackwell, 1929
   Notes: Bibliography: p. [269]-342.-- Cover title: Henry Fielding : his
   life and works
   Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin]}}

{{[Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L. ... A centenary memoir, etc. [By various
   authors. With a portrait.] / Liddon, Henry Parry.-- pp. xi. 51. ;
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Hexagonal Chess. With a board. / Baskerville, H. D., of Oxford.-- pp. 15. ;
   Held by: British Library]}}

{{[Hobbes's Leviathan reprinted from the edition of 1651 / with an essay by
   W.G. Pogson Smith.-- 19 cm.-- Oxford, 1929
   Held by: Cambridge]}}
Held by: British Library}}

{{The Lady's Prisoner. By M. Bowen ... The Story of Mr. Bell. By Geoffrey M. Boumphrey, etc. / Bowen, Marjorie, pseud.-- pp. 40. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1929.]
   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: First published in 1867 in two volumes by Smith, Elder & Co.-- The volumes are numbered 1 to 4 on the spine
   Held by: Oxford}}

   Held by: British Library}}

   Notes: Reprinted from the Proceedings and report of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire, for 1928
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Little novels of Sicily / by Giovanni Verga ; translated by D. H. Lawrence.-- 191 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929
   Notes: Translation of Novelle rusticane
   Held by: Newcastle}}

{{Little plays of Saint Benedict / Foreword by F. M. Powicke.-- xiv, 137 p.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1929.-- Pax Books
   Notes: Saint Benedict; The Venerable Bede; Saint Hilda and Caedmon; Saint Augustine; Saint Einswythe; Saint Osyth; Saint Radegund; Saint Frideswythe; The Holl of Frankincense
   Held by: National Library of Wales}}

   Held by: British Library}}

{{Mademoiselle Maria Gloria. By M. Bowen ... The Saving of Castle Malcolm. By Madeleine Nightingale, etc. / Bowen, Marjorie, pseud.-- pp. 43. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1929.]
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Magazine / St. Edmund Hall.-- Oxford, 1929
   Notes: Vol.2.4: Dec. 1929
   Held by: Aberdeen}}}
Palmerston, etc. / Powell, Robert Stephenson Smyth Baden, Baron
   Held by: British Library}

{{Napier's Rifles. The history of the 5th Battalion, 6th Rajputana Rifles / by
H.G. Rawlinson. [With plates, including portraits, maps and plans.]-- viii,
200 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1929
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The new decameron / Dayrell, Vivienne.-- 240p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : Basil
Blackwell, 1929
   Sixth volume / edited by Vivienne Dayrell
   Notes: Containing stories by Gerald Bullett, Ethan Allan Brown, Madeleine
   Nightingale, Naomi Royde-Smith, Eric Walter White, Vivienne Dayrell, William
   Gerhardi, Evelyn Waugh, L.A.G. Strong, Raymond Crompton Rhodes, L.P. Hartley
   Held by: Manchester}}

{{The New spirit in Anglo-Catholicism / by Francis Underhill, M.A.-- vii, 50 p
; 19 cm.-- London ; Oxford : Mowbray ; Milwaukee : Morehouse, 1929
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{Notes to a book of verse for boys and girls / compiled by J.C. Smith.-- New
ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1929
   Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The novels of Samuel Richardson / Richardson, Samuel, 1689-1761.-- 18v. ; 20
cm.-- Oxford : Newly printed at the Shakespeare Head Press,
Stratford-upon-Avon, and published for the press by Basil Blackwell,
1929-1931.-- The Shakespeare head edition of the novels of Samuel Richardson
   Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland}}

{{Odes to his nymph, a lady of quality. By Mr. Wisdom-Tête, a polite
vagabond. / Wisdom-Tête, pseud. ; Odes.-- Pages not numbered ; 21
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Oliver's Oxford Almanack, etc. 1914, 1916, 1920,
1925-29. / EPHEMERIDES.-- 8o.-- Oxford, [1913-1929.]
   Held by: British Library}}

{{On Chinese Medicine: drugs of Chinese pharmacies in Malaya. / Hooper,
David.-- pp. 163. ; 8o.-- [Singapore;] Oxford printed,
1929.-- [Gardens' Bulletin. vol. 6. pt. 1.]
   Held by: British Library}}

{{Order of service to be used on the occasion of the Jubilee Thanksgiving of
the Society of Oxford Home-Students in the Church of St Mary the Virgin on
Sunday, November 3rd, 1929, at 5.15 p.m / Society of Oxford
Home-Students.-- 8p ; 20cm.-- [Oxford : s.n., 1929.]
   Notes: Cover title.-- Pagination includes end paper and covers
   Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Orkney Norn. [A glossary, preceded by a historical sketch.] / Marwick,
Hughes and Clarke, 1929.-- Worcestershire Historical Society. Publications ; [32]

Notes: Text issued in 1907 with title: Register of Bishop William Ginsborough, 1303 to 1307. Edited for the Worcestershire Historical Society by J. W. Willis Bund

Held by: Manchester}


Notes: Photocopied at NCL

Held by: British Library}}}

{{A report on the housing conditions in the rural districts of Oxfordshire.-- 21p.-- Oxford : Oxfordshire Rural Community Council, 1929.-- Publications ; No.6

Held by: London School of Economics}}}

{{Rewley House Papers, etc. / Oxford.-- 4o.-- Oxford, 1929- .

Held by: British Library}}}

{{The rising tide : an epic in education / by J. G. Legge.-- 4 p. [II.], 102 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929

Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield}}

{{Robin Hood and his merry men: a play in two acts / Matheson, Elizabeth F.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, London, 1929

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Robin of Maoriland / Glen, Esther.-- 8vo.-- Oxford & London, 1929

Held by: National Library of Scotland}}


Notes: First ed. 1926.-- P. 159-176 advertisements

Held by: Oxford}}


Notes: Cover title: R.A.O.B. Grand Oxford Banner.-- Front end paper includes form with Lodge and membership details

Held by: Oxford}}


Held by: British Library}}

{{The second minuet [and other poems] / with a foreword by Alec Waugh. Caricatures by Nerman.-- 28 cm. (8vo).-- Oxford, 1929

Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}
Shakespeare as a dramatic artist: a popular illustration of the principles of scientific criticism / Moulton, Richard Green.-- 3rd edition, revised and enlarged.-- Oxford, 1929
Held by: Liverpool

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

A Short Bible in the Authorised Version. Chosen and arranged by V. J. K. Brook ... A. A. David ... W. H. Fyfe ... A. E. Lynam. / BIBLE ; Brook, Victor John Knight ; David, Albert Augustus, successively Bishop of St. Edmundsbury and Ipswich and of Liverpool; Fyfe, William Hamilton ; Lynam, Alfred Edmund.-- 2 pt.; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929.
Held by: British Library

Notes: Reprint, 1929
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Sir Galahad.-- 2v.; 31cm.-- Oxford, 1929
Held by: Cambridge

The small house at Allington / by Anthony Trollope.-- 2v.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1929.-- The Barsetshire novels of Anthony Trollope
Notes: First published: 1864 in two volumes by Smith Elder and Co.-- Published for the Shakespeare Head Press, Stratford-upon-Avon
Held by: Bristol

Held by: British Library

Notes: Essays
Held by: Oxford

Some kinds of poetic diction / [by] Bernard Groom.-- p. 139-160; 22 cm.-- Oxford, 1929.-- Essays and studies ; v. 15
Held by: Oxford
Concilii ; Sbarretti, Cardinal ; Watt, Lewis ; Catholic Social Guild.-- 16 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Catholic Social Guild, [1929-30]
Notes: Letter of the Sacred Congregation of the Council to Mgr. Lienart, Bishop of Lille, signed D. Cardinal Sbarretti, with a preface by Lewis Watt
Held by: Warwick}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Reprint from French quarterly, v.10, no.1
Held by: Bristol}}

{{Univ... Agric... Research Inst. Progress in English farming syst.
1-3.-- Oxford, 1929
Held by: Cambridge}}

Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Chancellor's prize for Latin verse, 1929
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Vendetta, etc. / Rutter, Owen.-- pp. 34. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1929.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{Versions from 'A Shopshire lad' / by Cyril Asquith.-- 31 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1929
Notes: Latin translations by Cyril Asquith on pages facing the English original poems
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Vox Domini ... or, Messages from the Master to men and women of to-day. Translated from the ineffable by a Parish Priest-Clement Humilis. / Humilis, Clement, pseud.-- pp. xx. 396. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1929.
Held by: British Library}}

{{Voyage, and other poems. / Hall, B. Fairfax.-- pp. 42. ; 8o.-- Oxford :}}
Basil Blackwell, 1929.
Held by: British Library}

{[The warden / by Anthony Trollope.-- xxxii, 203 p ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press and published for the Press by Basil Blackwell, 1929.-- The Shakespeare Head edition of the novels of Anthony Trollope
Notes: First published 1855 in one volume by Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans
Held by: Oxford}}

{[When Mr. Punch was young : a fantasy in two scenes / by C. R. Allen.-- 55 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1929
Held by: Oxford}}

{[Works / Chaucer, Geoffrey, d. 1400 ; Shakespeare Head Press.-- 8vol.; 8o.
8o.-- Oxford : Shakespeare Head Press, 1928-1929
Notes: 386 copies (no. 133). With trial page
Held by: Liverpool}}

Held by: British Library}}

{[The Wrist-Watch Castaways. By Boyd Cable ... Galleons. [A poem.] By Lord Dunsany, etc. / Cable, Boyd, pseud.-- pp. 36. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1929.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: Oxford}}

{{[Year book of agricultural cooperation in the British Empire.-- Oxford
Notes: annual
Held by: London School of Economics]}}

Notes: "1st September 1929".-- Morris-Oxford Press Ltd. printing code: 7590-8/29/50m
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Oxford]}
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  Held by: King's College London]}

{[Abstract of proceedings for the year 1930-1931 / Oxford society of historical theology ; Box, George Herbert, 1869-1933 [former owner]. -- 51 p ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : Printed for private circulation, [1931]
  Held by: King's College London]}

  Held by: University of London – ULRLS]}

  Notes: 'Translated by Phyllis Hartnoll assisted by Elizabeth E. Bouman.' - t.p. verso
  Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; Sheffield]}

{[The Adams family [of Massachusetts]. With illustrations [including portraits.] / Adams, James Truslow. -- 8vo. -- Oxford, 1930
  Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

{[All shall be well: selections from the writings of the Lady Julian of Norwich. A.D. 1373 / Juliana, an Anchorite of Norwich. -- 8vo. -- London, Oxford, [1930]
  Held by: National Library of Scotland]}

{[The Alpine passes : the middle ages (962-1250) / J.E. Tyler. -- 188 p ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1930
  Notes: Includes index
  Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield]}

  Notes: Bound with: Dam dupat - alterum tantum. 1925. -- Cover title: Papers}
by Professor S.G.Vesey-FitzGerald
  Held by: School of Oriental & African Studies (SOAS)}

{{[Annual reports / Eton, Natural History Society.-- v ; 26 cm.-- Oxford, 1930-1963
  Held by: Cambridge]}}

  Notes: "A review of mediaeval studies".-- Unknown, Jan. 1929/June 1930
  -- Vol. 1 has sub-title: Proceedings of the Arthurian Society
  Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{[The battlefield of Bannockburn appeal. A message from John Buchan / Buchan, John, 1875-1940.-- s.sh.fol.-- Oxford, 1930
  Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{[The beasts, birds, and bees of Virgil : a naturalist's handbook to the Georgics / by Thomas Fletcher Royds ; with a preface by W. Warde Fowler.-- 3d ed.-- xxiii, 106 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : B.H. Blackwell, 1930.-- Virgilian studies
  Notes: Bibliography: p. xxi-xxii
  Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[Blue herring : a journal for rebels in the London School of Economics : no article without misrepresentation.-- 30p.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, 1930
  Held by: London School of Economics]}}

{{[The Boiled Owl, and The Ass's Mouth, etc. / Housman, Laurence.-- pp. 31. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930].-- [Continuous Stories. no. 30.]
  Held by: British Library]}}

  Notes: American edition ( Houghton, Mifflin company) has title: Old Boston (England)
  Held by: Oxford]}}

{{[Bovey Tracey and its district. / Hole, M. A. ; Ellis, William, of Bovey Tracy.-- pp. 92: plate ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : the Author, 1930.
  Notes: Includes extracts from articles by William Ellis, originally published in the local newspaper between 1883 and 1887. "For private circulation only."
  Held by: British Library]}}

{{[The bread of Britain / Hurst, A. B.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1930
  Held by: National Library of Scotland]}}

{{[Buried Treasure. A play for boy scouts. / Arkwright, Godfrey Edward Pellew.-- pp. 23. ; 8o.-- Oxford : For the Author, [1930.]
  Held by: British Library]}}
Clarissa: or, The history of a young lady, comprehending the most important concerns of private life / [Samuel Richardson].-- 8v. ; 20 cm.-- Stratford-upon-Avon : for the Shakespeare Head Press by B. Blackwell, Oxford, 1930.-- The Shakespeare head edition of the novels of S. Richardson Held by: National Library of Wales ; Newcastle}

Confessions of an English opium-eater / by Thomas De Quincey; with an introduction by William Bolitho and twelve lithographs drawn on the stone by Zhenya Gay.-- ix, 77 p : illus ; 36 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for the Limited Editions Club at the Shakespeare Head Press, 1930 Notes: "Fifteen hundred and twenty copies ... have been printed in England by B.H. Newdigate ..."--T.p. verso. Library has copy number 52, signed by Zhenya and B.H. Newdigate.-- "This edition embodies the text of the ... Confessions [which] first appeared in the London magazine for September & October, 1821, the Appendix in December, 1822"--P. viii Held by: Oxford}


A contribution to the history of University College London: with impressions of some personalities / presented by Sir Hermann Gollancz. to which is added copy of a rare pamphlet...entitled Motives grounded upon the word of God for the present founding an university in the metropolis London 1647.-- 46 p : facsim ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford] : Privately printed for the author, 1930 Notes: Motives grounded upon the word of God for the present founding an university in the metropolis.-- Summary: Traces the development of Hebrew and Aramaic studies at University College Held by: Nottingham]

Corporate personality. A study in jurisprudence.-- 8vo.-- London, 1930 Notes: Bibliog.: p.247-250 Held by: London School of Economics ; National Library of Scotland ; National Library of Wales}}

Cotton-Woolleena, etc. / Housman, Laurence.-- pp. 36. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930].-- [Continuous Stories. no. 24.] Held by: British Library}


An error in star catalogues concerning B.D. + 35, 1508. (Reprinted from the
612.) / Bellamy, Frank Arthur ; Bellamy, Ethel Frances
Butwell. -- 8vo. -- Oxford, 1930
Notes: Joint authors: Frank Arthur Bellamy and Ethel Frances Butwell
Bellamy
Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Every man's story of the New Testament / by Alexander Nairne. -- xii, 294 p :
ill ; 19 cm. -- London ; Oxford : A. R. Mowbray, 1930
Notes: "Pastors and masters" (bibliography): p. 262-274
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Sheffield}

Everyday Counsel Booklets ... Devotional readings and pictures. / EVERYDAY
Held by: British Library}

1930
Held by: Liverpool}

Exercises in arithmetic / Pigrome, E. R. -- 4 pt ; 8vo. -- Oxford, 1926-1930
Notes: Library lacks pt. 3
Held by: National Library of Scotland}

Facsimiles of letters of Oxford Welshmen / Ellis, Richard, of Jesus College,
Oxford. -- Oxford, 1930
Held by: Liverpool}

Farrago / edited by Peter Burra. -- 2v : ill. : plates ; 23 cm. -- Oxford :
Simon Nowell Smith [publisher], 1930
Notes: Includes Max Beerbohm's "Rodin's First Steps in Society" (No.1, p.12 + plate) and "Dr. Brodick" (No.3, p.[134] + plate). -- Index: vol. 1
Held by: Oxford}

First [etc.] Annual Report 1929-30 [etc.]. / ETON COLLEGE. -- 8o. -- Oxford,
1930- .
Held by: British Library}

French idioms and proverbs / Payen-Payne, De Vincheles. -- 8th ed., revised
and enlarged. -- 19 cm. -- Oxford, 1930
Held by: Cambridge}

Held by: British Library}

Fumifugium, etc. / Evelyn, John, F.R.S. -- pp. viii, 49 ; 20 cm. -- Oxford,
1930. -- (Old Ashmolean reprints. no. 8.)
Notes: A facsimile of the edition of 1772. Made from a copy owned by Max
Judge.
Held by: British Library}
A history of Iberian civilization / translated by Aubrey F.G. Bell. With a preface by S. de Madariaga.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1930
Held by: National Library of Scotland]

Notes: "An appendix ... containing an index of names and obsolete words and a note by Philip Hereford" (p. [453]-479) has special t.p.-- Edition of "475 copies ... of which 450 are for sale."
Held by: University of London – ULRLS]

The history of the village of Islip, Oxfordshire / compiled by Edith Miller.-- 20p : ill ; 30cm.-- Oxford : Oliver & Son, 1930
Held by: Oxford]

Held by: British Library]

An inquiry into the doctrines of the Anglo-Saxon church : in eight sermons preached before the University of Oxford, in the year MDCCCXXX, at the lecture founded by the Rev. John Bampton / by Henry Soames.-- xxviii, 478 p ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Printed by S. Collingwood, for C.J.G. and F. Rivington, 1930.-- Bampton lectures ; 1830
Held by: Leeds ; Manchester]

Held by: British Library]

The journal of tropical medicine and hygiene / London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.-- 28cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell Science, 1930-95
.-- 00225304
Notes: Published for the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
Held by: British Library]

Held by: National Library of Scotland]

A King's Champions. A story of the first four centuries of the Christian Church ... Illustrated, etc. / Stevenson, John Sinclair, of the Irish Presbyterian Mission to Western India.-- pp. xi. 192. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930.]
Held by: British Library]

Kongresa libro / International Congress of Esperantists (22d (1930 :
Labour versus the caucus: the real struggle in the Oxford City Council / written by a member of the Labour Party on the ... Council. -- 16p. -- Oxford, [193-?]
  Held by: London School of Economics}}

The lady's prisoner / by Marjorie Bowen; pictures by Morgan Rendle. The story of Mr. Bell; by Geoffrey M. Boumphrey; pictures by J.R. Monsell. -- 40 p: ill.; 21 cm. -- Oxford: B. Blackwell, [193-]
  Held by: Oxford}}

  Held by: British Library}}

Leaflets / by various members of the Congress. -- 76 leaflets. -- Oxford, 1930
  Notes: No. 27 missing, Nos. 35, 40, 59 duplicated
  Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Leaves from a beech tree / by Gwendolyn Beaufoy. -- ix, 291 p: plates, ports; 24 cm. -- Oxford: Printed for the author by B. Blackwell, 1930
  Notes: Contents: Leaves from a beech tree. -- The Beaufoys of Oxfordshire. -- The Beaufoys of Warwickshire from 1461 till 1678. -- The Beaufoys of Meriden and Evesham. -- The Beaufoys of South Lambeth. -- Colonel Mark Beaufoy, F. R. S. -- Benjamin Beaufoy. -- Captain Mark Beaufoy. -- The Siddons letters. -- Henry Benjamin Hanbury Beaufoy, F. R. S.
  Held by: Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

  Notes: Includes bibliography and index
  Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford}}

Leif Eriksson: discoverer of America, A.D. 1003 / Eriksson, Leif; Gray, Edward F. -- Oxford, 1930
  Held by: Aberdeen}}

The library of A. Chester Beatty. A descriptive catalogue of the Western manuscripts / by Eric George Millar. [With plates]. -- 2v. in 5; fol. -- Oxford: Privately printed, 1927-1930
  Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

The life and work of Robert Hooke / [edited] by R.T. Gunther. -- 5v.: ill., coat of arms, facsims.; 22 cm. -- Oxford: printed for the author [i.e. editor], 1930-38. -- Early science in Oxford; v. 6-8, 10, 13
  Notes: Parts 1-2 paged continuously
1679]-- pt. 4. Tract on capillary attraction, 1661 [Facsimile ed. of An attempt for the explication of the phaenomina ...] Facsimiles of contemporary mss. Diary, 1688 to 1693.-- pt. 5. Micrographia, 1665 [Facsimile ed.]
Held by: Oxford}

{{Little-and-Good, and The Giant and the Pigmy, etc. / Housman, Laurence.-- pp. 29 ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930].-- [Continuous Stories. no. 32.]
Held by: British Library}}

{{The love-tiff : tr. from the stage version of Molière's Dépit amoureux (1656) / as arranged in two acts by Valville for the Comédie française (circa 1780) ... by Frederic Spencer.-- 48 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1930
Held by: Oxford}}

Notes: [Four sermons.]
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{The Manchester school / University of Manchester. School of Economic Studies.-- 24cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell Publishers, 1930.-- 00252034
Notes: Manchester School of Economics and Social Studies.-- Manchester School of Economics, Commerce and Administration.-- regular
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}}

Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Map of England & Wales : showing railways, roads and distances.-- Scale 1 inch = 8 miles.-- 2folded maps, 61 p : text, col. maps, ill ; 25.5 cm.-- Oxford : The Chart Publishing Company, [ca.1930]
Notes: Includes index
Includes 2 colour sheet maps and a separateindex and road guide
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{Map of Scotland : showing railway groups, first and second class roads ... steamship routes, golf links, aerodromes / G.W. Bacon & Co.-- Scale [ca. 1:380,160].-- 1map on 2 sheets : col ; sheets 67 x 102 cm., folded in covers 23 x 17 cm.-- Oxford : Chart Publishing, [1930]
Notes: Issued in a case.-- Relief shown by spot heights
Contents: South sheet -- North sheet
Held by: University of London -- ULRLS}}
universities, 1921-1930
Notes: Also has title: Cambridge mountaineering.-- Cover title: Oxford &
Cambridge mountaineering.-- Not published 1923 or 1927.-- regular: annual
Held by: National Library of Scotland}}

{{Oxford as it was, now is and never should be / by Raymond W. Ffennell.-- 4
p. l., 48 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for the author by B. Blackwell, 1930
Notes: "These are simple tales of an ancient and imaginary Chinese city;
they are also true stories of Oxford and its citizens to-day."
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Oxford Ice Skating Rink Botley Road Oxford : an important ice hockey match
Oxford University v Germany (Test Match Team) will be played on the Oxford
Rink on Wednesday, November 19th 1930 at 8 p.m / Oxford Ice Skating Rink
(Oxford, England).-- 1 broadside ; 38 x 26cm.-- Oxford : Oxford Ice Skating
Rink, 1930
Notes: Important ice hockey match Oxford University v Germany (Test Match
Team) will be played on the Oxford Rink on Wednesday, November 19th 1930 at
8 p.m
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Oxford Musical Festival, May 4-10 1930 : Programme and words.-- 59 p., 6
1930
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Oxford Secondary Schools' Service : May 16th 1930 at 3.0 p.m / Church of S.
Notes: Caption title.-- Service held at St. Mary the Virgin Oxford
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Oxford University Summer "Eights" 1930 : "Blue Race Chart" order of
starting, Saturday, May 24.-- 16p : ill ; 16cm.-- Oxford : Phipps & Co.,
1930
Notes: "Blue Race Chart" order of starting, Saturday, May 24.-- Includes
pages of advertisements.-- Title from cover
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Pindaros Epinikia : Pindar's odes of victory: the Nemean and Isthmian odes /
With an introduction and a translation into English verse by C. J. Billson.
Embellished with wood-engravings by John Farleigh.-- xxi, [2], 193 p : illus
; 29 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press,
Stratford-upon-Avon and published by Basil Blackwell, MDCCCCXXX
Notes: Greek and English on opposite pages.-- One of two hundred and fifty
copies.-- Title transliterated: Pindaroy epinikia
Held by: Oxford}}

{{A Plain Man looks at Life. Addresses broadcast from London. / Elliott,
Wallace Harold.-- pp. vii. 76. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford : A. R. Mowbray &
Co., 1930.
Held by: British Library}}
Princess Dimple, by Mabel Marlowe... Ann and Elizabeth at the Zoo, by Marian Allen, etc. / Marlowe, Mabel.-- pp. 32.; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930].-- [Continuous Stories. no. 26.]
Held by: British Library}

Principles of Sexual Conduct... / White, John Douglas Campbell.-- pp. 15.; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930.]
Held by: British Library}

Publications, British South Africa Company.-- Oxford
Held by: Cambridge}}

The Rawlinson collection of seal matrices / Barnard, Francis Pierrepont, 1854-1931.-- [1 v].-- Oxford, 1930
Notes: Reprinted from the Bodleian Quarterly Record, 2nd Quarter, 1930, Vol. vi. pp. 132-8
Held by: National Library of Wales}}

Reading with Joy. A system of reading with handwork, etc. 3 sets. / Solomon, Gwladys Gladstone.-- 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1930.
Held by: British Library}}

Red Oxford : an historical essay on the growth of socialism in the University of Oxford, together with an account of the first ten years of the Oxford University Labour Club / Maurice Perry Ashley and Christopher Thomas Saunders.-- 44 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford, 1930
Held by: London School of Economics}}

Relation of food and fuel / Egerton, Alfred Charles Glyn, Sir.-- 23p.-- [Oxford], [c.1930]
Held by: London School of Economics}}

Reservation & Catholicity : a discussion between A.H. Villiers and G.G. Coulton on the Bishop of Gloucester's text: Reservation is, in every true sense of the word, a Catholic custom / Villiers, A. H. ; Coulton, G. G. (George Gordon)), 1858-1947.-- 103 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Blackwell, 1930
Notes: Also has title: Reservation and Catholicity.-- Reservation and Catholicity
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}}

Notes: Caption title
Held by: Oxford}}

Held by: Oxford}}
[{Revolt.-- Oxford
Held by: Cambridge}]}

Held by: Oxford}]

[Blackfriars], [c. 1930?]
Notes: From 'Blackfriars'
Held by: Manchester}]

[{Royal College of Music organ tests : set for A.R.C.M. diploma and examinations / Royal College of Music.-- v ; 31cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], [1930]
Held by: Trinity College Dublin}]

[{S. Ignatius of Antioch. Was he an obsessed neurotic? A comment on Dr. Streeter's 'Primitive Church.' / Nash, James Okey, Coadjutor Bishop of Capetown ; Ignatius, Saint, Bishop of Antioch ; Streeter, Burnett Hillman.-- pp. 23. ; 8o.-- London & Oxford : A. R. Mowbray & Co., [1930.]
Held by: British Library}]

Held by: British Library}]

[{A sanctuary of printing : the record room at the University Press, Oxford / Holbrook Jackson.-- 23 p ; 26 cm.-- [Oxford, ca. 1930?]
Held by: London School of Economics}]

[{The Satires of A. Persius Flaccus. Renedered into English verse with an introduction and notes by Jonathan Tate. / Persius Flaccus, Aulus ; Tate, Jonathan.-- pp. 68. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1930.
Held by: British Library}]

[{The school for scandal / by Richard Brinsley Sheridan ; edited with an introd. by R. Crompton Rhodes ; the decorations by Thomas Lowinsky.-- xxvii, 145 p : ill ; 30 cm.-- Oxford, Eng. : B. Blackwell, 1930
Notes: "Four hundred and seventy-five copies of this edition have been printed ... on hand-made paper seven copies more have been printed on Roman vellum."
Held by: Oxford}]

[{Shadow-Birds ... Drawings by Helen Strickland. / Strickland, Mary ; Strickland, Helen.-- pp. 45. ; 4o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930.]
Held by: British Library}]

Held by: British Library}]

[{Smith and Brown discuss Robinson, and other poems. / Davenport, David,
Rector of Stonton-Wyville.-- pp. 64. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Holywell Press, [1930.]
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: "Printed for private circulation."
Contents: The Society in its relation to the University, by Annie M. A. H. Rogers--Foundations, by Bertha J. Johnsons--Mrs. Johnson and her work, by Ruth F. Butler--Recollections, by Caroline J. M. Hubback [and others]--Careers, by Christine M. E. Burrows
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{The South African adventure : a miracle working God abroad / Moral Re-Armament (Organisation).-- 69p ; 23cm.-- [Oxford?] : Published by The Groups, a First Century Christian Fellowship, 1930.-- The Letter ; 7
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{St. Mary the Virgin, Oxford: the University Church. [A letter addressed to the Restoration Committee and the Parochial Church Council, on the proposed alterations to the church.] / Blakiston, Herbert Edward Douglas ; Sadler, Sir Michael Ernest, K.C.S.I.-- 4o.-- Oxford : [Privately printed], [1930?]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Tales from the Panchatantra / translated fron the Sanskrit by Alfred Williams ; illustrated by Peggy Whistler ; with an introductory note by A.A. Macdonell.-- xvi, 207 p : ill ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1930
Held by: Oxford}}

{{The Thames.-- Oxford
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{This too is the Book that the Artist drew, etc. / Smalley, Janet.-- pp. 87. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, [1930.]
Held by: British Library}}

Held by: National Library of Wales}}

{{Three landscapes / Geoffrey Wellington.-- 30 p ; 19 cm.-- [Oxford] : [B. Blackwell], 1931
Held by: Oxford}}}

[Venzgyllyn : the revelation of a soul / Nathan, Lynd ; Shakespeare Head Press.-- 51 p ; 29 cm.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell
Prologue and Part I / by Lynd Nathan
Notes: Half title: Venzgyllyn : an heroic comedy. -- "Two hundred and fifty copies of the edition have been printed"--T.p. verso
Held by: Oxford]

Held by: SAS]

[A Walk to Horace's Farm ... With illustrations. / Rand, Edward Kennard ; Horatius Flaccus, Quintus.-- pp. xi. 78. ; 8o.-- Oxford; Cambridge, Mass. printed : Basil Blackwell, 1930.
Held by: British Library]]


[{The Wanderer : the ending / Masefield, John, 1878-1967.-- 9 p ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : Hall Ltd, [1930?]
Notes: Cover title
Held by: Oxford]

[{The wattlefold : unpublished poems by Michael Field / collected by Emily C. Fortey; the preface by Fr. Vincent McNabb.-- xi, [1], 206 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : B. Blackwell, 1930 Notes: By Katherine Harris Bradley and Edith Emma Cooper as joint authors Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin}]

[{Weekday walking-sticks. Thought for daily meditation / with a foreword by the Right Rev. F. Goldsmith.-- Sm.8vo.-- London, Oxford, 1930
Held by: National Library of Scotland}]

[{Westwoods, etc. / Farjeon, Eleanor.-- pp. 32. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1930.-- [Continuous Stories. no. 27.]
Held by: British Library}]

[{The whole works of Homer : prince of poetts, in his Iliads, and Odysseys / Translated according to the Greeke by George Chapman.-- 5v : illus ; 30cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press and published for the press by B. Blackwell, 1930-31 Notes: No. 87 of 450 copies on paper. With wood engravings by John Farleigh. Vol. 5 entitled The crowne of all Homer's works Batrachomyomachia or the bataille of frogs and mise, his Hymns and Epigrams}]}
Contents: v.1. Iliads I-XII. v.2. Iliads XIII-XXIV. v.3. Odyssees I-XII. v.4. Odyssees XIII-XXIV. v.5. The crowne of all Homer's workes, Batrachomyomachia, or the Battale of frogs and mise. His hymns & epigrams
Held by: Leeds; Liverpool; Oxford}

Held by: British Library}}

{{Winter Sunshine, and other poems. / Dixey, Harold Giles.-- 8vo.-- Oxford : [The Author], 1930.
Held by: British Library}}

Notes: Attributed to John Masefield.-- Privately pr
Held by: Cambridge}}

{{The works of Edmund Spenser / [text prepared by W. L. Renwick].-- 8v.; ill; 30 cm.;-- Oxford: Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press & published for the Press by Basil Blackwell, 1930-1932
Notes: Limited edition of 375 copies, of which 350 are for sale, and eleven copies have been printed on vellum.-- Title page in black and red; decked right and bottom edges; coloured head- and tail pieces
Held by: Cambridge; Glasgow}}

Notes: 1986 LIC.-- Edited by: The Horace Plunkett Foundation, 1930-1959; The Plunkett Foundation for Co-operative Studies, 1960-1987.-- Includes bibliographies.-- Publisher varies.-- regular: annual.-- Yearbook of agricultural co-operation
Held by: Oxford}}

{{Zed ... Pictures by the author. / Meldrum, Roy.-- pp. 32.; 8vo.-- Oxford: Basil Blackwell, [1930].-- Continuous Stories. [No. 28.]
Held by: British Library}}